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Abstract
The purpose of this qualitative, multiple case study of 14 students in a 
metropolitan public school in the Deep South was to find out, during a period of three 
months, what these kindergarten-aged children knew about birds, whether this 
knowledge represented current scientific thought, if such science instruction 
meaningfully affected their prior knowledge, and if so, what the factors during 
instruction that seemed to influence their understanding of the concept of bird were.
The research was conducted in three phases; preinstruction interviews, instruction, and 
postinstruction interviews.
The theoretical framework for this research was based on the Human 
Constructivism theory of learning (Mintzes, Wandersee and Novak, 1997). Instructional 
materials consisted of carefully chosen books (both fiction and non-fiction), guest 
speakers, field trips, a live bird in the classroom, students' observation journals, teacher- 
made classification and sorting activities, and picture-based concept maps.
The findings suggest that young children’s knowledge ofbirds was limited 
chiefly to birds’ anatomical and morphological characteristics, with repeated references 
being made by the children to human characteristics. There was a positive, significant 
difference in young children’s pre- and postinstruction scientific knowledge ofbirds. 
Although performance varied from child to child after instruction, most children were 
able to identify some common birds by name. Just one child resisted conceptual change.
Kindergarten children’s basic knowledge of bird behavior was limited to flight 
and eating. Although the children had more conceptual knowledge at the end, 
understanding still appeared to be shallow. The children did develop their skill in
xi
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observing markedly. It also became evident that these kindergarten children needed 
more (a) experience in asking questions, (b) practice in techniques of visual 
representation, and (c) language development in order to be able to explain what they 
observed. Scientific study ofbirds appeared to be an underutilized gateway to learning 
about living organisms in early childhood, especially in view of the fact that birds are 
the only large animals in nature that are easily seen by children during daytime hours. 
Such early childhood bird studies also correlate well with the National Science 
Education Standards (NRC, 1996).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Introduction
Overview
This is the story of fourteen kindergarten children who embarked on an 
expedition of a meaningful learning experience about birds within the borders of their 
classroom and its surroundings during a period of three months. This remarkable story 
of what these children know about birds, how much they understand the biological 
concept bird and what the limitations to their learning were or might have been, is told 
through my words as the teacher-researcher, who shared and witnessed this journey.
Why this story? Recently, there have been many calls for reform both in science 
education and early childhood education (American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, 1993; Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Bredekamp & 
Rosegrant, 1992; National Research Council, 1996; Rutherford and Ahlgren, 1989).
One of the suggestions for reform in Rutherford and Ahlgren’s (1989) book: Science for  
All Americans, was the importance of field trips. This prompted a study on how to 
make field trips a learning experience rather than an excursion experience.
In 1994, this teacher-researcher conducted a pilot study on the effectiveness of a 
field trip to the local zoo. At the time, birds were chosen as objects of study because 
birds were the only kind of animals that the children did not need to go to a special 
place to see and the local zoo had many good exhibits ofbirds.
Since then, this teacher-researcher collected library materials on birds, made 
instructional materials about them, and conducted pilot studies. At the same time, this 
teacher-researcher became a better observer ofbirds in her environment. The curiosity 
to learn and a sense of wonder about the things around us, led this researcher to believe
1
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that children needed to become more in touch with nature and that the children needed 
to be taught how to do this, realizing that learning can only make sense if it is 
meaningful. For meaningful learning to occur, nonarbitrary and hierarchical concepts 
must be linked simultaneously with new knowledge and relevant aspects of prior 
knowledge. Therefore, instruction and assessment should be designed accordingly.
Moreover, since learning is a responsibility that cannot be shared, the learner 
must choose to learn. This view of learning will require monitoring of the pupil’s 
learning behavior in the classroom. Thus, teachers plan curriculum goals around the 
learner’s interests and understandings, adapt lessons to build on the learner’s 
understandings (Doran, Lawrenz, & Helgeson, 1994, Tobin, Tippins, & Gallard, 1994: 
Katz & Chard, 1989), and even when investigating a topic, create a curriculum through 
developmentally appropriate experiences (Borgia, 1996, Katz, 1996).
Nevertheless, the theoretical underpinnings of early childhood education have 
been and still are heavily influenced by the theories of Piaget, Vygotsky, and Erikson 
and still is (Berk & Winsler, 1995; Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992; DeVries & 
Kohlberg, 1987; Morrison, 1991). Two of Piaget’s views have profoundly impacted 
researchers and teachers: first, the manner in which children actively construct their 
knowledge of the world; and second, the fact that development follows a sequence. 
Piaget’s theory is concerned mainly with knowledge per se, not with the application of 
knowledge to a particular task. However, educators applied Piaget’s findings to 
determine that learning occurs when the child actively participates, when problems are 
initially presented in a concrete rather than an abstract way, and when the child is 
cognitively ready to learn (Miller, 1983).
2
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Although Piaget has also influenced science education, research in science 
education within the last two decades contributes evidence that learners often build 
knowledge in a less-than-meaningful way, or in a way inconsistent with the 
scientifically accepted view. If so, would this be true in the case of kindergarten 
children?
In order to be able to pursue this question, it is also important to understand the 
current predominate view of learning. Unlike Piaget’s definition of the learner’s 
organizing, structuring and restructuring experience, the current predominate view of 
learning states that a learner constructs his or her own knowledge as a result of 
experiencing phenomena or receiving information, evaluating its significance, and 
incorporating the new information into his or her existing knowledge structure—thereby 
effecting a change in the meaning of the experience (Mintzes & Wandersee, 1998; 
Mintzes, Wandersee & Novak, 1997; Novak & Gowin, 1984).
The misleamed science knowledge, identified through research, called 
“misconceptions or alternative conceptions,” can help science educators as well as early 
childhood educators in anticipating and addressing such misconceptions.
The alternative conceptions movement of the 1980s generated convincing 
research findings that indicated that such scientifically inadequate ideas are common, 
widespread, age-independent, and resistant to change (Wandersee, Mintzes, & Novak, 
1994). Current research on alternative conceptions states that children carry certain 
misconceptions with them and that these misconceptions are apparent even at college 
levels.
3
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The majority of the alternative conceptions research studies in the 1980s focused 
on school—age children, and more often centered on physics misconceptions than on 
biological ones. However, a few studies on biology did explore the following topics: 
living and nonliving (Tamir, Gal-Choppin & Nussinovitz, 1981), animal classification 
(Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1985; 1988), animal concept generalization (Abdullah & 
Lowell, 1981), the human body (Mintzes, 1984), the human circulatory system 
(Amaudin & Mintzes, 1985), and plants or animals (Wandersee, 1986).
Although there are research studies on animals and animal classification, our 
knowledge of kindergarten students’ knowledge of classes of animals is limited 
(Abdullah & Lowell, 1981; Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1985,1988; Whitin & Whitin,
1997). At this time, neither kindergarten teachers nor science teachers can anticipate or 
grasp young children’s knowledge and understandings about birds. Nor do these 
educators know how children relate birds to other kinds of animals, much less to 
themselves.
Although animals are not typically studied in depth in early childhood or 
elementary classes, Whitin and Whitin’s (1997) year-long study ofbirds with a class of 
fourth graders is an exception that took place at the upper elementary school level. 
Whitin and Whitin’s study shows the importance of having children live the life of a 
scientist through inquiry learning, by encouraging the sense of wonder in children. In 
their case, the study ofbirds opened the science learning door for children.
However, what researchers do know is that at the higher level, students are 
failing to classify animals into taxonomic groups, failing to discriminate between closely 
related groups and tending to overgeneralize (Trowbridge and Mintzes, 1985; 1988).
4
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Could these failures result from teachers’ lack of understanding of children’s knowledge 
about animals and classes of animals at the primary level?
Although early childhood educators advocate studies in biological sciences and 
believe that animals in the classroom offer an approach to understanding the biological 
concept “animal,” animals or classes of animals are not studied in depth in early 
childhood classrooms. Also, little evidence exists regarding the manner in which these 
biological concepts are studied in early childhood classrooms. Without concrete 
experiences, the superordinate concept “animal” is a very broad and elusive concept for 
young children to understand (and relate to other organisms).
In most cases, animals and animal experiences are absent from the classroom,
even though they offer learning opportunities for students. Rutherford & Ahlgren, in
Science for All Americans (1989, p. 186), state:
Young people can learn most readily about things that are 
tangible and directly accessible to their senses—visual, 
auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic. With experience, they 
grow in their ability to understand abstract concepts, 
manipulate symbols, reason logically, and generalize. These 
skills develop slowly, however, and the dependence of most 
people on concrete examples of new ideas persists 
throughout life. Concrete experiences are most effective in 
learning when they occur in the context of some relevant 
conceptual structure.
While early childhood educators advocate learning in the biological sciences, 
not every preschool or kindergarten classroom offers an animal for such sensory 
experiences.
Learning is based on an understanding of concepts, which, then allows the 
learner to organize and categorize information (Gelman, 1998; Markman, 1989; Novak 
& Go win, 1984). For example, meaningful understanding of the concept “bird”
5
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requires integration of knowledge about the subordinate concepts of bird: food, habitat, 
reproduction, behavior, attributes, internal and external parts, movement, and so forth, 
all of which might require abstract thinking about the connections between the 
subordinate concepts. The difficulty in meaningfully learning the concept of “bird” is 
compounded by the fact that the learning requires integration of concepts previously 
experienced or taught. If such prior experiences are missing, so are the visual 
connections related to those experiences.
A taxonomic study of the animal kingdom, including the subordinate concepts 
of each class, is necessary if elementary teachers are to improve their success in 
teaching the diversity of life. Teaching taxonomic classification of the class of animals, 
features of organisms, and their similarities and differences, should be basic to teaching 
and understanding about classes of animals and other topics taught in relation to 
animals.
Besides the need for change in early childhood education, the positive impact of 
the current human constructivist learning, and the alternative conceptions movement, 
Katz and Chard’s (1989, xi) statement, “We suggest that young children should have 
activities that engage their minds fully in the quest for knowledge, understanding, and 
skill,” was the turning point for this teacher-researcher.
Over the eight years of teaching early childhood, this teacher-researcher had 
observed that children came to school (1) already holding beliefs about how things 
happen and consequently having expectations—based on their past experiences—which 
enable them to predict future events, (2) possessing clear meanings for words used both in 
everyday language and in a more specialized way in science, (3) holding ideas developed
6
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before and during their early school years: and (4) in some cases, having no experiences 
with animals. So, it was the task of this teacher-researcher to look at the experiences the 
children brought with them to school and plan instruction accordingly, including the 
children in the learning process. It was the understanding of this teacher-researcher that 
children’s knowledge of living things, especially animals, had to be mapped when they 
started school, whether they began as preschoolers or kindergartners. This early mapping 
could serve as a means of predicting exactly where misconceptions occur- school, home, 
or other. It is also the experience of this teacher-researcher that early childhood educators, 
especially in public school settings, have grown estranged from child-oriented 
curriculums. This estrangement may be due to the trend among administrators who prefer 
progress over process, which dictates the development of academic skills that can be 
assessed through standardized tests (Spodek, 1996). Teachers need to remind themselves 
and the administrators that the “learner must choose to learn; learning is a responsibility 
that cannot be shared” (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p. 15); the teacher must then, as Ausubel 
said, work toward “teaching him accordingly” (Mintzes, Wandersee, & Novak, 1997).
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study, through exploration of kindergarten children’s 
understandings of the biological concept “bird,” was to find out what kindergarten- 
aged children knew about birds, whether this knowledge represented current scientific 
knowledge ofbirds, and if instruction would meaningfully affect prior knowledge. The 
following questions guided this study.
1. How does an early childhood project-based approach to meaningful science 
instruction about birds impact kindergarten children’s prior knowledge ofbirds?
7
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2. What do kindergarten students know about birds’ basic biological characteristics 
and behaviors?
3. What do young children’s entry-level knowledge of categorical and biological 
understandings ofbirds look like?
4. How do learning experiences and activities used in this study impact the 
kindergarten child’s understanding ofbirds?
The reason that birds have been chosen as the topic of investigation is that birds 
were readily available in the environment. The absence of a bird in the classroom 
would not have limited the study because birds could have been observed outside, and 
the children did not have to go to a zoo to be able to see birds on a daily basis. Also, 
since children associate life with movement (Markman, 1989; National Research 
Council, 1996), the movement of flight would offer an interest point for the children. 
Furthermore, the topic lent itself to a study. Although it is important that topics for 
study emerge from children’s interests and questions in an early childhood setting, Lind 
(1997) states that topics may also come directly from the teacher’s understanding of the 
children’s need to know. In explaining the criteria of selection of a topic in project 
approach, Chard (1998) states that the teacher selects the topic of study based on the 
children’s interests, the curriculum and other factors.
This study also attempts to add to the current body of knowledge what young 
children’s knowledge ofbirds are like and ways young children gain meaning in science 
(reading, writing, thinking, observing, drawing, and recording) through experiences 
with birds within a supportive learning environment.
8
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This qualitative case study involved multiple cases of fourteen kindergarten 
student participants and embedded units of analysis (e.g. students, their experiences, 
and instructional context). This researcher utilized several kinds of qualitative data: 
observations, interviews, content analysis of instructional materials, and student and 
teacher journals. Once each student’s knowledge was identified, the teacher-researcher 
used the similarities that appeared across cases to amplify the current theory of human 
learning, the human constructivist learning theory. Human constructivist learning 
theory described by Mintzes, Wandersee and Novak (1997) is the recent enhancement 
of Ausubel-Novak-Gowin’s Meaningful Learning Theory
Initial interviews revealed prior knowledge, and provided benchmarks for 
analyzing students’ scientific and biological knowledge ofbirds. Prior knowledge then 
was compared to knowledge after instruction, with a post-interview. Other learning 
artifacts such as student journals, classification and sorting activities, and picture 
concept maps were also analyzed.
Definition of Terms
alternative conception: tenacious explanatory viewpoint constructed by the learner that 
is not in agreement with current scientific thought. 
category: any grouping of things that differ in some way.
centration: the consideration of a single characteristic to the exclusion of all others. 
classification: the ability to group objects on the basis of one or more common 
characteristics such as color, shape, size, use, and so on.
concept: a perceived pattern or regularity in objects or events that is designated by a 
label or symbol.
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conceptual change: change of a concept from a previous understanding to a new 
understanding.
conceptual framework: a view of one’s memory meaningfully linked to network of 
concepts.
construction of knowledge: idiosyncratic development of conceptual knowledge 
through interaction with the physical environment and persons in the environment. 
development: changes that take place due to growth and experience. 
egocentricitv: the young child’s tendency to look at issues or concepts from his or her 
own point of view; and the child’s inability to look at issues and concepts from the point 
of view of another.
hierarchical classification: classification using classes and subclasses and requiring the 
ability to use class inclusion as a part of the classification system. 
interaction: direct manipulation of concrete materials.
interactive writing: a form of shared writing in which the teacher and the children make 
decisions about what to write and how to write, often sharing the same pen. 
learning: meaningful changes of experience.
meaningful learning: learning that requires intentional and clear linkage of new concepts 
with existing knowledge, thereby resulting in non-arbitrary conceptual change. 
misconceptions: knowledge, derived from extensive personal experience, which is 
incompatible with established scientific theory.
paradigm: a worldview, a general perspective, a way of breaking down the complexity of 
the real world.
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seriation: the process of placing items in a logical sequence such as fat to thin or dark to 
light.
shared reading: the teacher involves children in reading together an enlarged text using 
a pointer, usually following the process of rereading a text, rereading retellings, 
rereading alternative texts, and/or rereading the products of interactive writing. 
shared writing: the teacher and students work together in making decisions about the 
skills and strategies of writing. The teacher writes and models for the students, often 
supporting the process by acting as scribe.
11
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Literature Review
Areas of research relevant to this study are: Historical perspectives in learning 
theory, human constructivist learning theory, concept mapping, alternative conceptions, 
reform in science education, reform in early childhood education, factors that influence 
young children’s meaningful conceptual development in biological sciences.
Historical Perspectives
Research on learning within the field of educational psychology is quite broad. 
Under the historical context of educational psychology, three traditions have been 
developed to understand human learning: the empiricist/behaviorist perspective, the 
cognitive/rationalist perspective, the situative/pragmatist-sociohistoric perspective 
(Brown & Palincsar, 1989; Lawson, 1994).
The behaviorist view emphasizes conditioning behavior and altering the 
environment to elicit selected responses from the learner. Thorndike, who identified 
with the empiricis^ehaviorist perspective, defined learning as a habit formation. As a 
result, teaching was defined as arranging the classroom so as to enhance desirable 
connections as bonds (Omstein and Hunkins, 1988).
The situative/pragmatist-sociohistoric perspective which is influenced by Dewey 
and Vygotsky, is interested in intelligence among members of a group, including their 
tools, artifacts, and practices (Brown & Palincsar, 1989). Proponents of this perspective 
focus on designing interactive instruction.
The cognitive/rationalist perspective advocates include Jean Piaget and David 
Ausubel. Researchers interested in schema theory and prepositional network views of
12
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memory, and conceptual understanding (including alternative conceptions) associate 
with the cognitive perspective. Resnick (1989) describes learning as a process of 
knowledge construction which is dependent on prior knowledge. In other words, people 
use existing knowledge to construct new knowledge. Besides, learning is highly tuned 
to the situation in which it takes place. “Effective learning depends on the intentions, 
self-monitoring, elaborations and representational constructions of the individual 
learner” (Resnick, 1989, p.2). The traditional view of instruction as direct transfer of 
knowledge does not conform to this constructive perspective. Instruction must provide 
information for the learners’ knowledge construction process, because learners acquire 
new knowledge when they are able to relate new ideas to already existing ideas or 
language which they already possess (Novak & Gowin, 1984; Shapiro, 1989). Within this 
tradition, Ausubel-Novak-Gowin’s Meaningful Learning Theory is logically a good fit.
The research herein is strongly influenced by the research carried out within this tradition 
of the cognitive rationalist perspective.
Human Constructivist Learning Theory
In the behaviorist context dominant psychology of the 1960s, the writings of 
educational psychologist David Ausubel remained inadequately understood until 
Ausubel’s assimilation theory came to the attention of science education researcher 
Joseph Novak. Joseph Novak saw the value and application of Ausubel’s theory for 
how new knowledge links to an existing hierarchical network of propositions related to 
one another by meaning (Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978). From the application of 
Ausubelian model emerged the new paradigm of “reception learning.” This new 
paradigm competed with the developmental theories of Jean Piaget which was receiving
13
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the attention in science education at the time. The stage theory, only a small aspect of 
Piaget’s work, received an incommensurate amount of attention by science educators as 
well as early childhood educators relative to his theories. A debate over the value of 
content (Ausubelian conceptual learning) and process (Piagetian inquiry learning) 
developed (DeBoer, 1991).
The concept is of primary importance to Ausubel’s learning theory and to its 
later enhancements. Concept is a mental representation of a perceived regularity in 
objects or events (Novak & Gowin, 1984). The word used to identify a concept is a 
label (e.g., feather, flight, wing); whereas, two concepts along with a meaningful link 
between them is a proposition (e.g., “birds have feathers”; “most birds fly”). When a 
large group of hierarchically arranged propositions and subsumed concepts can be 
chunked into one concept; this concept is called a construct (e.g., birds).
Meaningful learning theory says that if the new information is learned 
arbitrarily, or not consciously linked with existing knowledge, it is rote learning. 
Although memorization of a concept may be relatively easy, retrieval and application of 
the concept is hindered by poor “indexing”, or links to the relevant information in 
memory. In contrast, learning is meaningful when learners choose to relate new 
knowledge to relevant concepts and propositions they already know (Novak & Gowin, 
1984).
Because of the importance of prior knowledge in his model, Ausubel is well 
known for having said that the most important single factor influencing learning is what 
the learner already knows. He suggested that educators, “Ascertain this, and teach him 
[sic] accordingly (Ausubel, 1968/1978, epigraph). The importance of hierarchy and
14
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meaningful links between concepts and Gowin’s Vee diagrams that helped in explicitly 
presenting the structure of the knowledge to be learned (as an advance organizer), 
raising metacognitive awareness of learners (when constructed by students), and in 
graphically representing cognitive structure was concluded from clinical interviews 
(Novak & Gowin, 1984). Recognition of the value of concept mapping for instructional 
and research purposes is evident in the large number of research publications in which it 
was employed (Novak & Wandersee, 1990).
Concept mapping is effective because it assists learning by requiring learners to 
analyze the underlying structure of the ideas they are studying, which allows for 
integration of new knowledge into existing knowledge structures (Nowak & Gowin, 
1984; Nowak & Wandersee, 1990). In early childhood, especially in kindergarten, for 
concept mapping to be effective the concepts should be in pictorial form so the students 
can analyze their underlying structures through concrete visuals, rather than abstract 
writing.
Many recent findings in cognitive psychology about how learners construct 
knowledge are in accordance with Ausubel’s early theories. In addition, the abundance 
of findings in the alternative conceptions movement further support Ausubel-Novak- 
Gowin Meaningful Learning Theory (Wandersee et al., 1994). Findings on information 
retrieval and educational advantage of metacognitive tools (e.g., concept maps) have led 
to regular enhancements of the original theory now also known as Human 
Constructivist Theory (Mintzes et al., 1998,1997).
This view of constructivism is mostly concerned with instructional issues, with 
only some implications for social construction of knowledge in the sciences, and little
15
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reference to the radical constructivist view that questions the value of studying an 
objective reality while holding that all knowledge is idiosyncratic mental representation 
(Von Glaserfeld, 1991; Matthews, 1997).
Early Childhood Education
Much of the understanding in early childhood education (ECE) about how and 
when development takes place arises out of research based on Jean Piaget’s theory of 
concept development (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992: Charlesworth & Lind, 1990; 
Good, 1977; Wolfinger, 1994). When Piaget’s revolutionary perspective reached the 
behaviorism-dominated United States in the 1960s, child developmentalists embraced it.
According to the Piagetian constructivist view, the learner is an active participant 
in the learning process, rather than a passive one. Piaget viewed human cognition as a 
network of mental structures created by an active organism striving to make sense of its 
world. A person's present construction of experiences forms the basis for processing new 
information as well as making projections about future events. Learning, on the part of 
the learner, involves adapting, balancing of assimilation and accommodation, responding 
to equilibrium and disequilibrium, and, most critical of all, actively participating (Berk, 
1991; Morrison, 1990; Trojack, 1979; Pope and Gilbert, 1983).
Therefore, the learner/child is trying to make sense of his/her world long before 
coming to school. The constructivist view elaborating on Piaget’s work, and that of his 
followers, focuses on understanding how learners themselves create meaning in their 
activities elaborating on how children come to understand scientific concepts, (Berk, 
1991; DeVries & Kohlberg, 1987; Gardner, 1991; Morrison, 1990; Pope & Gilbert, 1983; 
Shapiro, 1989).
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In the 1980s, a growing trend toward more formal, academic instruction of young 
children in early childhood settings impelled the National Association of the Education of 
Young Children (NAEYC) to publish a position statement on developmentally 
appropriate practice in early childhood programs. This position statement provides 
guidelines and research evidence to early childhood educators, supporting the premise 
that young children learn most effectively through a concrete, play-oriented approach 
(Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Developmentally appropriate practice 
(DAP) is an approach to working with young children which requires that the adults pay 
attention to what they know about how children develop and learn, and what they learn 
about the individual needs and interests of each child in the group.
What adults know about how children develop and learn is still based on Piaget’s 
stage theory of four distinct periods of cognitive or mental growth and development. The 
first period, called sensorimotor, covers birth to about age 2 years, the time during which 
the child begins to learn about the world using all available sensory abilities. The second 
period, called preoperational, covers approximately ages two to seven years, when the 
child begins to develop concepts more similar to those of adults but which remain 
incomplete in relation to the later fully developed concept. These incomplete concepts 
are often referred to as preconcepts. During this time, also, language undergoes rapid 
growth, and the child uses speech to express concept knowledge. The ability to use 
language is one of the symbolic behaviors that emerge during this period. This symbolic 
behavior of language manifests itself in children’s representational play.
In play children develop an understanding of symbolic functions. This 
understanding of symbolic functions underlies the later understanding of abstract symbols
17
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such as numerals, letters, and written words (Berk, 1991; Charlesworth & Lind, 1990; 
Gardner, 1991; Good, 1977; Morrison, 1990; Piaget, 1964/1967; Wolfinger, 1994). At 
this age (three to six), children work with counting, comparing, seriating, and measuring, 
as well as one-to-one correspondence, shape, space, etc.
It is important that early childhood educators understand the developmental 
changes that occur between the years from birth through age 8 and guide their educational 
practices to support children’s learning and development (Bredekamp & Rosegrant,
1997). Thus, NAEYC’s view of developmentally appropriate practice, and the movement 
following this, represents a natural step from a traditional view of subject-specific 
curriculum, to a more integrated approach to enable children to make sense of what they 
are learning and to connect their experiences in ways that lead to conceptual 
understanding (Dunn, & Kontos, 1997; Krogh, 1997).
One way of enabling children to make sense of what they are learning is through 
project approach. Project Approach, as described by Katz and Chard (1989, p. 3), aims to 
cultivate the life of the young child’s mind. Katz and Chard (1989, p. 3) state that “an 
appropriate education for young children should address the full scope of their growing 
minds as they strive to make better sense of their experiences.”
The approach has three phases: beginning the project, developing the project and 
concluding the project (Chard, 1998). In phase 1, the teacher discusses the topic with the 
children with the purpose of trying to find out what they know about the topic. In phase 
2, opportunities for the children to do field work and speak to experts are arranged. 
Children are provided with resources. Each child is involved in representing what he or
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she is learning. In phase 3, the teacher arranges a culminating event through which the 
children share with others what they have learned (Chard, 1998, p. l-l).
Science Education
Piaget’s stage theory of cognitive development influenced not only early 
childhood educators, but science educators as well. Especially in the 1960s, Piaget’s 
stage theory influenced the development of some science curriculums. The use of these 
curriculums have since declined and been replaced by process-oriented textbooks. These 
textbooks require reasoning skills beyond the level of experience and comprehension of 
most children in primary grades (Howe, 1993, Mintzes, Wandersee & Novak, 1997).
A meaningful approach to learning led some researchers to develop the 
generative learning model. According to the "generative learning model" (Osborne & 
Wittrock, 1983), meaningful learning begins not only with experience itself, but also 
with selective attention to specific and relevant aspects of experience. Selective 
attention dictates perceptions and is itself dependent upon the storage of images, 
episodes, propositions, and skills already possessed by the learner.
To construct meanings, the learner generates links between sensory information 
and those aspects of stored memory considered relevant. New meanings are tested 
against sensed experiences and aspects of long-term memory. The assimilation, and 
ultimately the subsumption, of new meanings depends on their consistency with those 
meanings previously stored in long-term memory, and requires that students accept 
primary responsibility for their own learning.
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According to Cosgrove & Osborne (1984), generative learning model teaching 
is based on the generative (constructivist) model and has three distinct teaching phases: 
focus, challenge, and application. These stages are preceded by an explicit teacher 
preparation phase during which the teacher ascertains pupils' views and classifies these, 
then seeks scientific views, identifies historical views, and considers evidence that leads 
to abandoning prior views.
Building on the constructivist view, the neoconstructivist view of learning 
attempts to integrate the role of prior knowledge, short-term memory, and sensory 
experience in the learning process (Osborne & Wittrock, 1983; Pope & Gilbert, 1983). 
Neoconstructivist models propose that understanding results from the learner’s ongoing 
construction of meaning, a process that demands the vigorous participation of the 
learner as she or he reorders experience in light of previously learned knowledge.
Again, learning is an active process that requires individuals to retrieve knowledge from 
long-term memory; to apply information-processing skills in generating meaning from 
sensory data; and ultimately to organize, code, and store new meanings in long-term 
memory (Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1988). To support this claim, Trowbridge and 
Mintzes (1988, p.549), list observations from the neoconstructivist view that have 
concerned and frequently frustrated science teachers:
1. Learners formulate complex and highly sophisticated (though often scientifically 
unacceptable) ideas about natural objects and events at an early age.
2. These ideas are often remarkably stable and resistant to extinction, even by well- 
planned instruction.
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3. Students frequently focus on elements in a science lesson considered unimportant or 
incidental by the teacher.
4. The inferences and conclusions that students draw following a science activity are 
quite diverse and often inconsistent with the intended learning outcomes.
5. Rote learning is pervasive in science classes and frequently results in poor retention 
of concepts and an inability to solve novel problems.
The National reform movement on science education in the late 1980s, early 
1990s produced three important documents: Science fo r all Americans (Rutherford & 
Ahlgren,l989,), Benchmarks for Science Literacy (American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, 1993), and National Science Education Standards National 
Research Council, 1996). All three documents agree that students’ learning is hindered 
by misconceptions, and students need to become scientifically literate.
The purpose of the National Science Education Standards is to outline what 
students need to know, to understand, and to be able to do in order to be scientifically 
literate at different grade levels. Thus, the National Research Council strives to ensure 
that students learn more than process skills such as observing, inferring, and 
experimenting through inquiry—all of which are essential to science learning. Through 
inquiry, students could enhance their understanding of science, as well as scientific 
knowledge, with reasoning and thinking skills. The National Science Education 
Standards recommend that as a result of activities in grades K-4, all students should 
develop understanding of (a) the characteristics of organisms, (b) life cycles of 
organisms, and (c) organisms and environments. The purpose of these 
recommendations is to propose to develop student understanding.
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During elementary grades, children build understanding of 
biological concepts through direct experience with living things, 
their life cycles, and their habitats. These experiences emerge 
from the sense of wonder and natural interests of children who 
ask questions...Making sense of the way organisms live in their 
environment will develop some understanding of the diversity of 
life and how all living organisms depend on the living thing and 
nonliving environment... Children’s ideas about the 
characteristics of organisms develop from basic concepts of 
living and nonliving. Piaget noted, for instance that young 
children give anthropomorphic explanations in organisms. In 
lower elementary grades, many children associate “life” with any 
objects that are active in any way. This view of life develops into 
one in which movement becomes the defining characteristic. 
Eventually children incorporate other concepts such as breathing, 
eating, and reproducing to define life. As students have a variety 
of experiences with organisms, and subsequently develop a 
knowledge base in the life sciences, their anthropomorphic 
attributions should decline (National Research Council, 1996, 
p. 127-128).
Further, The National Science Education Stmdards propose to use classification 
in K-4 classroom activities, because students do not consistently use classification 
schemes similar to those used by biologists until the upper elementary grades. Younger 
elementary students generally use mutually exclusive, rather than hierarchical 
categories. Consequently, young children will use two groups but older children will 
use several groups at the same time (Markman, 1989).
Alternative Conceptions
Triumphing over three dozen other linguistic terms within the last two decades 
(Gilbert, Osborne, & Fensham, 1982; Hills, 1989; Wandersee, Mintzes, & Novak, 1994), 
“alternative conceptions” dominate the field of science education in examining students’ 
views on a range of concepts. These concepts include the physical sciences—heat 
(Erickson, 1979; 1980), and state of matter (Jones, et al., 1989; Stavy, 1990)—as well as
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the biological sciences -the human circulatory system (Amaudin and Mintzes, 1985), food 
webs (Griffiths & Grant, 1985), the human body (Mintzes, 1984), and animals and animal 
classification (Trowbridge and Mintzes, 1985; 1988).
Wandersee et al. (1989) state that alternative conceptions contain several 
recognizable characteristics as a result of studies conducted by Gilbert, Osborne and 
Fensham (1982). Shapiro’s (1989) study also supports the results of Gilbert, Osborne 
and Fensham. Recognizable characteristics of alternative conceptions listed by 
Wandersee et al (1989, p.655) are: (a) use of everyday language to interpret science 
concepts, (b) students' attaching naive meanings to technical terms, (c) use of self- 
centered, anthropocentric and animistic viewpoints, (d) the tendency to dismiss 
nonobservables as being nonexistent, and (e) attributes of objects with a certain amount of 
physical quantity.
Mintzes (1989) declares that children construct meaning from all forms of either 
physical or biological personal experience. He also states that the kinds of misconceptions 
that pose great dangers to learning and/or further learning in biology are the ones that stem 
from interactions of students, teachers, and curriculum. Although Lawson (1988) holds 
that restructuring biology occurs at a relatively early age, usually by age 10, Mintzes 
(1989) states that subsequent elaboration of students' "intuitive biology" generally occurs 
in the school environment and is accompanied by the emergence of a vast, new repertoire 
of school-based alternative conceptions. The cause of alternative conceptions continues to 
be debated.
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Alternative Conception of Animals and Early Childhood Education
Trowbridge and Mintzes (1985, 1988) agree that young children demonstrate a 
natural curiosity about animals and animal diversity, and further state that a significant 
amount of incidental learning occurs at an early age. Although animal concepts are 
introduced in the early grades and reinforced in the upper grades in schools in U.S., 
students apparently cling to a set of alternative conceptions that reflect a failure to 
generalize; this failure to generalize then results in a restricted understanding of the 
meaning associated with the concept. Also, failing to discriminate among closely related 
concepts, the students mislabel or misclassify individual members of a group.
According to Trowbridge and Mintzes (1985, 1988), students of all ages tend to 
use "animal" in a highly restricted way, applying it primarily to "large, four legged, furry 
creatures found at home, in zoos, or on farms.” Students apply the label “animal” to 
familiar vertebrates such as dog, cat, bird, horse, rabbit, squirrel, and tiger, which labeling 
poses further problems in classifying animals into taxonomic groups. These further 
problems occur because, when students misclassify, they fail to discriminate between 
closely related groups and tend to overgeneralize.
Trowbridge & Mintzes’ study results (1988) suggest that students of all ages 
subscribe to a wide range of both scientifically acceptable and alternative conceptions in 
animal classification. Although many of the alternative conceptions develop before and 
during the early school years, the alternative conceptions persist relatively unchanged 
into adulthood. Amaudin and Mintzes (1985) label these misconceptions as stable 
alternative conceptions. On the other hand, alternative conceptions that seem to yield 
more readily to formal instruction and/or nonschool experiences are labeled as
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progressive alternative conceptions. Trowbridge and Mintzes (1988) define 
misconceptions of animals as:
Scientifically acceptable concepts of mammals and birds 
develop at an early age, and most students in the upper 
elementary grades recognize these animals as vertebrates. 
Furthermore, most children can accurately classify ‘typical’ 
representatives (exceptions include the whale, bat, and 
penguin). Out of these, the tendency to classify the penguin as 
a mammal appears to be the most stable alternative conception 
(p. 561).
The studies on students’ alternative conception of animals have a wide grade level 
range, mostly from fifth grade to college level, with minimum studies at the lower 
elementary level. What is known in general over the educational spectrum is that 
alternative conceptions do exist and that they are resistant to change. What is not known is 
what has not been studied sufficiently in the formation of young children’s concepts on 
classes of animals.
Animal Concepts in Early Childhood Education
Concepts, the building blocks of knowledge, allow people to organize and 
categorize information. Children construct concepts in various ways, e.g. one-to-one 
correspondence, counting, classifying, and measuring. Charlesworth and Lind (1990) 
state that during the preprimary period children begin to apply concepts basic to both 
mathematics and science. Then, as they enter the primary period (grades one through 
three), the children extend the application to explore more abstract inquiries in science 
and to understand more complex concepts in mathematics such as addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, and the use of standard units of application.
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One important way children learn concepts is through classification. Hohman and 
Weikart (1995) state that classification is a basic strategy children utilize to organize 
materials, people, and events involved in their play. Further, they state that “through 
classification young children begin to construct relationships between similar things and 
to treat similar materials and situations equivalently” (p. 447).
Knowledge of young children’s concepts about animals comes largely from Susan 
Carey’s work. Carey (1985) compared the understandings of 4-, 6-, and 10- year-old 
children to adults in the domains of "living things,” "animals," and "human body 
functions." Rather than inductive projection, ten-year-olds and adults in Carey’s study 
used reasoning from category membership and knowledge of biological function, 
producing patterns of attribution that vary from property to property. However, the 
youngest children embedded their explanations of biological processes within an intuitive 
theory of human behavior, attributing such activities as eating, breathing, sleeping, and 
dying, to social and psychological needs. By age 10, an autonomous domain of "intuitive 
biology" emerges in which explanations are similar to those held by naive adults. This 
study suggests that youngest children decide whether an object has certain animal 
properties, such as eating or breathing by comparing the object to people-inductive 
projection.
Children view the world differently than do adults. Carey (1985) reveals that 
children between the ages of 4 and 10 years lack biological understanding. At age 4, 
children’s biological knowledge is focused on humans. To clarify, drawing inferences 
about biological categories when certain properties are known as human properties, 
children make generalizations based only on the knowledge of the human category.
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Therefore, although young children’s categories are important in guiding their thinking 
about the world (Gelman, 1998; Markman, 1989), the categories of young children differ 
from those of older children or adults because younger children focus on superficial 
properties.
At this early stage of life, children have a difficult time grouping elements together 
in two different ways at the same time; for example, someone can be boy and brother 
(Gelman, 1998, Markman, 1989). This difficulty disappears as children grow older. 
Nevertheless, these early classification errors do not accurately represent young children’s 
capabilities. A general finding from studies of children as “experts” is that when young 
children know a great deal about a specialized domain, the categories of these “expert 
children” look remarkably like the categories of older children or even adults. These 
findings indicate that children as young as preschoolers can form mature categories 
(Gelman, 1998). Although some children can form mature categories, Keil (1989) states 
that in concept acquisition, young children rely on characteristic features of animals which 
suggests that early classifications of young children are perceptual. Later in life, the 
classifications of children become conceptual in nature. Keil’s studies (1989) reveal that 
young children can begin to understand similarities.
Mintzes (1984) warns educators and suggests that educators should pay careful 
attention to the naive theories children cling to, in order to be able to help children learn 
complex scientific concepts. Moreover, Amaudin & Mintzes (1985) state that 
conceptual change is likely to occur when a learner experiences dissatisfaction with 
existing explanations.
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Use of Concept Mapping as a Conceptual Change Strategy
A concept map is a schematic device for representing a set of concept meanings 
embedded in a framework of propositions (Novak, 1984, p. 15). An educational tool, 
concept mapping is used to organize and represent knowledge (Novak, 1990,1991;
Novak, Gowin & Johansen, 1983; Novak & Musonda, 1991; Wandersee, 1983,1990, 
Wesley & Wesley, 1990). Novak and Musonda (1991) reported that experimental students 
showed "many more valid conceptions and fewer invalid conceptions" compared to a 
similar sample of students who received no formal instruction in basic science concepts 
(p. 148). Also, according to Novak and Musonda (1991), early instruction in science has a 
lasting impact, and concept maps as a representational tool for cognitive developmental 
changes are valuable.
Other research states that the use of concept mapping as an educational tool/device 
is useful, valuable, and effective (Heinze-Fry & Novak, 1990; Horton et al., 1993; Jegede, 
Alaimeyola, & Okebukola, 1990; Novak, 1990 & 91, Novak, Gowin & Johansen, 1983, 
Novak & Musonda, 1991; Pankratius, 1990; Roth, 1990 & 1994; Starr & Krajcik, 1990; 
Wandersee, 1983, 1990; Wesley & Wesley, 1990). Although there is no evidence of the 
usefulness of picture concept maps with kindergarten children, this study used and taught 
kindergarten children how to use picture concept maps. Participant constructed picture 
concept maps were used as an assessment tool to assess student understanding of the 
concept.
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Birds
What is Usually Taught about Birds in ECE?
In general, young children possess sensitivity to animals and feel a natural 
curiosity about animals. Early childhood curriculums suggest the study of animals as a 
unit in varying degrees of generalities—ffom animals to farm animals, pets, bees, birds, 
etc—because concepts like size, shape, number, color, texture, weight, smell, sound, and 
nutrition can be learned through animal studies (Charlesworth & Lind, 1990; Eliason & 
Jenkins, 1990; Hildebrand, 1991; Holt, 1989; Maxim, 1990).
Moreover, Eliason & Jenkins (1990) suggest that specific concepts related to 
individual animals, or categories and classes of animals, emerge as a result of animal 
studies, such as becoming aware of the physical characteristics of animals, animal habitat, 
diet, uses of animals, and animal reproduction and care for the young. Also, through the 
study of animals children learn how to take care of animals.
Toyama, Lee and Muto (1997) studied whether 6-year old Japanese children’s 
voluntary participation in animal care activities was associated with their understanding 
animal care procedures. The results of this study suggest that voluntary participation in 
animal care activities, reflection on animal care procedures, and other factors are directly 
related to young children’s understanding of animal care procedures at school.
Traditionally, animal studies in the early childhood classrooms follow a pattern of 
classroom pets-fish, insects, birds, gerbils, guinea pigs, hamsters, rabbits (and including 
ant farms, bug cages, and bird feeders)-mostly in the form of thematic units. Early 
childhood educators claim that classroom pets provide experiences to young children in 
which children can learn to value and take care of animals and can also learn the scientific
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method which requires observing, questioning/inquiring, reasoning, and experimenting 
(Charlesworth & Lind, 1990; Eliason and Jenkins, 1990; Hildebrand, 1991; Holt, 1989; 
Maxim, 1990). In addition, early childhood curriculums may propose concepts and 
specific activities such as categorization through matching and sorting animal picture 
cards in teaching the concept. However, how a teacher uses those materials is dependent 
on the teacher. It is important to stress here that selection of materials, as well as content, 
should be dependent on students’ understandings to provide meaning rather than mindless 
activities.
For example, Lawson (1989) states that studies have not determined the sources of 
the alternate views, nor have these studies investigated the factors that provoke changes in 
the views or the relative ease with which they can be modified. In effect, Lawson (1989) 
suggests the need for a careful analysis of the kinds of views children hold, identification 
of their sources, and identification of the sorts of instructional interventions that will bring 
those views more into line with those of modem science.
Lawson's (1988) qualitative study with three children (aged 6 years, 5 months- 
Kindergarten, 9 years, 5 months-Grade 3; and 10 years, 9 months-Grade 5) assumes that 
misconceptions spontaneously derive from children's attempts to make sense of personal 
experience. Collecting data through interviews, Lawson found that the three children 
showed no signs of naive theory of construction. He, therefore, concluded that "biological 
declarative acquisition appears to proceed from a predominantly blank slate to a 
progressively more complex picture by gradual increase of biased knowledge derived 
primarily from listening to authorities" (p. 195). Lawson further postulated that there is no 
need to complicate the teaching of biological phenomena by planning to overthrow already
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nonexistent alternative conceptions. Lawson (1990) strongly believes that, although
children may engage in the business of naive biological theory construction, concept
acquisition is like writing to a previously blank slate. Lawson vehemently states that
declarative knowledge without reasons represents dogma and that science classes teach
dogma because that is how the children acquired the information. Howe (1993) expresses
the fact that educators, in early childhood education support Lawson’s claims by teaching
science as if the children’s minds are blank slates in primary grades.
One looks in vain in primary science curriculum materials . . .  for 
serious attention to what children think or believe before instruction 
begins. Most programs do not recognize that children, even as 
toddlers, form their own ideas and explanations about events. By the 
time they enter school, children have had experiences and have 
developed concepts or naive theories about many of the things that 
make up the traditional science curriculum, (p.228)
Although, what Howe (1993) states above appears to be true for early childhood 
education, the idea that children are either naive biological theorists or tabula rasas—the 
learner has no knowledge of a topic before formal instruction—is highly criticized by 
science education researchers. The reason for this criticism is that the idea of “blank 
slates” fails to recognize that knowledge construction is a continuous process from birth, 
with children actively constructing knowledge from their experiences (Bloom & Borstad, 
1990; Gilbert, Osborne & Fensham, 1982; Lawson, 1991, 1989, 1988, Resnick, 1983).
Whitin and Whitin’s (1997) year-long, in-depth study of birds with a class of 
fourth graders shows the importance of experiences for children— which opens the door 
for science learning. If fourth graders can do this, couldn’t kindergarten-aged children 
become enthusiastic about bird biology, as well?
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What is Known about What Children Know about Birds?
The following statement in the “Effective Learning and Teaching” section of 
Science fo r All Americans (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1989) made this teacher-researcher 
curious about the understandings of the children about animals that result after a field 
trip to the zoo: “Children learn from their parents, siblings other relatives, peers and 
adult authority figures, as well as from teachers. They leam from movies, television, 
radio, records, trade books and magazines, and home computers, and from going to 
museums and zoos.” (p. 193)
To inquire about this question, a pilot study was conducted with five children 
between the ages of five and seven in April of 1994 to study the effectiveness of 
developing science concepts in young children by going to a zoo. Birds were chosen 
due to the large number of bird exhibits available. The children were interviewed 
before and after the zoo trip. Before the pilot study, the teacher made a concept map of 
birds and constructed the interview sessions of children into concept maps to compare 
the prior knowledge with after experiences. The children were asked to draw pictures 
of birds to compare with the concept maps that were constructed before and after field 
trips. Although this study did not inform this teacher-researcher of the field trip helping 
children develop science concepts, it helped the teacher to identify some of the 
misconceptions children have on birds.
Drawings of most of the children mentioned the eyes, the nose, and the mouth 
(instead of a beak-alternative conception). Other children mentioned toes, tail, feathers, 
some hair, feet (6 feet), body, coloring, legs, and a nest. One child drew an imaginary 
bird and called it “the Magic Color Bird”.
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Another pilot study was conducted in 1995 with kindergarten children, (1) to see 
if young children could visualize a bird nest, (2) to see graphic representation of young 
children’s perception of a bird, and (3) to see if there are any alternative conceptions in 
young children’s views of a bird nest. The children first drew a picture of a bird nest. 
Next they made bird nests using paper bags, sticks, dead grass, cellu clay, coffee filters, 
glue, yarn, cotton balls, strawberry baskets, plastic salad bowls, feathers, leaves and 
plastic bags. Although there wasn’t a correlation between children’s drawings and what 
they made as a nest, this study revealed alternative conceptions of children as well as 
their unique experiences and how this translated into their learning experiences.
Some of the alternative conceptions from drawings were: (a) there was 
something in the nest that keeps the birds warm, (b) food was scattered all in the nest 
and was abundant, (c) nests house eggs, (d) eggs hatch in nests, (e) nests can be seen on 
branches. One drawing was explained as “Mama is carrying a worm to her baby, and 
when she got back her baby was gone. And then, the sun came out and her baby came 
flying alone. And then, her daddy came home and then they lived happily ever after. 
And that’s the end.” This story explanation of the drawing tells us that this child had 
many observations or experiences through books, of a bird carrying a worm to its baby. 
And a nest is a home for birds. And that stories end happily.
A third pilot study was conducted in April of 1997 to find out what children 
between the ages of 4 and 6 know about birds. Eleven children were interviewed. The 
interviews were video taped. The children were asked the following questions: (a) 
What is bird? (b) What is it made of?, (c) Why does it move?, (d) How does it move?, 
(e) Where does it go at night?, (f) Where did it come from?, (g) What do they eat?,
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(h) How do they grow?, (i) Where do they live?, (j) Do they die?, (k) How?, (I) Have 
you seen a bird?, (m) Where?, and (n) What do they look like?
The interview strategy was to ask wh-questions because; (I) it was easier to 
elicit a response to these questions than yes-no questions-(because the children, in 
general, have a tendency to shake or nod their head which doesn’t tell the interviewer 
what the children know about the concept, (2) wh-questions promote higher thinking 
skills - even if the child didn’t have an idea about what a bird is, with the questioning 
technique by creating chaos/causing disequilibrium in the child, it was hoped that the 
child would search for more information and learn how to learn by himself or herself,
(3) it was hoped that the wh-questions would promote curiosity in the children
The order of questions changed as a result of the answers elicited from of the 
children. The word “describe” became a problem in the interview. The children did not 
seem to know what describe meant: Any visuals were purposefully excluded from the 
study to elicit the children’s knowledge without contaminating it with pictures or 
visuals. Thinking that the interviews might not give a clear picture of what the children 
knew about birds, the children were then asked to draw a picture of a bird to eliminate 
the language barrier.
A week of teaching followed the interview and drawing session in which the 
children watched a thirty five-minute educational videotape of birds by Eyewitness 
(Kershaw & Robbins, 1994). After the movie, the class made a list of the things they 
learned from the movie. Then books on birds were read and parts of a bird were 
discussed. The children were allowed to make a nomenclature book. A nomenclature 
book has many pages with a picture of a bird. The children color the body parts and
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write the name of the part on each page. The children didn’t seem to be motivated or 
interested: however, they noticed the birdhouse on the tree for the first time since the 
beginning of the school year.
After ten days of working on birds, only six out of eleven children were 
available for the post interview. The children were asked the same questions to see if 
the teaching had changed their concept of bird. Due to time constraints, only one 
child’s pre and post interviews were compared.
The children displayed a visible interest in birds, and this varied from child to 
child at a field trip to the local zoo after this study was conducted. This pilot was 
instrumental in understanding how a structured interview technique might not elicit 
what the children really knew about birds. The children needed to be prompted 
immediately depending on their answer. Although the children displayed alternative 
conceptions, the sources of alternative conceptions were not clear. The children were 
relating the concept of birds to their personal and social experiences and some 
children’s description of birds were human-like. None of the children stated that birds 
are animals and they are living things, although they had been studying living and non­
living things as well as animals and plants since the beginning of the school year. None 
of the children mentioned different colors of birds and the ways birds use their feet.
The children, however, knew the purpose of wings. Nest was a nest whether it was 
built differently or not; it was just a home. It was very hard to grasp what the child was 
thinking.
Another problem during the interviews was when the children started talking 
about imaginary qualities or stories. Questions like “Where do birds come from?”
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didn’t elicit as much information as the question “Where do baby birds come from?” 
did.
The National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996) 
state that young children think concretely about individual organisms and that the idea 
that organisms depend on their environment is not well developed in young children 
because animals are associated with pets or with animals kept in a zoo. This statement 
appeared to be true because children related the birds to their cats and dogs.
The teacher-researcher learned the following lessons from the pilot studies:
(1) the children seem to have some alternative conceptions in relation to birds, (2) the 
children need to be prompted very carefully during clinical interviews, (3) animal 
experiences are often lacking in the lives of children, (4) children do not seem to be 
observing animals, (5) children seem to take animals for granted, (6) descriptive 
language, as well as scientific language, seems to become a problem due to lack of 
experiences with birds, (7) understanding the organism seems to depend solely on 
outside appearances, and (8) children do not seem to relate the birds with their 
environment.
What Should be Taught about Birds in ECE?
The National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996) 
list the fundamental concepts and principles that underlie life sciences as (a) 
characteristics of organisms, (b) life cycles of organisms, and (c) organisms and their 
environment. In accordance with the National Research Council, American Association 
for the Advancement of Science in its Benchmarks for Science Literacy (1996) proposes 
to study the living environment under the following categories: (a) diversity of life, (b)
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heredity, (c) cells, (d) interdependence, (e) flow of matter and energy, and (f) evolution
of life. Each category is also divided into kindergarten through second grade and grade
3 through 5 and grades 6 through 8 and grades 9 through 12. The Benchmarks for
Science Literacy (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1996)
propose a wide range of grade levels for the concepts to develop. This study is
concerned with all the categories in the living environment— kindergarten through
second grade. It is also important to look at how the American Association for the
Advancement of Science views young children.
The sense of wonder at the rich diversity and complexity of life 
is easily fostered in children. They spontaneously respond to 
nature. However, attempts to give them explanations for that 
diversity before they are able to handle the abstractions, or 
before they see the need for explanations, can dampen their 
natural curiosity. The challenge for educators is to capitalize on 
the interest that students have in living things while moving 
them gradually toward ideas that make sense out of nature.
Familiarity with the phenomena should precede their 
explanation, and attention to the concrete object should precede 
abstract theory.” (American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, 1993, p. 100)
These suggestions are primary to teaching science for understanding. Teaching
science for understanding should guide children towards understanding a concept using
concrete visual experiences and making meaningful connections to other concepts.
In the beginning children can focus on any attribute—size, color, 
limbs, fins or wings -  but then should gradually be guided to 
realize that for purposes of understanding relatedness among 
organisms, some characteristics are more significant than 
others. The teacher’s task is to move children toward a more 
sophisticated understanding of the features of organisms that 
connect or differentiate them: from external features and 
behavior patterns, to internal structures and processes, to 
cellular activity, to molecular structure. Understanding and 
appreciating doesn’t come from children knowing bits of
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information or classification categories about many different 
species; rather it comes from their ability to see in organisms 
the patterns of similarity and difference that permeate the living 
world (American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1993, p. 101).
What needs to be taught about birds is not only the characteristics of birds, their 
habitats, their reproduction and classification, but also the similarities and differences in 
respect to other organisms.
Why Birds?
One important factor in studying birds is that children can have concrete 
experiences by observing birds in their natural habitat. Another reason for studying 
birds is that children associate life with movement. Therefore, in their observations of 
birds, the children can relate flight and life with the attribute of movement. Moreover, 
the importance of meaningful experiences as explained in the Benchmarks fo r Science 
Literacy (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993) prompted this 
study.
Trowbridge and Mintzes (1988, p.561) stated that “scientifically acceptable 
concepts of mammals and birds develop at an early age, and most students in the upper 
elementary grades recognize these animals as vertebrates.” The question is whether this 
would be true for lower elementary children as well. Furthermore, Trowbridge and 
Mintzes (p.561) explain that “most children can accurately classify "typical" 
representatives (exceptions include the whale, bat, and penguin). Out of these, the 
tendency to classify the penguin as a mammal appears to be the most stable alternative 
conception.”
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If classifying a penguin as a mammal is one of the stable alternative 
conceptions, would studying about bats and penguins at an early age help change young 
children’s alternative conceptions? To be able to change this, do young children need 
the biological personal experience with animals?
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Method and Materials
The purpose of this case study research was to investigate kindergarten age 
children’s knowledge of birds and the impact of an instructional intervention on 
kindergarten children’s prior knowledge of birds. The questions guiding this research 
were the following:
1. How does an early childhood project-based approach to meaningful science 
instruction about birds impact kindergarten children’s prior knowledge of 
birds?
2. What do kindergarten students know about birds’ basic biological 
characteristics and behaviors?
3. What do young children’s entry-level knowledge of categorical and 
biological understandings of birds look like?
4. How do learning experiences and activities used in this study impact the 
kindergarten child’s understanding of birds?
This chapter first begins with an overview of qualitative data collection 
methods, and then an overview of the research. Explanations for the selection of the 
participants, speakers and materials are discussed. Finally, the data collection and 
analysis procedure and the triangulation strategies in this research are discussed.
Overview of Qualitative Data Collection Methods
How best to conduct research was the basis of a long-standing epistemological 
debate between the philosophers of science and methodologists. The central theme of 
this debate was the relative value of two fundamentally different and competing 
paradigms: namely, logical-positivism and phenomenological inquiry. The former
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typically use quantitative and experimental methods to test hypothetical-deductive 
generalizations, while the latter uses qualitative and naturalistic approaches inductively 
and holistically to understand human experience in context-specific settings. The 
traditional, positivist approach to inquiry dominated the field of studying humans. 
However, the disciplines studying humans were affected by the emergence and 
acceptance of a new strategy called the naturalist inquiry.
In naturalist inquiry, the research setting does not lend itself to manipulation, 
because the setting occurs naturally. In other words, it is the real-world. Naturalistic 
inquiry minimizes researcher-manipulated settings and places no constraints on the 
outcomes of research. Qualitative research proponents argue that traditional, positivist 
approaches to inquiry have limited usefulness in the study of humans and that the 
purpose of using qualitative methods is to understand naturally occurring phenomena in 
their natural occurring settings (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Hatch, 1995; Howe, 1988; 
Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1995). The focus of naturalistic inquiry 
evaluators is to capture process, document variations, and explore important individual 
differences and outcomes (Patton, 1990).
Qualitative and quantitative (naturalist and positivist) paradigms differ in many 
ways. The qualitative paradigm considers the nature of reality to be multiple, holistic, 
and constructed, whereas the quantitative paradigm views reality as single, tangible, and 
fragmentable. The qualitative paradigm considers the relationship of knower to the 
known to be interactive and inseparable, whereas the quantitative researcher prevents 
this interaction, resulting in dualism. Dualism is the result of the inquirer and the object 
of inquiry being independent. Because of this, the knower and the known constitute a
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discrete dualism. Also, in qualitative research, only time- and context-bound working 
hypotheses are possible, whereas in quantitative research broad generalizations are the 
goal due to time- and context-free generalizations. In addition, qualitative research 
views causation as a mutual, simultaneous shaping of entities so that cause and effect 
are not distinguishable, whereas quantitative research holds the view that there are real 
causes that can be uncovered. Finally, qualitative research accepts that the 
investigators’ values and tacit knowledge are inseparable from the inquiry, whereas this 
lack of preparation is unacceptable in traditional quantitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Patton (1990) uses the term ‘strategies’ in place of 
‘paradigms’ because he believes that “paradigms are really about epistemology and 
philosophy of science” (p. 39).
Furthermore, qualitative research has several other characteristics. As opposed 
to studying subjects in an experimental setting with instruments that make data 
quantifiable, qualitative research is typically conducted in natural settings, and data is 
typically gathered by a human instrument via participant observation, interviews and 
artifact analysis. As a result, data analysis is inductive, and theory is grounded in the 
data. Too, the research design emerges, rather than being constructed a priori, and the 
outcomes are negotiated with the research participants. Finally, sampling is purposive 
rather than random, and trustworthiness of the data is valued over traditional validity 
criteria (Guba & Lincoln, 1994;Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1995; 
Patton, 1990).
Although some early proponents of naturalistic inquiry argued that the 
paradigms are so distinct that they are incompatible, others have disagreed (Howe,
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1988). The debate has resulted in broad acceptance of research conducted in either 
paradigm so long as it conforms to standards in the discipline (Good, 1991; 1993; Howe 
& Eisenhart, 1990). Consequently, there is an emerging view that proposes mixing the 
methodologies within a study is advantageous (Yin, 1994; Tashakkori & Teddlie,
1998). The current centrist view seems to indicate that the methodology should be 
chosen in accordance with the research question at hand, and often includes 
emphasizing a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods in the research design, 
data collection, and analysis (Patton, 1990, Yin, 1994).
As a research design, case studies investigate a contemporary phenomenon 
within its real-life context as an empirical inquiry (Yin, 1994). The research proposed 
here will primarily employ qualitative interview, observation, and document analysis 
methods because the methods appear to be much better suited to the case study research 
of children's’ understandings of a concept, in this case “bird.” Case studies can use 
either qualitative or quantitative measures as well as a mixed measure.
Patton (1990), among others, lists interviews, observations, and document and 
artifact analysis as common sources of qualitative data. He describes a continuum of 
interview approaches, from the informal conversational interview, to the interview 
guide approach, to the standardized open-ended interview. As the structure increases in 
this list, the flexibility decreases, but the increased structure makes possible the 
collection of systematic data that are somewhat directly comparable between 
participants. Because of the narrow focus of the study and the desire to compare the 
participants’ understanding of this narrow topic, the format used in this research was be 
nearly that of a standardized, open-ended interview in which the questions were
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carefully worded and in which there is high correspondence between the interview 
protocols of ail participants (Hubbard & Power, 1999, Patton, 1990, Southerland, Smith 
& Cummins, 2000). However, there was some flexibility built in so that the researcher 
could have the participant elaborate some of his/her explanations.
Having originated with Piaget’s (1929) attempt to understand children’s 
conceptual development, clinical interviews are a kind of qualitative interview used 
frequently in science education research. In clinical interviews, participants are 
presented with objects or events to respond to, and participants are then asked precise 
questions about them (Southerland, et al., 2000; Lythcott, & Duschl, 1990; Marshall & 
Rossman, 1995; McGee-Brown, 1995; Novak & Gowin, 1984; Piaget, 1929). These 
objects may consist of words, graphics, or living things (Gleason, 1979; Novak & 
Gowin, 1984).
Bloom and Borstad (1990), and Southerland, Smith and Cummins (2000) caution 
researchers on interview techniques with children because lack of probing, as well as a 
short and hasty interview, can lead to missing much of what a child knows. Bloom and 
Borstad (1990) state that children in their study often indicated that they knew nothing 
about a particular topic when initially asked. However, after continued conversation and 
questioning, children frequently offered information and concepts about the topic. These 
researchers claim that a major difficulty of research into children's conceptions lies in 
obtaining valid information about the knowledge children have constructed in a personally 
meaningful way. During interviews, children quickly become competent at restating or 
subscribing to a teacher's answer, while maintaining what they "know to be the right 
explanation.” Sometimes, children, like adults have difficulty verbalizing their ideas.
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Because of the value of concept maps for representing knowledge, researchers 
have used them in several ways with respect to the clinical interview. Some researchers 
have transformed the interview data into concept maps outside the session (Novak & 
Musonda, 1991), and others have co-constructed a map with the participant during the 
interview session itself (Novak, Gowin & Johansen, 1983).
This research proposed to use picture concept maps as an interview tool to 
evaluate conceptual development of kindergarten children after instruction. The 
kindergarten children would construct their own concept maps during post-instruction 
interviews. This approach was desirable because of its metacognitive value for the 
participant. Also, the participant can offer feedback on accuracy during interview. This 
feedback would affect the trustworthiness component of qualitative research.
Some qualitative research relies heavily on participant observation and 
recording of field notes (Bumaford, et al., 1996; Marshall & Rossman, 1995; Patton, 
1990). The stages of fieldwork include entry into the field, collection of field notes on 
observations, and the closing stage. In an educational setting, entry requires permission 
from administrative bodies if the research is to take place in the classroom. Upon 
permission, the observer who is often the participant becomes part of the initiation 
process of those in the study setting rather than appearing after the socialization process 
is mostly complete (Patton, 1990).
The researcher’s role as a participant observer and a classroom teacher was 
crucial in this study (Hubbard & Power, 1999). The role of the teacher in this context 
was: (1) to teach, and (2) to research, fulfilling both obligations at the same time, to 
teach and to study the learning process as it occurs. Due to being a regular participant
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in the classroom, teacher-researchers are considered total participant observers 
(Anderson, Herr & Nihlen, 1994; Patton, 1990; Spradley, 1980). This combination of 
roles necessitates that the teacher uses appropriate instructional strategies, which allows 
rigorous data collection at the same time. Anderson, Herr and Nihlen (1994, p.49) state 
that “classroom research is a way to bring intention to a conscious level of observation, 
to affirm or improve, to systematize problem solving, or to support a teacher taking on a 
new task.”
Overview of Research 
Research focused on an investigation of kindergarten students’ knowledge of 
birds, with the fundamental data emerging from the clinical interviews. It was evident 
that interviews alone would not suffice to understand the sources of alternative 
conceptions, if there were any, however, interview data would provide information on 
exactly what the alternative conceptions of young children on birds were. Moreover, 
this research was also concerned with improving the students’ existing knowledge with 
new knowledge, preferably scientific, through child-initiated activities.
Participants
Research subjects were the registered kindergarten children who attended 
Hillside Elementary School -  an elementary school in a metropolitan area of the Deep 
South - during the 1999-2000 academic year where this teacher-researcher taught 
kindergarten. After obtaining approval o f the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the 
local School Board (Appendix C & Appendix D), the parents of the nineteen children in 
the classroom were sent a consent form the first week in January 2000 (Appendix C). 
Sixteen signed consent forms were received by the end of the week. The children were
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also asked for their consent (Appendix C) to participate in the study which were 
recorded on audio-tape during the initial interviews (Hughes & Helling, 1991). One 
child declined oral consent during the initial interview. She was given a second chance 
the next day and she declined again. This brought the number of participants to fifteen. 
Although fifteen children were interviewed initially, the last week of January, one of the 
participants transferred to another school, leaving the final number of participants at 
fourteen. The participants were six boys and eight girls.
The ages ranged from six years, one month and twenty-one days to five years, 
four months and twenty-four days (Table 1), with a mean age of five years and three 
months (5.39). Four children were six years and above, four children were five and a 
half and above and six children were less than five and a half. Three of the participants 
received speech therapy twice a week for half an hour at school at the speech therapists 
office. The speech of these three children during the interviews was understandable; 
however, there were sections where speech was not clear. Each participant will be 
described separately as a separate case.
Mid-December 1999, the teacher-researcher was informed that she would be 
supervising three university student teachers. Each student teacher had to be present for 
a period of six weeks, and had to teach fulfilling their departmental requirements of 
certain number of activities in each curriculum area including a week of teaching.
These student teachers were explained that the teacher-researcher was conducting a 
study in the classroom. In the event that their observations were used in the study, the 
student teachers were asked for their consent to participate (Appendix E). All three 
student teachers gave their signed consent. The first student teacher started the day the
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research started and stayed for six weeks. The other two student teachers started mid 
March and stayed for six weeks.
Table 1: Participants Age Range
Jacob 6 years 1 month and 21 days old.
Joshua 6 years 24 days old.
Jack 6 years 20 days old
John 6 years 5 days old.
Judy 5 years 11 months and 7 days old.
Jean 5 years 10 months and 29 days old.
Jane 5 years 9 month and 27 days old.
Janice 5 years 6 months and 12 days old.
Judith 5 years 5 months and 17 days old.
Julia 5 years 5 months and 16 days old.
James 5 years, 5 months and 9 days old.
Jerry 5 years 5 months and 9 days old.
Jessica 5 years 5 months and 4 days old.
June 5 years 4 months 24 days old.
Description of the School
Hillside School was located in a low-income neighborhood of the metropolitan 
city in the Deep South that has a population of 500,000. The neighborhood population 
was pre-dominantly African-American.
The school served students in preschool through fifth grade, including two 
special education classes, from the local community. The school recently became a 
Science Math Magnet Elementary to attract European-American students. The magnet 
students were pulled from the classroom for the magnet components starting in first 
grade.
A basic education curriculum was used in kindergarten, with a strong emphasis 
on balanced literacy. Within the school system, science curriculum was designed 
around kits that were distributed by the science resource center and were limited to four 
teaching topics, teaching time ranging from five to six weeks in one year. The topics in
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kindergarten were restricted to Me-Myself, Magnets, Paper, and Shadows. All the kits, 
with the exception of Me-Myself, were physical science kits. Although it seemed that 
the Me-Myself kit was studying the human body, it was more of an awareness of self, 
physical appearance, and emotions. These kits were brought to the school on certain set 
dates and were taken from the school at the end of the scheduled period. Social studies 
curriculum was taught through a textbook, which provided large format charts and 
audiotapes. According to the daily schedule (Appendix H), it seemed that the 
curriculum was separated and isolated: however, in kindergarten it was integrated 
focusing on teaching reading and writing through big books, music, math, art, social 
studies and science. Units were centered around the topic of the big books and 
sometimes on holiday themes. The school system used state standards and benchmarks 
in all four curriculum areas: language arts, math, science and social studies. The 
kindergarten children had to master 2-3/31 indicators in language arts and 14/19 
indicators in math to be able to go on to first grade. With these requirements, the 
kindergarten children were required to take an observation survey starting mid-January 
and early May; a math post test in early May and Developmental Reading Assessment 
(DRA) late April early May. Checking for mastery of the indicators was an on-going 
procedure through teacher observation, checklists, and one-on-one assessment with 
manipulatives when necessary.
The teacher-researcher was required to follow the school system guidelines of 
teaching the kindergarten standards and benchmarks and specifically the kindergarten 
indicators during the research. In order to comply with these mandates, big books and 
guided reading books related to birds were used in teaching balanced literacy (Appendix
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J for a list of the big books used). In addition to the big books, various books on birds 
were provided.
Description of the Classroom 
Hillside Elementary was a neighborhood school. Some children walked to 
school. Some children came by bus and others by car. Out of 14 children 2 children 
walked to school every morning. Seven children rode a car or a van, and five children 
rode the school bus. In the afternoon, however, six children walked home, two went to 
extended day care, three rode the buses, and three rode cars. If the children came to 
school by car or on foot, they had to come to school before eight o’clock to be able to 
eat free breakfast. The busses arrived at eight o’clock. After eight o’clock the bus 
children ate breakfast.
The kindergarten children came to the classroom straight after breakfast, any 
time from 7:45 a.m. to 8:15 a.m., except Tuesday mornings which was reserved for 
kindergarten grade level planning. On Tuesday mornings, the kindergarten children 
were picked up the by their teachers from the auditorium at 8:15 a.m. Monday 
mornings from 8:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. were reserved for physical education (P.E), 
Guidance, Library, and Music. While these ancillary teachers rotated between classes, 
the Kindergarten Teachers met for collaborative planning. Other days, the children had 
P.E. on Wednesday and Fridays from 9.00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
An uninterrupted two hours in the morning time was reserved for language arts. 
This period was used to integrate balanced literacy (reading and writing integrated 
together) and teaching and learning the basics of reading and writing. A sample
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morning time would start with children arriving and reading silently (see Appendix H 
for daily schedule).
Then the Pledge, roll, and calendar activities took place. After calendar 
activities and various counting activities, the teacher asked the children to think about a 
sentence to share and provided opportunities for each child to speak. All together they 
chose one of the sentences and children wrote the sentence on chart paper taking turns. 
This was the time where letter sound relationships and rules of language were 
discussed. This activity would take anywhere from a half-hour to an hour depending on 
the sentence that was chosen or the children’s ability to write the letters of sounds that 
they heard.
After interactive writing, the children were given their journals to work on a 
similar sentence or similar themes. After journals the children went to the learning 
centers or in short, centers. A learning center is a specified area where there are 
materials to manipulate and require active involvement with the materials for grasping 
of new knowledge and forming new concepts (Carroll, 1983). After center time, the 
children went outside for a 20 minutes recess. After recess it was math time, then 
lunch. After lunch, and bathroom, the teacher read aloud selected-books to the class. 
Sometimes reading aloud took place before interactive writing depending on the themes 
that the class was working on.
The rest of the afternoon was devoted to science, centers, clean up and 
dismissal. The classroom was designed in centers (math, literacy, science, computer, 
writing, reading, art, and blocks) with a large open space in the middle for group time. 
Upon entering the classroom, the centers were visible and easily identifiable. The
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children’s artwork was displayed on the walls, including but not limited to charts, 
artifacts, graphs and photographs.
Data Collection
Clinical Interviews
Each child was interviewed individually in the guidance office, the only 
available room for the interviews, where video and audio recording equipment were set 
up in advance. For the purposes of data collection, sessions were both audio- and 
video-taped. The guidance office had two tables. One table was used to place the video 
camera. The tape recorder was placed on the other table where the teacher-researcher 
and the participant sat across from each other face to face, in the mean time facing the 
video camera side ways. The table was also used for children to circle the bird pictures 
and sort the objects. The room was fairly quiet and provided a peaceful environment to 
conduct interviews. At times it was fairly noisy due to the copy machine located in the 
lounge, and teachers talking outside or next to the guidance office. The teacher- 
researcher picked each child up from the classroom and returned the child back to the 
room to pick up the next participant. The interviews took four days altogether, two 
days for the initial interviews and two days for the final interviews. During the four 
days of interviews, substitute teachers replaced the teacher. Extra video tapes, audio 
tapes, batteries were present in case of emergencies. The children did not show signs of 
irritability, they were all eager to come with the teacher-researcher and work with her. 
The researcher kept taking field notes to a minimum to provide a comfortable 
environment for the children during the interviews. Some of the children were 
interested in what the teacher-researcher was writing. This interest caused loss of
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attention on the pait of the participants. Each child received an explanation of the 
following points: (a) the purpose and procedure of the study with all possible risks and 
benefits; (b) the reason for his/her selection as a potential participant; (c) request for 
consent to participate, and (d) notification of his/her right to refuse participation at any 
time during the study. All children were asked for their oral consent before the 
interview started. Any children who did not give their oral consent were excluded from 
participation.
Two interviews, pre-instruction and post-instruction took place, the former in 
early January and the latter in mid April. Both interviews were conducted in two 
phases. The first phase consisted of asking questions to the participant regarding his/her 
knowledge of birds without using any visual objects. In the second phase, the 
interviewer asked the child to circle birds on a pictorial response sheet (Gleason, 1979), 
then asked the child to sort the birds from a group of animal objects. After the sorting 
activity, each child was asked to tell what the object was.
Post-instruction interviews were to have one addition, concept mapping. 
Although the children were taught concept mapping with pictures during instruction, 
they did not use the material. For this reason, only selected children were asked to do 
the concept mapping at another convenient time both for the children and the teacher- 
researcher.
The researcher transcribed all research interviews. Repetitions in transcripts by 
the researcher indicates that she was repeating the participant’s utterances to provide 
clear understanding in case children’s language was not clear on tape. Each participant 
was given a non-identifying pseudonym. The audio-tapes were listened to a minimum
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of two times. Later, the transcripts were checked for correctness by watching and
listening to the video-tapes. Below is the key to transcription symbols.
Table 2: Key to transcription symbols________________________________________
italics description of body movement
  underline indicates overlapping speech, two people talking at the same time
noticeable pause or break in rhythm (less than a 0.5 second) 
one second pause (an extra dot added for each full pause)
(?) transcription impossible (each question mark indicates an unintelligible word)
The pictorial response sheet used during the second phase of the interviews had 
line drawings of birds as well as insects and mammals that fly. Of the twenty-eight 
orders of living birds, seventeen were represented in the pictorial response sheet. Each 
order represented had a sample of at least one family under each order. Some orders 
that have many families classified had more than one representative in that category.
The “order” of birds represented were: (1) crane -  [gruiformes]; (2) cardinal, crow, 
robin, vireo, warbler and blackbird - [passeriformes]; (3) owl -  [strigiformes]; (4) parrot
-  [psittaciformes]; (5) turkey, quail, grouse and peafowl -  [galliformes]; (6) swan; duck 
and Canada goose -  [anseriformes]; (7) flamingo -  [odontoglossi]; (8) penguin -  
[impennis]; (9) bald eagle and California condor -  [accipitriformes]; (10) hummingbird
-  [coraciformes]; (11) pigeon-[columbae]; (12) roadrunner -  [cuculiformes], (13) 
woodpecker -  [piciformes]; (14) pelican -[pelecaniformes]; (15) ostrich and emu -  
[ratitae]; (16) great heron -  [ciconiiformes]; (17) puffin -[charadriiformes].
Although it seemed that exotic birds were represented, their function in this 
response sheet was of utmost importance, because some of those birds were
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representative of flightless birds. Some represented water birds and others, birds of 
prey.
The insects representative of flight such as butterfly, ladybird, bee, mosquito, 
dragonfly, and fly were represented in the pictorial response sheet. From the class of 
mammals, bat was represented in the pictorial response sheet because of its flight. All 
animals represented in the pictorial response sheet were scaled to 5/100 according to 
their relative size. This of course makes it almost impossible to see most of the insects 
that fly on the pictorial response sheet. For the participants use, the pictorial response 
sheet was enlarged relative to its proportions, so the participants could see the 
differences in size.
In the object classification section of the interview, sixteen birds (owl, swallow, 
parrot, turkey, swan, flamingo, penguin, eagle, hummingbird, pigeon, pelican, ostrich, 
gull, crow, chick, dove), eleven mammals (bat, rabbit, hare, cat, gorilla, pig, koala, 
squirrel, dolphin, human baby, and a seal), five invertebrates (starfish, shell, lobster, 
crab, and a bee), two fish (blue fish, and a shark), four reptiles (alligator, turtle, snake, 
and pterodactyl) were represented. Some of these objects were purchased from 
Lakeview Montessori School in Ontario, Canada and some were collected. 
Unfortunately, most of these objects were not scaled to their relative size, however, they 
were symbolic representatives of the animals, in other words, and they were "look 
alikes". Besides size, another problem was the color of some of the objects. 
Unfortunately, some of the visual objects on the market did not fit to scientific color and 
size of the animals. However, for the purposes of visual stimulation rather than 
representation, these objects were used in the study, because they were the best
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available at the time. Also, these visual objects were used for categorical classification 
(e.g., putting all the birds together within the other animal objects).
Fourteen Cases
Each participant is described as a separate case in results due to individual 
uniqueness they brought to the study. Although overall results can be diagnosed from 
this study, individual differences were so high and different, it was important to look at 
each participant’s thinking. This brought another dimension to the study, which was 
looking at individual differences in learning rather than prescribing a teaching method 
to the whole class. Each case discusses the activities each participant was involved in 
during the study of birds. The before and after instruction interviews are shown in the 
form of concept maps which provides a comparison. A comparison of pre and post 
classification with object sorting is shown for each participant. Writing samples or 
drawings of some of the children were also included. Some are included in the 
appendix.
The Instruction Phase: Teaching about Birds for Understanding
The instruction phase of the research provided information on children’s 
understandings besides the two clinical interviews. This phase consisted of many 
activities and teaching techniques. The instruction phase of the research began with the 
arrival of two doves into the classroom. Besides having live birds in the classroom, 
other activities used were: journals (student bird journals, teacher journal, and outside 
observation journal), speakers, field trips, bird feeders, binoculars, finger puppets, plush 
toys, charts and webs, classification and matching cards, wonder book, picture concept
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mapping, bird books and magazines, video-tapes, birds related activities and some 
computer software programs.
Doves.
The pet shop owner brought the two doves in a cage to the classroom early in 
the morning. It was a surprise for the children because they did not know that we were 
going to have birds in the classroom. Upon bringing the doves to the classroom, she 
talked about the doves and answered any questions. The pet shop owner put the cage in 
the middle of the circle so all the children would be able to see the birds. She told the 
children that the birds’ age were determined by the color of their feet. If the feet were 
red, then the birds were young birds. She told the children other characteristics of the 
birds such as the toes: 3 toes in the front and 1 in the back. She also talked about 
cleaning and care of the birds. There were two eggs in the cage and she explained the 
children the incubation period and the hatching if the eggs were fertile. She introduced 
the word “regurgitate” by telling the children that the parent would eat the food, 
regurgitate and feed the babies after the hatching. She helped the children say the word 
repeating a couple of times. She further explained that if the egg were infertile, the 
birds would not have any babies. And explained that a fertile egg would show a black 
spot or a speckle when looked in front of a candle or light source. She told the children 
that when the egg is picked up, it should be picked up with a Kleenex because the 
female bird would smell the sweat and would not lay on the eggs. There were two eggs 
and one was broken. She explained that sometimes the birds would eat the eggs to 
nourish themselves to get extra calcium supplements. She further explained that the
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children should stay away from the cage if they were sick, had a cold and had runny 
noses. Jessica, Jerry and John looked very interested in the birds.
After her explanation, which took about half-hour, my student teacher took over 
while the pet shop owner explained to the teacher-researcher the details of care. Once 
the birdcage was placed on a shelf and the doves felt comfortable, they cooed. The 
children immediately noticed this.
The second week after the arrival of the doves, the children were introduced to a 
bird care plan. The care plan was to feed the birds and change their water every day. 
With this purpose in mind, children’s names were written on two long sheets of paper: 
one sheet for water and the other for food. Each day two children were to take care of 
the birds. After feeding and changing the water, the children had to record their initials 
on a calendar with two markers one green for food, and the other blue for water on the 
day that they fulfilled their responsibility.
In a study of children’s understanding of animal care procedures, Toyama, Lee 
and Muto (1997) state that Japanese 6-year-old children who voluntarily participated in 
animal care activities had a clearer understanding of and reflection on animal care 
procedures. It was important that the children learned to take care of animals in the 
classroom, because it is generally the first step of getting to know the animal through 
observation and care. The children were offered this responsibility on a daily basis.
The doves laid eggs after about two months of being in the classroom. The 
children were very excited about the eggs and their interest really soared. Some of them 
noticed that the male and female took turns taking care of the eggs. Unfortunately the 
eggs never hatched.
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Journals.
Besides the writing journals that the children had to write in during journal time, 
the children had bird journals to write in their observations, draw their pictures or to 
write stories about birds. To differentiate “bird journals” from their writing journals, 
children glued bird pictures on the cover of their journals. The children had to be 
reminded to use their bird journals whenever they had an observation or had a story to 
tell. In some cases, instead of writing stories in their bird journals, some children chose 
to make individual books.
At the same time, the teacher-researcher started to keep a journal to document 
events taking place in the classroom around the concept “bird” and any other 
information that might be relevant to the study. At times, due to the paperwork, this 
task became very complicated; however, at least writing down daily activities helped 
the teacher-researcher to remember the details to further expand them later that day.
Upon putting birdfeeders on the playground and introducing the children to the 
binoculars, an outside observation journal was put on a desk next to the binoculars by 
the back door that opens to the playground. The purpose of this outside journal was for 
the children to record their observations, tally the number of birds they have seen 
outside. The children preferred to tally the number of birds they have seen during their 
outside observations. The children were free to make outside observations during 
center time by opening the back door and standing there or during recess.
Books and Magazines.
There were books and magazines about birds in a specific comer close to the 
doves’ cage, and on a separate shelf in baskets. Some of these books were: A Guide to
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Field Identification o f North America Birds (T983), National Audubon Society: The 
Bird Garden (Kress, 1995/ The World Atlas o f Birds (1974), Birds: A First Discovery 
Book (1989/ The Egg: A First Discovery Book (1989/ Night Creatures: A First 
Discovery Book (1989/ Children's Guide to Birds (Johnson, 1996/ The Pictorial 
Encyclopedia o f Birds o f the World (Rauzon, 1989/ The Bird Atlas (Taylor, 1993/ as 
well as quality children’s books such as Stellaluna (Cannon, 1993) and Antarctica 
(Cowcher, 1990). Stellaluna {Cannon, 1993) and Antarctica (Cowcher, 1990,) were 
used to represent atypical species such as penguins, which are birds but they don’t fly, 
and bats fly but they are not birds.
Children browsed through these books. They would either choose to read by 
themselves or bring the book to an adult to read it at that moment or at a later time.
Some children continuously selected the books and some showed no interest. Some 
children would find the magazines with birds in them and prefer to look at the 
magazines. One day, Jack, John and Jerry were looking at the pictures. Jack brought 
the book to the adult two times; the first time to show an “emu” and ask what it was.
The second time it was to show a picture of a bird and ask for the information to be read 
to him.
The big books were used for the purposes of language and literacy development. 
Discussions about birds talking in the stories came up when we discussed fiction and 
non-fiction.
The teacher-researcher read the bird alphabet book. While reading this book, 
the children matched the finger puppets to the pictures in the book. From this book they 
learned that ostrich, kiwi and penguin were flightless.
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Finger Puppets and Plush Tovs.
There were seven finger puppets in a box: a bald eagle, a mallard duck, an owl, 
a flamingo, an ostrich, a roadrunner and a penguin. Besides the puppets, there were 
plush toys: a magpie, a kookaburra, a cockatoo, an ostrich, a penguin, a swan, a 
duckling, a pelican, a bat and a kiwi. Some of these toys were beanie babies, which 
were collected for the purposes of classification (Smith, 1998)).
Video tapes.
The children watched videotapes on birds. List of these tapes can be found in 
Appendix H. Some of the tapes were supplied from the media center of the local school 
system. They were unfortunately very old tapes, and actually they were old filmstrips 
that were turned into videotapes. Some of them held the children’s interest for a little 
while. Not all the children were required to watch the old tapes. The children liked the 
“bird watching for kids” tape because of its current content and more information on 
birds and close-ups of birds.
Speakers and Field Trips.
The speakers were a pet shop owner, a bird watcher, a veterinarian, an education 
curator at the zoo, and an ornithologist. All the speakers came to our classroom except 
the education curator at the zoo.
The talk of the pet show owner, who was the first person, was received very 
well, especially with the doves she brought. The interest level was high. The children 
listened very carefully. The speaker knew how to get to the level of the children. The 
other high interest point during her talk was when she let the children pet the dove.
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The second speaker about a month into the study was Dr. Mark Mitchell, from 
Louisiana State University Veterinary School Raptor Department. He brought 4 raptors 
to the classroom: A Kestrel, a Barred Owl, A Red-Tailed Hawk and A Mississippi Kite. 
His talk was very well received. He let the children look at the gloves and the samples 
he brought, e.g. the talon and feathers. He was very knowledgeable and knew how to 
get to the level of the children. The children talked about him and birds, especially the 
owl with one arm. His coming early in the morning also provided an opportunity to use 
this experience to reflect in their daily journals. The one-armed owl affected most of 
the children. The next day the children did not talk about raptors. It seemed that the 
children did not retain most of the information that he told during his visit at the end of 
the study.
The third speaker was from the Audubon Society. He came to talk about bird 
identification, and bird watching. This was his first experience with young children so 
it was hard for the speaker, however he brought multiple copies of bird identification 
books and four to five different kinds of binoculars. The children then were divided 
into small groups of five and were taught how to use the binoculars while bird watching 
at the same time. After this experience, some of the children used the bird identification 
book extensively. Also, this experience allowed the children to look up higher in the 
sky than their usual surroundings. When asked what they learned from his visit, John 
said that they learned how to look through the binoculars.
The fourth speaker was at the University’s Museum of Natural Science. The 
museum curator showed stuffed birds to the children and let them touch each sample 
she showed. She also had a brochure prepared that showed the differences in beaks and
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feet. After her talk the children had some time to look at the birds at the museum on 
their own time. This museum has a large collection of birds. The children very excited 
and interested in the bird exhibits.
A trip to a pet shop followed the Museum o f Natural Science that same day. At 
the pet shop besides the birds, the children had a chance to see fish, mammals, 
amphibians, insects, and reptiles. The pet shop owner showed the children the animals 
and talked about what they eat and how they live in cages.
The sixth speaker was at the local zoo. The education curator Steve Gerkins had 
a forty-minute talk on birds at their amphitheater. He introduced the children to a 
barred owl, screech owl and a cockatoo. After this experience, the children definitely 
knew cockatoo very well because we had a plush toy in the classroom.
A couple of comments about field trips. The school system allows two field 
trips in a school year. Because of this limitation of two trips, the teacher-researcher had 
to be very selective. Because of the valuable bird collection of the University’s 
Museum of Natural Science, and the possibility of comparing that with a shop, those 
two were visited in one day. The trip to the zoo was an all day trip, and the education 
curator was able to give a forty-minute talk on birds.
The last speakers were able to come in after the post interviews. An 
ornithologist and an expert on bats from the University’s Museum of Natural Sciences 
came for a presentation on bird songs on CD accompanied by slides and a talk on bats. 
The bat expert read the story of Stellaluna and talked about bats. Because she did not 
have bat samples the interest was not high. The ornithologist’s presentation was 
showing a slide of a bird and then listening to the sounds it makes, followed by the
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children making the sounds. During the slide presentation children recognized robin, 
cardinal, blue jay and mockingbird without the ornithologist mentioning the names of 
the birds.
The purpose of using speakers in the classroom was to enable children to 
understand that birds affect our lives in many ways such as careers, businesses and 
hobbies. The thought was that providing this opportunity would help children to make 
connections to other organisms and life in general.
Classification and Matching Games and Puzzles.
Children were introduced to several matching and sorting games using cards and 
visual bird objects, and transparencies. Scientific classification of birds were 
introduced here.
Wonder Book.
The classroom started to keep a “Wonder Book” on birds. The purpose of the 
wonder book was to get the children to ask questions, write the questions the children 
had on birds, encourage the children to find the answers for the questions and to 
encourage the children to think what they wanted to learn. Two children asked 
questions. One of the questions came from James. His question was “Why do birds fly 
away when you get close to them? And Joshua asked, “Why don’t we fly?” And Jerry 
answered his question by saying, “We don’t have wings.” Later on we discussed the 
issue of birds’ bones being hollow, that makes their bones light, and that’s how they can 
fly. After that the children did not ask to write questions about birds in the wonder 
book.
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Birdfeeders and Binoculars.
Bird feeders on the playground were used to provide opportunities of better 
observation of birds. The same day the doves came to the classroom, a bird feeder was 
put outside on our playground. To encourage children to think at a higher level and to 
promote inquiry (National Research Council, 2000), the children voted where to put the 
feeder on the playground. The decision was to put it on the monkey bars. It had to be 
trial and error learning for the children. I instead of telling them that it would not work 
on the monkey bars, the teacher- researcher went ahead with the idea and put the bird 
feeder on the monkey bars in the presence of the children. It was not too long after the 
hanging of the bird feeder that the children informed the teacher-researcher that food 
was wasted. The bird feeder was taken down which was followed by a discussion of 
why the food was wasted and what would be a better place to put the birdfeeder up.
The children eventually made other birdfeeders using soda bottles and pinecones. A 
lamppost birdfeeder, a hanging finch feeder, a window feeder were also added to the 
collection of bird feeders.
Later, Ms. Jenkins, the student teacher, made a comment that through this 
experience she realized the importance of letting the children gain the meaning from 
such an experience. Ms. Jenkins added that she understood the importance of not 
telling the children but letting the children learn for themselves. Her own words were, 
“when you told the children that you would put it up on the monkey bars as the children 
wanted, I said, surely, they are going to drop it. Why is she letting them do it?”
The same day the doves arrived, the children were introduced to one pair of 
binoculars. They were shown how to use and take care of them, and the purpose of
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binoculars. Now that we had birds in the classroom, we also wanted to observe birds 
outside the classroom. An observation book was placed on the desk by the back door to 
the playground so that the children could tally the number of birds they’ve observed 
through their binoculars. Later, a speaker from the Audubon Society improved this 
observation skill. The children used the binoculars a lot, sometimes even in the 
classroom. So they brought the observation into the classroom, as well. The children 
were interested in the binoculars and observing outside and marking the outside 
observation journal.
For outside observation, bird feeders were provided on the playground. The 
children were easily able to observe the playground, especially with the binoculars, 
from the classroom since the room opened to the playground area. Children were 
allowed to make outside observations, when they chose to, provided that they didn’t go 
wandering on the playground and stayed in the vicinity of the classroom. Whitin and 
Whitin’s (1997) year-long study on birds provided some guidelines for outside 
observations and scientific inquiry such as questioning the children of what they have 
seen and asking them to record that information.
Charts and Webs.
When “World Encyclopedia of Birds” was introduced to the children and the 
teacher was on a page that talked about penguins, Jack and a couple of other children 
insisted penguins were not birds. So, this prompted a chart on KWL (What do we 
know, what do we want to know, and what did we learn). Doing this chart (Table 3) 
was important because it also related to our shared writing experience. The sentences 
were written in the way the children stated them for them to be able to read what they
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said and shared. References of birds in our daily interactive writing will be discussed in 
data analysis.
Table 3: What do we know about birds 
What do we know about birds?
Jane said, ‘They fly.”
Another child said, “Birds got wings.”
Judy said, “Some birds stay in their nest.”
John said, “ Sometimes baby birds don’t fly.”
Jessica said, “Sometimes the birds be eating they food.”
Jack said, “Sometimes birds eat seeds.”
Another child said, “Some birds be hungry.”
Joseph said, “Some birds be eating at their bird house.”
Jerry said, “Some birds fly.”
James said, “The birds peck you if you mess with the baby birds.”
Jacob said, “Some birds end up in cages.”
Joshua said, ‘The mama bird lay the baby bird eggs.”
Julia said, ‘They eat grass,”
John said, “Some birds dig a hole at my house to get a worm.”
June said, “Some people kill birds.”
After the “What do we know chart,” the plan was to make a chart about what the 
children wanted to learn. This plan was never achieved due to various activities going 
on in the classroom. Charts that depicted parts of birds, relationships of beaks and food, 
differences in feet, wings and feathers and animals that hatch were used for visual 
stimulation.
A web that was made with the whole class to find out the children’s knowledge 
on birds (Figure 1) shows that eighteen children participated in the activity. The 
rectangles show the children who were not participating in the study. The web also
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shows some interesting concepts that the children have such as, ‘They are made out of 
rectangle.”
One day when the teacher-researcher, was on professional leave, had to go 
back into the classroom, she noticed that Jerry was interested in the birds body parts 
poster with velcro matching pieces. He was shown how to the match the words at that 
moment. After that more children became interested in the activities. The poster 
moved from place to place; it was on the wall at times and on the floor at other times. 
Every time the Velcro was pulled off, the poster came off the wall. On the floor the 
children were not taking care of the poster.
Behavior Problems during Instruction.
Due to behavior problems in the classroom, not related to the study of birds, a 
new behavior plan was introduced to build community in the classroom. This was a 
challenge during the period of research. There were a number of children whose 
behavior in the classroom affected children’s learning negatively because these children 
required more attention and time, which took away from the children. Some of these 
children were not participating in the study; however, this was affecting the participants 
in the research as well as other children’s learning experiences, because a considerable 
amount of time was spent on behavior and classroom management. The teacher- 
researcher was given some professional help from a professor at the University in 
building a sense of community in the classroom. Because the problems were not related 
to birds and outside factors were the primary factors of the behavior problems it will not 
be discussed here; however, it is an important issue that needs further studying because 
it affects children’s learning indirectly.
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Bird Related Activities.
Real bird nests that were collected over time were introduced to the children.
An excerpt from the student teacher’s notes shows the process of the lesson. ‘The 
teacher took various sizes of nests from a box one by one. At each nest, the children 
exclaimed excitedly, “Where did that nest come from?” What kind of bird made that 
nest, Ms. Buchholz? They were very interested in the tiny nest. She told them, “Maybe 
a hummingbird made this nest. We will have to find out.” Ms. B. pointed out that the 
nests were made of different materials, some even had hair in them. The nests were 
placed by the birdcage for the children to investigate.” After the introduction of the bird 
nests various books on bird nests were read in the classroom over time. Also a poster 
depicting different kinds of bird nests was put up on the wall by the birdcage.
One of the children, Joshua found the Egg Book (First Discovery) and wanted 
an adult to read the book. He actually tried to make a book of his own. One of the other 
children brought bird stickers to the classroom. This was the child whose mom had 
bought bird stickers at the zoo field trip day. This child gave stickers to the children 
and he knew what the birds were. The children were also excited and they could tell me 
about the birds. Jack said that he was going to make a picture of an ostrich.
There were five computers in the classroom. The children were allowed to go to 
the computers during center time on a rotating basis, in which every child had a turn to 
use computers at least once a week. The computers had Software programs such as 
Sammy’s Science House, Thinking Things and Stellaluna. One day, on the computer 
Jacob found a bird (an eagle) on the software program called “Thinking Things.” He 
was very excited about it and was also proud of his discovery.
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Figure I: Web on Birds
As a whole class, dividing them into smaller groups, we did an activity on bird 
beaks, called “beak buffet.” The purpose of the activity was to show that beaks are 
important in food selection and the type of beak determines the kind and amount of the 
food. The activity took us about an hour to do as whole class in three groups but it went
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really fast. The interest level was very high. The children selected tools to represent 
beaks and tried to eat food (different kinds of food such as nuts, berries, sunflower 
seeds, cereal, M&M’s using the tools without using their other hand.. Tools were 
straws, strainers, spoons, etc., (Reasons -  food and competition -  the children were 
trying to be first and they quickly got the idea of which tool /beak will get the most 
food.) After the first group the children realized that the strainer got the most food. 
When it was time for the second group and when Julia was called first to choose her 
beak, she went straight to the strainer.
Concept mapping as a teaching and learning tool was presented to the children 
about mid March. Because, concept mapping has been successfully used with first 
graders, it was possible that concept mapping would have added to meaningful learning 
if kindergarten age children were introduced to concept maps (Novak, & Gowin, 1984). 
In order to promote these young children’s concrete understanding, however, this 
concept map utilized pictures instead of words. Concept maps with words were going 
to be provided in case the children preferred to use the more abstract word version, 
however, this didn’t happen. Literature on the effectiveness of picture concept maps 
proved unavailable; however, the researcher proposed earlier that developmentally 
young children could benefit from a picture concept map. Besides concept maps, 
children were introduced to scientific classification of birds through charting and 
grouping activities. Children were allowed to collect their own data from watching 
birds and other activities (Whitin, 1997).
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Data Analysis 
Verbal Analysis of Clinical Interview Protocols
Video and audio transcripts of clinical interviews provided the data for analysis. 
Analysis of these transcripts required verbal analysis as described in Chi (1997). Verbal 
analysis is interested in analyzing the content in verbal data, organizing it and assessing 
the relationships of propositions, concepts and ideas that emerge from the verbal data. 
Interview transcripts, both pre-instruction and post-instruction, were analyzed and 
coded for biological concepts (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The concepts to code 
included: anatomical and morphological characteristics (ANAT-CHAR); typical animal 
characteristics (TYP-CHAR); behavioral characteristics (BEH-CHAR); locomotion 
characteristics (LOC-CHAR); reproductive characteristics (REP-CHAR); habitat and 
niche characteristics (LIF-CHAR). Although Miles and Huberman suggest a list of 
precoding strategies, they warn researchers that the coding might change depending on 
the available data. These codes were put into a chart form rather than analyzing on the 
transcripts. This analysis helped to develop a class profile chart (Shapiro, 1989).
Picture Concept Map Analysis
Picture concept maps were analyzed according to the scoring criteria developed 
by Novak and Gowin (1984). These scoring criteria consist of (a) hierarchical 
organization, (b) progressive differentiation, and (3) integrative reconciliation.
Hierarchical organization requires a broad concept to begin with, then inclusive 
concepts leading to more specific and less inclusive concepts. Hierarchy shows the 
relationship between the concept and other concepts subordinate to it (Novak & Gowin, 
1984).
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Progressive differentiation states that “meaningful learning is a continuos 
process wherein new concepts gain greater meaning as new relationships (prepositional 
links) are acquired (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p. 99). Linking relationships are important.
Integrative reconciliation, another principle of learning, is enhanced when the 
learner recognizes new relationships between related sets of concepts or propositions 
(Novak & Gowin, 1984, p. 103).
There were five children who were asked to work on the concept map after the 
post-instruction interviews were over. These sessions were videotaped. Each child was 
given the prepared picture concept related to birds. They were asked to organize their 
picture concepts on a canvas fabric, lined with velcro strips. Each picture had velcro on 
the back to be able to attach on the velcro strip on the fabric. There were five lines of 
velcro, which defined the hierarchy. The fabric was used with the purpose of easy 
transport for children to be able to move the materials in the classroom from center to 
center. The first child, James, after he put the pictures on the fabric canvas, was also 
asked to explain how each picture was related to each other, in the meantime, the 
teacher researcher wrote the links on paper and together, with the child put the links 
where they belonged (Figure 2). The prepositional links were composed of verbs such 
as have and sentences such as, “Some legs are long, some legs are short.” The picture 
concepts were helpful to be able to get the meaning from James. The teacher-researcher 
pointed at the pictures that might be related and asked him about how the pictures were 
related.
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Figure 2: James’ picture concept map of birds
Judy’s concept map (Figure 3) was hierarchical in nature. Her concepts were 
organized from general to specific. According to the principle of integrative 
reconciliation, she seemed to understand the relationships between the sets of concepts, 
however, she also excluded some of the pictures that showed the relationships within 
the concepts.
Jack’s concept map (Figure 4) showed no hierarchical relationship. Even the 
concepts that were related to each other (such as different types of feet) were scattered 
all over. He could tell about each picture in isolation, without making connections to 
other concepts.
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Figure 3: Judy’s picture concept map of birds
Figure 4: Jack’s picture concept map of birds
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Julia’s concept map (Figure 5) showed only the general concepts, which were 
put far down from the key concept.
Figure 5: Julia’s picture concept map of birds
Jean’s concept map (Figure 6) showed the key concept, five general concepts, 
and a specific concept depicting a  relationship between beaks and food. She, too, just 
stated the concepts without relating them to each other.
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Figure 6: Jean’s picture concept map on birds
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Results and Discussion
Case 1: Jack
Jack was six years old at the time of research. He was a very attentive child. He 
seemed to have a wide knowledge base in all areas of the curriculum; however, a speech 
problem which he was aware of, hindered his talking in the classroom. He was so 
conscious of this problem that if a person talking to him did not understand him, he 
would not repeat what he said, and would become emotional. He was unstable at times, 
crying for long periods of time for various reasons. Most of the time he wanted to make 
sure that he knew the answer before he answered. He wouldn’t talk during the pre- 
instruction interview, however, answered questions after the sorting activity. The 
concept map of his understanding of the birds constructed as a result of the pre- 
instruction interview (Figure 7) shows that his understanding can be classified in three 
hierarchical levels with the concepts of food, reproduction and habitat. He had some 
understanding of relationships between the concepts because some were linked, such as 
birds coming out of eggs and growth.
Birds
nre eaten
havelive on make
have
trees seedson eaticome out o f - (  baby birdseggs
by eatinggrow toare
straws
Figure 7: Concept map of Jack’s pre-understanding of birds
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Jack’s post-instruction concept map (Figure 8) shows an increase in the number of 
concepts. The concept of food is more specific. Differences in size and color are 
mentioned. Although he never mentioned flight, he mentioned ostrich being a flightless 
bird upon questioning. Relationships between feet and nest building were evident.
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Figure 8: Concept map of Jack’s post understanding of birds
Jack did not have any problems circling the birds. After that, he was given the 
sorting task. During this sorting, he looked at the pile, picked an object at a time and 
made a line in front of him from left to right at first then from bottom to the top. Mostly 
used his left hand to pick the objects and place them on the line. At the end of his 
sorting he picked a handful of objects and put back in the box.
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During the final interview in April, he started lining the objects up from left to 
right, then changing direction to right to left and occasionally sticking the birds in 
between other birds. He used both hands in picking the objects, compared the two 
objects on each hand. Once he put the object down on the table, he tried to stand the 
objects up. At the end, he put the objects back in the bowl. A comparison of his object 
sorting (Figure 9)shows that the number of objects classified as birds and identification 
of the birds increased in April. Bat and pterodactyl that were selected in January were
not selected as birds in April.
January April
(-) Flamingo W) Flamingo
~ Parrot (V ) Parrot
(V ) Chick -  a baby (V ) Chick
(V ) Owl (V ) Owl
(+) Pterodactyl -  a dinosaur
(-) Ostrich (V ) Ostrich
(+) Swan -  a duck (V ) Swan
(-) Pelican (V ) Pelican
(V ) Bat
(-) Swallow (-) Swallow
(-) Dove (-) Dove
(-) Hummingbird (V ) Hummingbird
(-) Eagle (V ) Eagle
(V) Turkey (V ) Turkey
(~) Gull (+) Gull - loon
(V ) Penguin
(-) Pigeon
W ) Crow
Figure 9: Comparison of Jack’s pre and post bird classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
During instruction phase of the research, Jack was very interested in the birds. He 
observed the birds inside and outside the classroom. He spent a lot of time looking at 
the pictures in bird books occasionally bringing the book and asking what kind of a bird
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it was or what it’s name was. He created a seven-page bird book with a front and back 
cover (Appendix LI). This book had an illustration of the bird he was talking about on 
each page and a description of it underneath. There were numerous references to birds 
both in his writing and bird journals. These references were bird names copied from the 
pictures, and his observations of what he had seen. When Jack found a picture of a 
screech owl in a magazine left in the art center, he cut the picture, pasted it on paper, 
and wrote the name of the owl (Figure 10).
Figure 10: Jack’s screech owl
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Case 2: Jacob
Jacob was six years old at the time of research, and was very immature both 
socially and emotionally. His comprehension and intelligence seemed superior to other 
children, however knowing this Jacob would not, at times intentionally, pay attention to 
the speakers or the activity. The concept map of his understanding of the birds before 
instruction (Figure 11) shows a hierarchy of three levels with the concepts of body 
parts, reproduction, habitat, and flight. His concept of food reflects the self and shows a 
misconception. This misconception of food changed after instruction.
Birds
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^  eat have afly withlive oi have
headtrees soup
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•^stom ach
back
and
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Figure 11: Concept map of Jacob’s pre-understandings of birds
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The concept map of his understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 12) 
showed that his concept of habitat changed from general to specific; from trees to nests. 
There was some linking of the concepts especially in the area of building homes. It 
seemed that he was better organizing his knowledge.
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and
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Figure 12: Concept map of Jacob’s post understanding of birds
During the initial classification, Jacob picked the objects with his left hand, looked 
at it, made a decision whether it was a bird or not and put it in the box. He put the 
selected objects in front of him. After I started asking him what they were, he suddenly 
took pterodactyl, looked at it and threw it in the box. During the final classification, he 
did not hesitate in making his selections. He looked at each object and lined the ones he 
thought were birds in front of him. A comparison of his object sorting shows the
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number of objects classified as birds and identification of the birds increased in April 
(Figure 13).
Januarv April
(~) Crow
(~) Dove (-) Dove
(~) Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(-) Eagle (+) Eagle-Blue Jay
Pterodactyl -  took out during labeling
(-) Swallow
(-) Pelican
(-) Ostrich
(V ) Penguin
(-) Parrot
(V ) Swan
(-) Pigeon
(-) Gull
(V ) Owl
(V) Flamingo
Figure 13: Comparison of Jacob’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer, (~) a bird; (V ) right, (+) wrong but labeled
During instruction, Jacob wrote bird words in a book that he created and labeled 
as “Book: The Words.” He added the word “the” in front of every word whether it was 
a verb, a noun, or an adjective. His bird journal and daily journal writing was 
composed of sentences of what birds he had seen (Appendix Ml). He was more 
interested in writing than observation. Although he made outside and inside 
observations, his ability to organize this information seemed to be lacking.
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Case 3: James
James was five and a half years old at the time of research. He was a sharp child. 
He could remember details even after a long period of time. It seemed that he used 
some strategies of memory that he devised by himself. Talking to self was a strategy 
that he used during learning. He chose to work alone if he was working on classification 
or labeling/naming activities (Figure 14), but would choose a friend when he was 
working with the bird puppets. Although he could be a team member, he liked to work 
independently.
Figure 14: James working on naming the bird puppets.
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During the pre-instruction interview, he talked out loud about the bird pictures and 
told about what he had learned from television. The concept map of his understanding 
of birds before instruction (Figure 15) shows that there is a hierarchy of three levels. He 
was in conflict of where the birds came from. Although he stated that birds laid eggs, he 
stated that birds came from God. The concepts were not linked together except when he 
was describing a woodpecker; he linked the information to other concepts.
Birds
h u e makecome ffomly  tohave
have names tikeIv with
tree J in cs t If soundscolors Y P ^P 16'3 
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God worms
ias'■ wings J  i woodpecker 
have
i  has j
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( bird seed
and a
f  sharp 
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Figure 15: Concept map of James’ pre-understanding of birds
The concept map of James’ understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 16) 
shows that the misconception of birds coming from God changed. Although he linked 
the concepts of habitat and reproduction, other concepts were not linked at all. The 
hierarchy increased to five levels. The concepts of body parts and the concept of the 
kinds of food became more detailed. James explained the usage of a beak explicitly 
linking this usage to building and feeding. Although he listed the beak in the body
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parts, he chose to use the word mouth in describing the relationship of building a nest 
and feeding a baby bird.
can be have
peoples
yard
wingsflightless
worms
is made of'
mama
feed the
( sunflower 
V  se e d s^
mouth
Figure 16: Concept map of James’ post understanding of birds
During instruction, James observed the birds both outside and inside, sometimes 
alone sometimes with a group of friends. His bird journal and daily journal had 
references to what kind and how many birds he had seen. He wrote in full sentences 
and did not illustrate the pages (Figure 17).
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TdA ICY) 81H?, A-A- fef/fMrfc
Figure 17: James’ sentences from his bird journal.
During bird sorting, he made comments about some of the objects. When he saw 
the polar bear, he said, ”1 have a bear like this but it’s not white.” When he saw the baby 
he said, ‘This is the kind that came out of the cake (when he saw the baby -  generally 
comes out of king cakes during Mardi Gras).”When he saw the seal he said, ‘This is a 
seal.” During this activity he looked through the pile first, selected the birds and put 
them in a pile in front of them. After his selection was over he put the objects back in 
the box a handful first then one by one. During the final classification, he left the other 
animals on the table. A comparison of his pre and post classification of birds (Figure 
18) shows that the number of birds selected and the ability to label the birds increased in 
April.
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January 
(~) Eagle 
(~) Swallow
(+) Hummingbird- wood-pecker 
(V ) Parrot 
(~) Crow 
(V ) Owl
(+) Seagull- duck 
(-) Pigeon 
(V ) Pterodactyl
April
(V ) Eagle -  bald eagle
(+) Swallow -  blue jay
(-) Hummingbird -  told
(V ) Parrot V
(V ) Crow
(V) Owl V
(-) Seagull
(+) Pigeon -  Blue Jay
(V ) Pterodactyl
(V ) Swan
(V ) Turkey
(+) Chick - duck
(V ) Penguin
(V ) Ostrich
(V ) Pelican- brown pelican 
(V ) Dove
(V ) Flamingo _____
Figure 18: Comparison of James’ pre and post classification 
(-) no answer, (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 4: Jane
Jane was five years and nine months old at the time of the research. At times, she 
had resistance to learning and showed this through temper tantrums. Still, she was 
observant and at times a good listener. She did not have self-esteem in trying new 
things out such as drawing. She would ask other children to draw for her, saying that 
she could not; however, eventually, she learned to ask for help in writing, reading and 
drawing.
Although she bloomed and gained her self-esteem back at the end, she resisted 
changing of ideas and concepts and seemed to stick to her ideas being true. She was 
one of the children who insisted that a bat was a bird until the last day of school. Also, 
her idea that birds live up there with God never changed as a result of the study. The 
concept map of her understanding of birds (Figure 19) before instruction shows that 
there is a hierarchy of three levels, which are limited to the concepts of the body parts of 
birds, flight and food.
Her after instruction concept map (Figure 20) shows that her concepts on birds 
have enlarged, and that hierarchy went up to four levels. The concepts of habitat, 
reproduction, and characteristics, were now included with more examples. Still there 
was a lack of connection between her concepts.
During instruction, she wrote mostly of what kind of birds she had seen and how 
many of them in both of her journals. She made use of inventive spelling. She 
observed birds both inside and outside. She paid attention to detail during her 
observations. One good example was when she noticed the birds flying on the bird 
feeder (Figure 21), and wrote about it in her journal.
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Figure 19: Concept map of Jane’s pre-understanding of birds
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Figure 20: Concept map of Jane’s post understanding of birds
F iy
o/v t w ;
Figure 21: Jane’s journal entry: “Birds was flying on the bird feeder.
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During circle the birds activity, she was not confident. She wanted a kind of 
assurance and wanted the researcher to help out during the process. She was told that 
she had to make her decisions. After that, she circled the birds by herself.
She tried the same strategy during her bird classification, when she picked up her 
first bird, looked at the interviewer and said, “This is” expecting an answer. When she 
couldn’t see a reaction, she continued; however, she constantly checked on the 
interviewer for recognition. She lined the birds up from left to right, using both hands 
in picking the objects up. When asked if there was anything else she wanted to tell, she 
volunteered and said they fly up and down and that’s what she wanted to say.
During the final classification, she was given the objects as a pile on the table and 
was told to look and see if there were any birds. She was told to put the ones that were 
not birds back in the bowl. She followed the procedure. A comparison of her pre and 
post classification (Figure 22) shows that the number of objects selected did not 
increase; however, the number of birds selected increased by three. Although she 
selected bat and seal as birds in January, they were not selected as birds in April.
During a final survey done in the classroom at the end of the school year, about a month 
after the final interview, she stated that bats were birds because they fly. It seemed that 
she went back and forth in the idea that bats were birds. Although the number of birds 
selected increased, surprisingly, naming the birds did not improve on her part. She 
could only identify the owl as an owl.
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January April
(~) Eagle (~) Eagle
(~) Swallow (~> Swallow
H Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(~) Turkey
<~) Bat
(+) Pelican- duck
(+) Owl - duck (V) Owl
H Dove (-) Dove
(-) Parrot
(-) Seal
(+) Pigeon -chicken
(+) Penguin -parrot
Figure 22: Comparison of Jane’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer, (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 5: Janice
Janice was five and a half years old at the time of the research. Although she had 
a speech problem and she did not talk much, Janice was not afraid of repeating what she 
said. She had good rapport with the other children. Janice was very calm and worked a 
lot. She was a very good listener and a helper. Her journal did not have drawings but 
had words and sentences. She loved cutting and creating so she spent her time cutting 
rather than spending on observing birds. She would occasionally watch the doves. She 
liked to do some outside observations. Janice was mostly observant during recess time.
During her initial classification, she turned the objects over in the pile and looked 
carefully, while touching the objects. Janice, then made a line above the pile from left to 
right, picked and placed the objects in the pile again then, when convinced started 
putting objects back in the box one at a time. Her comparison of pre and post 
classification (Figure 23) shows that there was an increase in the number of birds
selected. She also identified four birds by their names.
January April
(-) Gull (-) Gull
(~) Pelican Pelican- eats fish
(~) Dove Dove -white
(-) Crow (-) Crow
(~) Owl (V ) Owl
(~) Hummingbird (V ) Hummingbird
(~) Eagle (-) Eagle
(-) Swallow (-) Swallow
(~) Parrot (+) Parrot - cockatoo
(-) Flamingo
(-) Pigeon
(+) Ostrich - roadrunner
(V ) Swan
W ) Chick
Figure 23: Comparison of Janice’s pre and post classification 
(-)  no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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The concept map of Janice’s pre understanding of birds (Figure 24) shows that 
there are three levels of hierarchy and the concepts are composed of habitat, food and a 
body part. There is an increase of the number of concepts in her after instruction 
concept map (Figure 25) such as characteristics of birds, color, reproductions, and 
flight. The concepts are not linked together in the post concept map, as was the case in 
the pre-concept map as well.
Birds
live income toeat
v white stuff nests arms
are in are made by
leaves trees mamas
grass
( popcorn
peanut
butter
Figure 24: Concept map of Janice’s pre-understanding of birds
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Figure 25: Concept map of Janice’s post understanding of birds
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Case 6: Jean
Jean was five years and a half years old at the time of research. Jean was a very 
attentive child, and liked to work independently. She was organized, and thought 
through her answers before she answered most of the time. She was already writing at 
the inventive spelling level when she started school. Writing was her tool to express 
herself and her ideas. Although writing seemed to be her learning style, and even 
though she knew her sounds, she struggled with sounding out and writing the words.
She did use drawings to accompany her writing. Only Jean organized her thoughts and 
experiences of what happened after we looked at an egg. She put this information into 
an organized step by step fashion into her journal. Sometimes, she preferred to sit down 
in front of a chart and copy the words. The teacher-researcher had provided the 
children with small pattern books cut in the shape of birds. She used one of these books 
to write about owls. This was a six-page book including the cover. This book and 
samples of her writing are attached in Appendix Ql.
During her initial classification she started lining up the birds from left to right, 
but after the first, she lined the birds going from bottom to the top. From the pile she 
would take one object, look and then depending her choice she would put the object in 
or around the pile. If it were a bird, then she would remove it to the left and put in the 
line. When it was time to put the objects back in the box, she picked up a handful and 
while she was putting the pile back; one object fell from the pile and she put it in the 
group of birds. A comparison of her pre and post classification (Figure 26) shows that 
the number of birds selected and labeling the birds increased dramatically. Strangely, 
she included the bat as a bird, but labeled it as a bat.
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January April
(~) Crow ( - ) Crow
(+ ) Pelican - duck (V ) Pelican
(~) Dove (V ) Dove
(~) Parrot (out and In again) (V ) Parrot
(~) Swallow ( + ) Swallow - robin
(-) Eagle (V ) Eagle
(~) Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(~) Seagull ( + ) Seagull - duck
(V ) Owl
( + ) Ostrich - flamingo
( + ) Swan- duck
(-) Pigeon
(V ) Bat
( + ) Turkey- rooster
( + ) Chick- duckling
W ) Flamingo
(V ) Penguin
Figure 26: Jean’s comparison of pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
The concept map of her understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 27) 
shows that there is a hierarchy of three levels composed of the concepts of flight, 
habitat, reproduction, food and body parts of birds.
The concept map of her understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 28) 
shows that she is developing relationships between concepts. The most developed of 
the concepts were habitat and reproduction. She was the only child who mentioned the 
color of eggs. She also made a connection with bones and wing bones. Actually, she 
was trying to explain that birds had hollow bones and that these bones helped their 
flying. But, she put it into wing bones being crooked.
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Figure 27: Concept map of Jean’s pre-understanding of birds
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Figure 28: Concept map of Jean’s post understanding of birds
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Case 7: Jerry
Jerry was five and a half years old at the time of the research. At times, he was 
very sharp in his understandings; however, Jerry could not communicate what he knew 
about anything in a sentence format. His thoughts and ideas would not come out 
complete; they were broken and most words were repeated many times. Jeny was a 
people pleaser sometimes one did not know if he was saying what he was saying to 
please one or if he was saying the truth. Jerry constantly told stories about anything and 
everything. Generally, the stories were reflections of him, his family, his background, 
the experiences he had, or sometimes somebody else’s story told by him as his. He was 
very impulsive and did not know how to control his behavior. Although Jerry was very 
good in decoding the sounds of the language, he was frustrated with writing. He did not 
have drawings in his bird journal. Jerry observed the birds and was quick at pointing 
out what the doves were doing during group time. Although his pre-instruction 
interview showed some concepts, his post interview showed these concepts 
diminishing.
The concept map of Jerry’s understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 29) 
shows that there is a hierarchy of three levels. Concept of body parts seems to be 
established with misconceptions of teeth, mouth, arms, and hands. Habitat and food 
concepts were conflicting. The birds either didn’t eat anything or ate food similar to the 
food he ate.
The concept map of his understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 30) shows 
the concept of flight, reproduction, a general concept of food, and body parts. Habitat 
concept did not change, it stayed as “birds don’t live anywhere.”
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Figure 29: Concept map of Jerry’s pre-understanding o f birds
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Figure 30: Concept map of Jerry’s post understanding of birds
During the final pictorial response sheet, he started from the bottom of the sheet 
going to the top. He named some birds erroneously by calling a heron a kiwi. During 
his initial classification, he looked in the pile, picked up an object and put it back in the 
pile. When he thought he found a bird, he lined it up behind the pile in a line from left 
to right. He tried to make the birds stand up. Using both hands he made comments like 
“snake,” “this one in the jaws of the jungle (for the gorilla), this one . .this one alligator, 
and this is a shark.” To confirm that he was being listened he was told that “yes, that 
was a shark.” Upon seeing the dolphin he made an assumption and stated that “That 
was a little shark.”
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During his final classification after he selected the birds, he made a line from right 
to left and moved some of the objects from their place and replaced them. His pre and 
post comparison of his bird classification (Figure 31) shows that the number of birds 
selected as well as the ability to label the birds has increased.
January April
(~) Eagle (+) Eagle - bluebird
(~) Hummingbird (+) Hummingbird - bluebird
(~) Dove (V ) Dove
(~) Penguin (V ) Penguin
(~) Parrot (+) Parrot -  green bird
(~) Gull <+) Gull -duck
(~) Swallow (-) Swallow
(-) Turkey
(+) Ostrich - roadrunner
(V ) Swan
(-) Pigeon
(V ) Flamingo
(+) Chick - duck
(+) Crow - blackbird
(V ) Owl
Figure 31: Comparison of Jerry’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 8: Jessica
Jessica was five and a half years old at the time of research. She was an excessive 
talker. At times, this helped her, at times she seemed to be saying anything, whether it 
made sense or not, just for the sake of talking. Her writing was at the random letter 
stage so unless you were sitting with her and ask her what she wrote about, it was very 
hard to decode her writing afterwards. She was very active in the classroom. She chose 
classification, matching bird pictures (Figure 32), reading bird books, and bird puppets. 
She always had something to say about birds.
WEiKSimtn
w S S S iJzjim m
Figure 32: Jessica working on matching bird pictures.
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The concept map of her understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 33) 
shows that she had a concept of habitat, concept of flight, and a somewhat concept of 
reproduction, however, the food concept was totally confusing. She consistently said 
that birds ate feathers, no matter how many times I asked her. There was a hierarchy of 
three levels and definitely the concepts were not linked.
come from come from live in a
fj tree j  ' 1 i nest
V  V  \  place i
which is I
feathers
is made bv is made bv
Figure 33: Concept map of Jessica’s pre-understanding of birds 
The concept map of her understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 34) shows 
an increase in the number of concepts. Although she did not mention body parts except 
wings, she knew that birds were different in size, shape and color. She made analogies; 
“wings like airplane”. She discarded her view of birds eating feathers in her post 
concept map. She made a linkage, between toenails being used for getting food. She 
had a concept of directionality; north, south etc., however, she didn’t state that birds 
traveled to north, south etc. As a concept of habitat, birds living in the north, south etc 
is more specific than saying birds live everywhere.
During her bird classification, she looked at the objects, pulled one object at a 
time to the left, made a line, and then started a line in front of her from left to right. She 
picked all the objects and put them in the box.
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Figure 34: Concept map of Jessica’s post understanding of birds
During the final classification, she was asked if a penguin was a bird or not 
because she had not selected it. She adamantly said “NO.” Then I pulled the turkey 
from the pile of rejects and asked her whether it was a bird or not. She said, “Chicken 
is not a bird.” Then questioned herself, “Chicken is not a bird?” Then said, “Oh, Yeah! 
It’s a bird.” But did not include it with the birds.
Her pre and post comparison of her classification (Figure 35) show that the 
number of objects selected as birds increased, as well as the ability to label the birds.
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January April
H Pigeon (-) Pigeon
(~) Hummingbird W ) Hummingbird
(~) Eagle (V) Eagle
W ) Parrot
(V) Chick -baby
(+) Dove -ostrich
(-) Swan
(-) Crow
W ) Ostrich
(+) Swallow -blue Jay
(V) Pelican-brown
(-) Gull
(V) Owl
(-) Flamingo
Figure 35: Comparison of Jessica’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 9: John
John was six years old at the time of the research. He was a very observant child. 
He teamed with Jack and together they did a lot of looking at bird books and observing 
the birds. After the introduction of bird identification book, John came to me multiple 
times showing the birds in the bird identification book. For children who didn’t know 
how to read and find a specific bird without even knowing its name at times is a hard 
task, but not for John. He did a lot of outside observations with the binoculars. Through 
these observations, he spotted the very few times we had birds on our bird feeders. He 
chose the bird classification materials and mostly the puppets. His writing was at the 
random letter stage, and did not necessarily reflect his knowledge. He would copy 
words from charts, mostly the names of birds. John wrote, ‘T like when he took the bird 
out so we could see them so we could learn about the doctor and learn to take care of 
birds (Figure 36) in his journal after Dr. Mitchell’s visit, the veterinarian at a local 
university,
Figure 36: John’s journal entry after a speaker.
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He mostly copied bird names to his journal, and made a book with bird names. 
Bird pictures with their names under each picture were displayed on the wall behind the 
birdcage. Illustrations accompanied the writings, however the drawings were not 
representative of birds. Besides writing the names of the birds, he mostly wrote about 
the birds he had seen. He did make a bird nomenclature book, took him about two 
hours one day and another hour another day. The bird nomenclature book is composed 
of many pages of a bird and a line under each drawing. The purpose of the book is to 
color the part of the picture and write the name of the colored part underneath.
The concept map of his understanding of birds (Figure 37) shows that there is a 
hierarchy of three levels and has an understanding of the concept of food, with a 
deviation that bird food is provided by the people. He has an understanding of 
community and reflects this knowledge as, “birds follow other birds or other animals.” 
He also is aware that birds come in different sizes. The concepts don’t link to each 
other except baby birds eating worms.
The concept map of his understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 38) shows 
the most important body parts: beaks and feathers; reproduction food, color and habitat. 
There seems to be some links starting to form especially in the concept of food such as 
people sometimes provide food, and the concept of protection.
During classification at the interview, he was told to find out all the birds, put 
them right in front of him, and put the other ones back in the bowl. John started with a 
pile in front of him, selected the birds, put them in front of him in a line from left to 
right using both hands. No matter which hand he used, his direction was from right to 
left.
i l l
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Figure 37: Concept map of John’s pre-understanding of birds
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Figure 38: Concept map of John’s post understanding of birds
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When the line was full, he started a second line in front of the first one. When he 
was finished, he picked up the objects in the pile one by one and put them back in the 
container. The comparison of his pre and post classification (Figure 39) shows that 
there was an increase in the number of birds selected, also the ability to name the birds 
increased. However, the misconception of bat, and the pterodactyl being a bird was 
consistent. At the end of the school year survey, about a month after the post 
interviews, he stated that bat was a mammal.
January April
(V ) Eagle (V ) EagleV
(-) Dove (-) Dove
(-) Swallow (-) Swallow
(+) Swan - duck (V ) Swan
(-) Seagull (-) Seagull
(~) Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(-) Pterodactyl (-) Pterodactyl
(~) Parrot V) Parrot
(V) Chick-baby (V ) Chick - baby
(V ) Owl (V ) Owl
(V ) Bat (V ) Bat
(-) Pelican (told) (V ) Pelican
(-) Crow
(V ) Turkey
(-) Pigeon
Figure 39: Comparison of John’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 10: Joshua
Joshua was six years old at the time of the research, and was already behind in 
language arts and math than the other children in the classroom. He loved to create 
things from paper cutting and gluing. He spent a lot of time on his creations. He 
followed some children around all the time just because he was fond of them, so, he 
neither worked with the classification cards nor the matching cards. At times he found 
books on birds and would ask an adult to read it. He was quick at finding the books in 
the classroom on the topics we discussed. His writing was at the random letter stage. 
Unless he brought his journal or an adult was helping him, it was hard to understand.
He did draw a lot of pictures.
The concept map of his understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 40) 
shows that there is a hierarchy of four levels. His understandings of the birds are 
centered on the concept of flight, reproduction, family and habitat. The concept of God 
making a nest is his misconception.
Birds
live on a have
children daddy stuff nestaround
comes is made 
fom by
onwith
baby birds {  trees
teach /
Figure 40: Concept map of Joshua’s pre-understanding of birds
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His concept of birds is centered on self, family, and issues that he deals with 
coming from a single parent household. The concept map of his understandings of 
birds after instruction (Figure 41) shows that there was an increase in the number of 
concepts. The hierarchy is now five levels. The concept of habitat has developed into 
subconcepts, still carrying a misconception that birds come from nests. He was the only 
child who described the concept of flight in a detailed way than other children; that 
flight having a shape. An understanding of usage of body parts is visible from his post­
concept map. His description of reproduction was detailed as well.
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Figure 41: Concept map of Joshua’s post understanding of birds
During his initial object classification, he took an object out; put back in the pile 
took another out. He was confused so told him to take one, and look at it, decide if it’s 
a bird or not and then put it back in the box. He followed that and put the objects back 
in the box one at a time, using both hands in picking up and putting in. He wanted to
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talk about alligators at the end. During his final classification, the instruction was to put 
the ones that are not a bird back in the bowl one at a time. After he was through with the 
activity, he was told the names of the birds. A comparison of his pre and post 
classification (Figure 42) shows that the number of birds selected increased at the final 
classification. In January he couldn’t name of the birds, in April he could name five of 
the birds. He selected the “bee” as a bird, but wouldn’t tell why he selected it as a bird.
January April
(~) Eagle (V ) Eagle -bald
(-) Hummingbird (+) Hummingbird- a nectar
(~> Swallow (out/in/out/in) (+) Swallow-blue jay
(~) Pigeon (+) Pigeon -pigeon
(~) Crow (+) Crow -blackbird-told
(+) Chick -duck (+) Chick -duck, yellow
(V ) Turkey
(-) Flamingo
(+) Penguin - flamingo
(V ) Pelican
(V ) Parrot
(+) Swan -duck -told
(-) Dove
(V ) Owl
(+) Ostrich flamingo-told
(+) Gull -white bird-told
Bee (?)-told
Figure 42: Comparison of Joshua’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 11: Judith
Judith was five and a half years old. She liked to draw pictures. Her writing was 
at the random letter stage. It was hard to make meaning out of the sentences. Three 
samples of her writing are attached in Appendix VI. She had her own view of the 
world around herself. She wanted to hurry up and do things adults did. Her language 
concept development was below level as well as her mathematical concepts. She had a 
hard time with memory.
The concept map of her understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 43) 
shows that there seems to be a three level hierarchy with the concepts of food limited to 
cheese, bread and bird food, concept of elimination and parts of the birds. Being skinny 
was important for this child and this reflected in her concepts. It seems that she had a
general idea of birds.
Birds
come fom haveeat live in ahave a lot of
bird
Louisiana wing?outside breadbirds
aid a
bathroom
2 eyes
nose
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f  fingernails j  /'"TT  _________________________________________________________ i Simmy
Figure 43: Concept map of Judith’s pre-understanding of binJT 1 r-
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The concept map of her understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 44) shows 
an increase in the number of hierarchical levels, as well as the concepts. Her concept of 
parts of a bird did not include misconceptions such as arm and fingernails. They were 
replaced with wings and claws. The concept of habitat changed from living in a farm to 
nests. The concept of elimination was still there. Besides, there was an another 
tenacious concept that did not change which was birds come from Louisiana. 
Playfulness was a concept that was attached to birds. She was not the only child who
attached play to birds.
Birds
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Figure 44: Concept map of Judith’s post understanding of birds
During the object classification, she lined the birds from left to right, and the rest 
of the objects back in the box one at a time after carefully examining. At the end when 
asked if she had anything else to say she added that birds had a mouth but she wasn’t
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very confident about that. During her final classification, she had selected the bat. After 
she stated that the object was a bat, she was asked about the bat. The following (Figure 
45) is the conversation between the teacher and her.
T. A bat! Is a bat a bird?
Judith: Yes, ma’am. A bat is a bird. It’s a mammal.
T: It’s a mammal? You’ve got to decide. Is a bat a bird or a mammal?
Judith: It’s a mammal.
T: So, if it’s a mammal, can we put it in the birds?
Judith: No, we can’t put it in the birds?
T: You are very right, huh. It’s a mammal that flies right?
Judith: Yes, ma’am.
T: But it’s not a bird? Any questions or anything you want to tell me about. 
Judith: Them birds when I was going to P.E. the other day when. .were at school, 
uhm. The bird had pooed on the other one.
T: Oh! It did. You are very right. I saw that too.
(She was talking about the time when one of the doves eliminated on the other 
one.)
Figure 45: Conversation on a bat between Judith and her teacher.
A comparison of her pre and post classification (Figure 46) shows that the 
increase in the number of birds selected was very high in Judith’s case, compared to two
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in the pre-classification. She selected the pterodactyl and the bat as birds during the 
final classification.
January April
(~) Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(~) Swallow (~) Swallow
(+) Ostrich - pelican
(+) Gull -duck
(+) Pigeon -duck
(-) Pelican- it came from a State
(V ) Owl V
(-) Pterodactyl
(V ) Penguin
(+) Crow - blackbird
(+) Flamingo -pelican
(V Chick -baby
(-) Parrot
(+) Turkey -peacock
<~) Dove
(-) Eagle
(V ) Bat
Figure 46: comparison of Judith’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 12: Judv
Judy was almost six years old at the time of research. Her passion was writing. 
When given a choice of different centers, she always chose the writing center and 
writing activities. Besides recording in the outside observation journal, she also 
recorded her observations in the form of tallies of how many birds she saw, in her bird 
journal (Appendix Wl). She was a self-directed child, so she walked around the room 
and wrote bird words off the walls, from the charts, and even from books. She was also 
into reading, so she would find books at her level and would read them to an adult or to 
self. Seeing her, other children would join into the reading. Mostly Jane would want to 
read so sometimes Judy and Jane would team up and read together. Judy was into 
taking care of the birds. Other children had long forgotten her responsibility of taking 
care of the birds, but at times she would remind the teacher about the food and water. 
She was the only child who had birds at home at the time of this study. She would talk 
about how she would tell her mom that the birds needed food and that her mom would 
tell her to leave her alone about the birds.
The concept map of her understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 47) 
shows that there was a four level hierarchy with the concepts composed of habitat, food, 
flight, and parts of a bird. She made a connection with birds’ flying away from people 
and birds being scared of people. At the time of this interview, she did not have a bird 
at home but she made the connection that people put the birds in cages.
The concept map of her understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 48) shows 
that although the hierarchical levels stayed the same the concepts have become more 
detailed. There was some linkage like feathers needed for flight and ears for to listen,
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birds lay eggs but mama lays the eggs and that mamas come from other mamas. More 
specific concepts like gender in birds, birds as pets, materials in building a nest and the 
sounds the birds make can be seen in her post-concept map.
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Figure 47: Concept map of Judy’s pre-understanding of birds
During the initial pictorial response sheet, she asked if one of the pictures was a 
bird, showing a picture. She said, ‘This looks like a bird.” She was told that if she 
thought that was bird she needed to circle it and that she had to make her own decision.
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Figure 48: Concept map of Judy’s post understanding of birds
During her final interview when it was time for the pictorial response sheet, she 
started circling the birds at the bottom of the page. Hiding from me (do not know why 
she was hiding it) she circled the peacock; it’s body but not its feathers.
During initial classification, she picked one object, looked at it and put it in the 
box or in her line, which went from top to bottom. When she didn’t have any more 
room at the bottom, she added to the top. She selected the “seaT’as a bird looking at the 
wings, and also the pterodactyl. During her final classification she looked at the gull and 
said that looks like bird but it’s not and took it out of the pile. A comparison of her pre 
and post classification (Figure 49) shows an increase in the number of selected birds, an 
increase in the ability to name birds.
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January April
(~) Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(~) Owl (V ) Owl
(~) Crow (-) Crow
(~) Parrot (V ) Parrot
(~) Swallow (+) Swallow - bluebird
(~) Eagle (-) Eagle
(~) Dove (-) Dove
(~) Penguin (-) Penguin
(-) Ostrich
(-) Pelican
(V ) Flamingo
(-) Pigeon
(-) Swan
(~) Pterodactyl (-) Pterodactyl
(~) Seal
Figure 49: Comparison of Judy’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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Case 13: Julia
Julia was five and a half years old. Julia also had a speech problem, which 
affected her academic performance a lot. Besides her speech problem, she had a 
sleeping problem in the classroom. She slept for at least an hour during instructional 
time in the mornings and sometimes in the afternoon. Although this was discussed with 
parents and administration, no solution to the problem was found. With all the 
problems she had, she had a rather investigative attitude towards the birds. She wanted 
to touch the doves and watch them and at times she drew pictures. Her writing was at 
the random letter stage, so the sentences do not make sense. If she brought her work to 
an adult, they would write what she meant with her drawings under her picture. Her 
observations in the classroom towards the end of the project had concentrated on the 
doves. Her journal entry (Figure 50) in early April shows that she drew the dove behind 
the cage, sitting on six eggs and drew herself observing the doves. When she brought 
her work to an adult, Julia wanted the adult to write; “I saw her eggs.” This was a very 
good observation and was recorded carefully. At the time, the doves had laid six eggs.
Figure 50: Julia’s journal entry
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During initial classification, she looked through the pile without moving objects, 
pushed some with fingers, put crow aside and said‘T don’t see no birds. That’s the only 
one”. In describing the crow she said something like a “sea bird, or a sea hawk”, which 
was not clear. A comparison of her pre and post classification (Figure 51) shows that 
there was an increase in the number of birds selected. She could identify only the
penguin, and mislabeled crow, pigeon and hummingbird.
Januarv April
Crow (+) Crow -  a blackbird
(Said, ‘T don’t see no birds ”) (V) Penguin
(+) Hummingbird
W Owl
(+) Pigeon -  Blue Jay
(-) Swallow
(-) Gull
(-) Penguin
(-) Dove
(-) Parrot
(~) Pelican
(-) Eagle
Figure 51: Comparison of Julia’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
The concept map of her understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 52) 
shows that there is a two level hierarchy. The sub-concepts are centered on parts of a 
bird, flight and food. Some concepts, which were in the form of links, are shown with 
blank circles in the map. One link she made early on was the food was found outside in 
the sky. The concept map of her understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 53) is 
composed of three levels of hierarchy and concentrated on food, body parts, 
reproduction, habitat, family, and one of the differences such as having a name. She did 
make links between the types of beaks and food; fish with big beaks and nectar with 
long beaks. This was an important link because none of the children had made such a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
link before. She also made links between eggs hatching babies and eggs being in the 
nest.
bard food
found
Figure 52: Concept map of Julia’s pre-understanding of birds
have different , 
/  have
flightless feathers 1 1 outsideringworms
madebvand different
caterpillars
(  Planck 
\c m e s ? .
long beaks V 'with
Figure 53: Concept map of Julia’s post understanding of birds
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Case 14: June
June was almost five and a half years old at the time of the research. She was a 
very attentive child, and came to school already ahead of some children both in 
language and math abilities. She was an another child who wrote a lot all the time 
whether at school or not. Her writing samples both from her bird journal and writing 
journal are attached in Appendix Yl. Pictures that she drew explained her writing.
During her initial classification, she lined her birds from left to right, eventually 
becoming top to bottom horizontal. She looked through the pile, picked the ones she 
thought were birds and put the rest in the bowl. During her final classification she 
selected her birds, then put all the rest of the objects back in the box. A comparison of 
her pre and post classification (Figure 54) shows that there was an increase in the 
number of selected birds in April, as well as an increase in the ability to be able to label
the birds.
January April
(~) Pigeon (+) Pigeon - kiwi
(~) Hummingbird (-) Hummingbird
(-) Eagle (V) Eagle-bald
(~) Owl (V ) Owl
(~) Seagull (-) Seagull -told
(~) Parrot (V ) Parrot
(~) Crow (V ) Crow
(-) Penguin (V ) Penguin
(+) Swallow-dove
(V ) Swan
(+) Ostrich-roadrunner
(+) Flamingo-peacock
(-) Dove
(V ) Pelican
(V ) Chick
(V ) Turkey
Figure 54: Comparison of June’s pre and post classification 
(-) no answer; (~) a bird; (V ) right; (+) wrong but labeled
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The concept map of June’s understanding of birds before instruction (Figure 55) 
shows that there is a two level hierarchy which is composed of the concepts of 
reproduction, habitat, food, parts of a bird, shape and flight. A misconception of the 
concept of body covering, fur instead of feathers is visible.
Birds
fly by like m
have flt Pin8 ^  ^  their \COcome te.„ build have
^ live in
! oval
' wings
black 
\  ring
farm / sunflower
i  blue1
\  eves\  * j
nests
or
bird food
U on the
Figure 55: Concept map of June’s pre-understanding of birds
The concept map of her understanding of birds after instruction (Figure 56) shows 
the hierarchy level to be three levels and an increase in the complexity of the concepts. 
Concepts are explained in more detail, such as building the nest, habitat of water, air, or 
trees. The misconception of fur has changed to feathers.
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Figure 56: Concept map of June’s post understanding of birds
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Question 1: How does an earlv childhood project-based approach to meaningful science 
instruction about birds impact kindergarten children’s prior knowledge of birds?
It was evident from the comparison of understandings of birds, pre and post 
concept maps of each participant that participants had some knowledge of birds to begin 
with. These understandings were mostly on the concept of anatomical and 
morphological characteristics of birds. Table 4 shows that participants mentioned eyes, 
wings, legs, and other body parts resembling to themselves. There was evidence of 
misconceptions such as birds having teeth, shoulders, nose, knees, hair and fur. By the 
end of the instruction (Table 5), the misconception of hair and fur changed except in the 
case of one child. Evidence of mouth instead of a beak was still there in the case of two 
children. In the beginning typical animal characteristics, behavioral characteristics, 
habitat and niche characteristics and locomotion characteristics didn’t show much 
variation.
In the typical characteristics two children mentioned wings, two children 
mentioned feathers, and one child mentioned color. In behavioral characteristics three 
children mentioned bird songs and calls. In reproductive characteristics six children 
mentioned eggs and two children mentioned God. In habitat nine children mentioned 
nests and one mentioned God as the builder of nests. Eight children stated that birds 
live in trees. Eleven children mentioned flight as a characteristic of locomotion, one 
mentioned swimming and one mentioned both hopping and perching.
Except warm-bloodedness, all the other typical characteristics of birds such as 
feathers, wings, beaks, color and laying eggs were mentioned during the post- 
instruction interview. Although the answers varied by children the responses were
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between 8 to 12, which is very high compared to the beginning. During the pre­
interview the children talked mostly about the anatomical and morphological 
characteristics, very little about typical animal characteristics. In locomotion, the 
children mostly talked about flight mentioning hopping and walking. During the post 
interview , typical animals characteristics, reproductive characteristics some of habitat 
increased. Flight was constant with a couple of children mentioning walking, perching, 
hopping, and running.
Table 4. Anatomical and Morphological Characteristics Before Instruction
Ja
ck
Ja
co
b
Ja
m
es
Ja
ne
Ja
ni
ce
Je
an
Je
rry
Je
ss
ic
a
Jo
hn
Jo
sh
ua
Ju
di
th
Ju
dy
Ju
lia
Ju
ne
Crown
Forehead +
Head + + + + +
Eyes 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +
Ears + +
Beaks +
Body + + +
Breast
Wings + + 2 + + + + 2 + + +
Tails + + +
Legs 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +
Feet 4 + 2 + + 2 + 2 +
Toe + Nails
Claws
Bones
Back + +
Shoulders +
Nose + + + + + + + +
Stomach + + +
Mouth + + + + +
Knees + +
Hair + + +
Fur +
Fingers + 5 + 2/10 + +
Teeth +
Neck +
Anns +
Hands + 2 +
Face + + +
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Eleven children mentioned birds laying eggs and none of the children mentioned 
God either in nesting or in habitat. Eleven children mentioned nests as habitat, with one 
child mentioning water and another mentioning forest. Also, children mentioned man- 
made homes for birds. Twelve children mentioned flight with the additions of running, 
walking, flapping, sitting and perching in the area of locomotion.
Table 5: Anatomical and Morphological Characteristics After Instruction
Ja
ck
Ja
co
b
Ja
m
es
Ja
ne
Ja
ni
ce
Je
an
Je
rry
Je
ss
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a
Jo
hn
Jo
sh
ua
Ju
di
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•5*3■—j Ju
lia
Ju
ne
Crown
Forehead
Head + + + +
Eyes + + + + + + 2 + 2 +
Ears + +
Beaks + + + + + + + + + + +
Body + + + +
Breast
Wings + + + + 2 + + + + + +
Tails + + +
Legs + 2 + + Sharp + + +
Feet 2 + + 2 + 10 + + 2 + 2 + 2 +
Toe
Claws + + +
Bones +
Back +
Shoulders
Nose +
Stomach
Mouth + +
Knees
Hair +
Fur
Fingers 10 + 4 +
Teeth
Neck + +
Arms
Hands
Face +
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Number of concepts related to the broad concept increased overall and became 
more specific. According to integrative reconciliation, one of Ausubel’s principle of 
learning, the learner recognizes new relationships between the concepts of propositions. 
At the beginning children were saying, “mouth” for “beak” at the end they learned that 
the size and the shape of the beak affects the kind of food birds eat.
Another impact was that the children were able to identify birds by name upon 
seeing a picture, a slide or the bird itself. The most identified bird was blue jay and 
cardinal. This also showed in their answers to the question (Table 6), “What is your 
favorite bird?” Five children stated that blue jay was their favorite bird. Three children 
said pelican. The rest were mixed answers from a roadrunner to a hummingbird. Some 
children had more than one favorite.
Overall, the children became more observant, and paid attention to detail. This 
process also helped them to identify more birds during post-instruction interview 
classification activity. Previously in each case, the object selections of children during 
pre and classification were compared. It was evident from that comparison that the 
number of objects selected as birds had increased. During instruction time, children 
selected books on birds to read. During recess, the children were more observant 
looking higher in the sky and spotting the birds and shouting that they had seen a bird. 
Sometimes they would nm back into the classroom to get the bird identification book. 
Besides observing during recess, children were allowed to observe from the classroom 
by opening the back door to the playground. Children who were observing from the 
classroom during center time spotted the birds on the birdfeeders.
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Table 6: 7avorite birds
Favorite Birds
Jack Pelican
Jacob Road runner
James Parrot
Jane Cardinal
Janice Blue Jay
Jean Blue Jay and robin
Jerry Doves
Jessica Robin, cardinal, hummingbird, blue jay
John Blue Jay
Joshua Brown Pelican
Judith Blue Jay
Judy Flamingo
Julia Blue Jay
June Pelican
Question 2: What do kindergarten students know about birds’ basic biological 
characteristics and behaviors?
Kindergarten students’ knowledge about birds’ basic biological characteristics 
and behaviors were first represented in the form of concept maps. Each child’s concept 
map was different.
The children were compared depending on the bird they circled during the pre- 
instruction interview pictorial response sheet (Table 7) and the post instruction 
interview pictorial response sheet (Table 8). According to this table, the highest 
number of birds circled was 29 and the least number was 9 which was shared by two 
children. The total number of birds on the sheet were 29. This means that Jack was the 
only child who could identify all the birds on the sheet. However, he was also the only 
one who circled the bat, the butterfly and the fly as a bird. In the post instruction
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
interview, Jack missed one bird- (might have been an accident on the part of child, not 
going back and checking the circled birds.)- but the number of children who circled all 
the birds went up to two, followed by three children missing one, and three children 
missing two. The lowest number of birds circled was 14. When the two tables were 
compared (Table 9), the greatest increase in identification of birds on a page was by 
Joshua, who went from 9 to 27, then by Jessica from 10 to 27, then followed by Jacob 
from 12 to 28.
There were five children who identified other animals as birds during the initial 
pictorial response sheet. The highest one who selected 3 was Jack and he did not select 
other animals as birds during his post-instruction pictorial response sheet. Besides Jack, 
none of the other children who had selected another animal as a bird during pictorial 
response sheet selected other animals as birds. However, four other children selected 
one or more animals as birds during the post-instruction interview pictorial response 
sheet. This is very interesting, because the misconception of selecting other animals as 
birds doesn’t seem to be consistent. It seems to be changing according to some criteria 
that the children have at the time. It could also be an attention problem where they see 
it and they just circle it.
The children selected bat, butterfly and fly as birds because of flight at the initial 
interview. During the final interview, one child added the dragonfly. Butterfly and fly 
were not selected at all. Although the number for the bat (4) was stable, the children 
who selected the bat, changed.
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Table 8: Pictoria
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Jack + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jacob + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
James + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jane + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Janice + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jean + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jeny + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jessica + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
John + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Joshua + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Judith + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Judy + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Julia + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
June + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Column 10 14 14 14 14 13 13 14 14 12 9 14 7 10 10 11 10 9 14 12 14 14 13 14 10 10 9 12 11
Totals
U>
00
(table con’d.)
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Table 8: continued
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Jack 28 0
Jacob 28 0
James 21 0
Jane 17 0
Janice 21 0
Jean + 29 1
Jerry + 28 1
Jessica 27 0
John 23 0
Joshua 27 0
Judith + + 29 2
Judy 26 0
Julia + 14 1
June 27 0
Column 4 0 0 1
Totals
Table 9: Birds and Others Comparison 
Pre-Instruction Post-Instruction
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of 
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Jack 29 3 Jack 28 0
Jacob 12 0 Jacob 28 0
James 21 1 James 21 0
Jane 9 1 Jane 17 0
Janice 20 0 Janice 21 0
Jean 23 0 Jean 29 1
Jerry 14 0 Jerry 28 1
Jessica 10 0 Jessica 27 0
John 17 1 John 23 0
Joshua 9 0 Joshua 27 0
Judith 12 0 Judith 29 2
Judy 17 1 Judy 26 0
Julia 11 0 Julia 14 1
June 18 0 June 27 0
The birds that were selected and circled by the children mostly belonged to 
the order of passeriformes, perching birds. With the exception of the cardinal, most 
other representatives of this order were selected during the initial activity and all 
were selected during the final activity, including the cardinal (Table 10).
Roadrunner selected as a bird stayed constant. The numbers for hummingbird, 
morning dove and woodpecker increased, with all the children identifying these as 
birds. There was an increase in the numbers of pelican, ostrich, emu, and the great 
heron, as well
According to the object classification (Tables 11 & 12), the children confused 
bat, seal, and pterodactyl at the initial interviews. During the last interview, the seal 
yielded its place to a bee. The number of children who selected the pterodactyl 
stayed the same. During the initial object classification, the children had doubt and 
took the object out (doubt-out),or they doubted, put the object out but then put it 
back in (doubt-in) or strongly considered (took the object out). During the final 
classification, however, the categories of doubt-out stayed constant but doubt-in and 
strongly considered were totally eliminated by the children. The total number of 
doubt-out was six in the former and eight in the second. The most doubted object in 
the former was the parrot, and the most doubted in the latter were the turkey and the 
pterodactyl. A comparison table (Table 13) shows the number of increases in the 
object selection for the children.
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Table 11:Pre-Instruction Interview Object Classification Chart
Total of 16 birds; 11 mammals, 2 fish; 4 reptiles; 5 invertebrates (1 out of 5 is an insect) = 38 
Bat and seal were confused with birds.
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Jack 15 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jacob 4 + + + + □ O
James 9 + + + + + + + + +
Jane 9 + + + + □ + + + + +
Janice 9 + + + + + + + + +
Jean 8 + + + + + O • + +
Jerry 7 + + + + + + +
Jessica 3 + + +
John 13 + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Joshua 6 + + + + + O •
Judith 2 O + O +
Judy 10 + + + □ + + + + + + +
Julia 1 +
June 8 + + + + + + + + O
Column
Totals
3 9 12 12 1 7 13 1 7 8 5 3 0 10 2 2 4 3 2
ft
+ SELECTED THE OBJECT
O DOUBT-OUT - Child put the object in the group then took it out.
•  DOUBT -IN - Child put the object in, then took it out, and then put it back in.
□  STRONGLY CONSIDERED -  Child had doubts: asked a question: talked to self; not included the object at the end.
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Table 12:Post-Instruction Interview Object Classification Chart
Total of 16 birds; 11 mammals; 2 fish; 4 reptiles; 5 invertebrates (lout of 5 is an insect) = 38 
Bat and bee were confused with birds.
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Jack 16 + + + + + + + + + + + ■f* + + +
Jacob 13 + + + + + + + + + + + + + o
James 17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jane 8 + + + + + + + + O
Janice 14 + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jean 17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jerry 16 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jessica 14 + + + + + + + + + + + O + + + o o
John 15 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Joshua 17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Judith 17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + o + + +
Judy 14 + + + + o + + + + + + + + + +
Julia 12 + + + + + + + + + + + + O
June 16 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Column
Totals
11 12 14 14 11 12 14 11 14 14 13 11 14 14 li 8 4 3 0 1
+ SELECTED THE OBJECT
O DOUBT-OUT- Child put the object in the group then took it out.
•  DOUBT -IN - Child put the object in, then took it out, and then put it back in.
□  STRONGLY CONSIDERED -  Child had doubts: asked a question: talked to self; not included the object at the end.
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Table 13 . Pre/Post- nstruction nterview 0 jject Classification Comparison Chart
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Jack 15 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
16 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jacob 4 + + + + □ O
13 + + + + + + + + + + + + + O
James 9 + + + + + + + + +
17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jane 9 + + + + □ + + + + +
8 + + + + + + + + o
Janice 9 + + + + + + + + +
14 + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jean 8 + + + + + o • +
17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jerry 7 + + + + + +
16 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Jessica 3 + + +
14 + + + + + + + + + + o + + + 0 o
John 13 + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
15 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Joshua 6 + + + + + o •
17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Judith 2 O + o +
17 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + o + + +
Judy 10 + + + □ + + + + + +
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Julia 1 +
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+ SELECTED THE OBJECT
O DOUBT-OUT- Child put the object in the group then took it out
•  DOUBT-IN - Child put the object in, then took it out, and then put it back in.
P  STRONGLY CONSIDERED -  Child had doubts, asked a question, talked to self; not included the object at the end.
Question 3: What do voung children’s entrv-level knowledge of categorical and
biological understandings of birds look like?
As a result of the interviews, the data provided information on children’s 
understandings of birds, both pre-instruction and post-instruction. However, coding 
scheme used earlier just provided the information on general concepts. It was noted 
that the children were using propositions in their telling about birds rather than 
concepts, such as birds fly. It became important to look at the answers to the prompting 
questions. The following tables are a result of the coding of propositions. The most 
important statements and questions that reveal more information on children’s 
understandings were selected. These statements and questions were: Tell me everything 
you know about birds, What do they eat?, Have you seen birds before?, Where do birds 
live?, Where did the nest come from?, Where do birds come from?, Where do baby 
birds come from. These were then compared to pre and post interview propositions of 
the children. This scheme of coding using the propositions as the answers of questions 
was helpful in understanding and identifying children’s basic level knowledge. Table 
14 shows that Flight (9) and eating (3)were the fist mentioned concepts during the 
initial interview. The other two were: have seeds (1), and live in a nest (1). However, 
flight was the most mentioned concept (10) at the final interview. The rest were that 
they had seen a bird (2), have long beaks and feathers (1), and one was inconsistent. 
Stating what they had seen also denotes that the child or the children had a mental 
image of the bird, and mostly, a specific bird.
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Table 14: Tell me everything you know about birds
Pre-Instruction Interview Post-Instruction Interview
Jack Have seeds Saw bird, a blue jay
Jacob Fly Fly
James Fly Fly and look for food
Jane Fly Fly
Janice Eat -  white stuff Fly
Jean Live in nests I’d seen birds
Jerry Fly ? inconsistent
Jessica Eat feathers Fly, stay and eat food
John Fly Fly
Joshua Fly Have long beaks and feathers
Judith Eat cheese Fly
Judy Fly Fly
Julia Fly Fly
June Fly Fly
When asked about what birds eat, bird food, grass and worms were the most 
mentioned concepts followed by seeds, eggs, bread and leaves during the initial 
interview (Table 15). Fish was the most mentioned concept followed by bird food, then 
worms and seeds, mouse and insects. Some of the answers to what the birds would eat 
was a result of prompting like “What would an owl eat?” or “What would a pelican 
eat?” It seemed that in some cases the children needed prompting using specific 
examples. It seems that the knowledge might be there; however, the children are not 
yet making the connections. It might even be that they have not really established the 
category yet, even though they can classify them as birds.
When asked where the birds lived (Table 16), answers to this question during 
the pre-instruction interview showed that children mostly answered in/on the tree (5), in 
the nest (5), with God (1), no where (1), outside in the sky (1), and at the farm (1).
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Table 15: Children’s understanding of what birds eat
What do they eat? Pre What do they eat? Post
Jack Seeds, bird seed Butterflies, snakes, mouse, fish, seeds
Jacob Soup Seeds, bread
James Worms, bird seed Worms, bird food, seeds, sunflower seeds, 
bugs, insects, fish, rats
Jane Bread, grass Bird food, worms, sunflower seeds
Janice White stuff, leaves, grass, corn, eggs, 
peanut butter
Bird food, carrots, fish, rat
Jean Worms Worms, bird food, seeds, bugs, bread, 
insects
Jerry Nothings (red beans and shtripes (?)) Food
Jessica Feathers, grass Bird food, toast, graham crackers, seeds, 
chicken, com bread, macaroni, grass, 
leaves, mouse, fish, frogs, birds, rats
John Bird food, worms Worms, bird food, bug, white worms, fish
Joshua Parrots eat seeds/others don’t know Fish, bugs, beetles. Worms
Judith Cheese, bread, anything, bird food Bird food, dog food, fishes, cat food, 
bread, meat
Judy Eggs, any kind of food like eggs Food, snakes, lizards
Julia Bird food Fish, caterpillars, ringworms
June Sunflower seeds, bird food Seeds, worms, fish, teeny weeny rocks
Table 16: Where do birds live?
Pre-Instruction Interview Post-Instruction Interview
Jack On the trees, on a nest Nests
Jacob On a tree Nests
James In a tree, have nests Nests, trees, forests
Jane Up there, with God Up there with God
Janice Live in a nest Nest
Jean In nests Nest, tree, in the wild
Jerry No where No where
Jessica In the nest Nests, north, south, east, 
west
John In their nest Nests
Joshua In the tree, on the nest Nests
Judith They live in their (forgot)...at the 
farm
Louisiana
Judy In a tree, sleep in their nests Nests, outside
Julia Outside, in the sky Nests, outside
June In a nest Nests
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When asked where the nest came from, the pre-instruction interview results 
were inconclusive; however, during the post-instruction interview most children with 
the exception of one stated that the nests were built (Table 17).
Table 17: Where did the nest come from?
Pre-Instruction Interview Post-Instruction Interview
Jack No answer, then the bird makes the nest. Built by birds.
Jacob No answer Made by mama bird.
James Have nests Made (built) by birds
Jane No mention of nests Make (built) it
Janice Mama makes the nest Built by birds
Jean Out the tree, birds made it Not mentioned
Jerry No mention of nests Made (built) by birds
Jessica The tree, the people made it, their mama made the 
cage.
Built by birds
John They can build them Built by birds
Joshua Tree, God Built by birds
Judith No mention of nests Built by birds
Judy No mention of nests Built by birds
Julia No mention of nests Made by papa bird
June Build a nest Built by birds
The answers to the question where the birds came from was mixed during the
pre-instruction interview (Table 18). Three children mentioned eggs. Two children did 
not answer, or mention. Pet shop or animal place was mentioned, as well as sky, and 
state.
Table 18: Where do birds come from?
Pre-Instruction Interview Post-Instruction Interview
Jack Up tree No answer
Jacob Tree Not mentioned
James Pet shop, God Mamas
Jane God (inferred from her answers) Eggs
Janice Other people’s houses Eggs
Jean Eggs Eggs
Jerry No answer Not mentioned
Jessica Animal place, the zoo, from the 
cages
South, from their nest, woods
John Eggs, birds grow the eggs Out their mama, eggs
Joshua In their nest Nests
Judith Louisiana Louisiana
Judy No mention Mamas
Julia Sky Eggs
June Eggs, the farm Eggs, eggs come from pet shop
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The mixed answers to the above question prompted the next question, “Where 
do baby birds come from? (Table 19). Although the question was not asked specifically 
during the post-instruction interview, the answers were easily inferred from the 
transcript. Except two children, all the answers were eggs. The only difference in 
asking the question was the addition of the word “baby.” It seems that the children 
couldn’t relate the information to the broad concept.
Table 19: Where do baby birds come from?
Pre-Instruction Interview Post-Instruction Interview
Jack Eggs Eggs
Jacob Up in the egg Eggs
James Not mentioned Eggs
Jane The God Eggs
Janice Come from the tree Eggs
Jean Eggs Eggs
Jerry Not mentioned Not mentioned
Jessica Not mentioned Hatch from the nest
John Eggs Out their mama, eggs
Joshua Eggs Eggs (knew the female laid the 
eggs)
Judith Asked the teacher “The baby birds and the mama 
birds? “The baby live with their mama. I think."
Eggs
Judv Not mentioned Eggs
Julia Out of mama’s stomach Eggs
June Egg Eggs
It was important to ask the children if they had seen any birds and if they had 
where they had seen the birds (Table 20). This question determined their experiences 
with birds. Twelve children had seen birds. One gave no answer and one had not seen 
any birds according to the initial interview. Places they had seen birds were 
playground, parking lot, garden, in cages, at other people’s houses, zoo, on television, 
sky and farm. The answers changed a little after the post-instruction interview (Table 
21). Seen birds (with specifying the bird) went down to eleven, not seen stayed the 
same (1), has birds (1) and bird nest (1). The children were specifying where exactly
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they had seen the birds during both of the interviews. During the post-instruction 
interview, places where birds were seen were on a fence, pet shop, backyard, in the 
yard, playground, sky, trees, grass. The places where birds were seen appeared to be 
more outside experiences.
Table 20: Children’s experiences with birds before instruction
Experience with birds -Pre-Instruction Interview
Jack Seemed to have had experiences with birds.
Jacob No, he has never seen a bird.
James Seen a nest in a tree, saw eggs in a nest
Jane During recess, saw birds on the grass
Janice Seen a bird at the parking lot of a grocery store
Jean At her mother’s, outside flying
Jerry At home, outside
Jessica Recess, birds fly, cage at a store by the house
John Sees birds at school and alter school, had a bird, looks at birds with a 
friend, looks up in the air
Joshua At his friend's house, friend has a parrot.
Judith At the zoo
Judy Saw birds in 100 Dalmations, and in flight
Julia Seen birds in the sky
June At the farm, cousin got 2 birds from the farm.
Table 21: Children’s experiences with birds after instruction
Experience with birds -Post-Instruction Interview
Jack Saw Blue Jay at mama house on a fence.
Jacob No, he has never seen a bird. Pet shop and T. V.
James Backyard.
Jane By the house. Saw a cardinal and Blue Jay.
Janice Saw blue Jay and cardinal.
Jean At nana’s house, her own house, seen an owl, rooster. Mamaw has 
chickens in her yard.
Jerry Saw birds.
Jessica Saw a bird eating toast by her house. Sees birds coming to school 
and on the playground outside.
John Saw two red birds and a cardinal in a tree. Sees birds in the sky, in 
grass and in trees.
Joshua Seen a blackbird at his house outside.
Judith Saw a Blue jay outside. Heard cock-a-doodle-doo.
Judy Has Parakeets (2) at home.
Julia Seen birds in the sky
June Has a bird nest by her house on a tree. Pet shop.
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To be able to comprehend exactly what the children’s understandings of birds 
were, the teacher-researcher devised a concept map representing her knowledge of birds 
(Figure 57). Then her knowledge was compared to the children’s knowledge (Figure 
58). It seemed that the children had the general concepts but linking them and 
connecting them were a problem. In short, the children weren’t able to tell the 
relationships between the concepts.
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have
feathers
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habitatbeaks/ V  hollow 
bills bones wings lungs
eggs(  2 legs a n d \  
\ 2 j a t y
also keep body 
arc used fcr cfcaquflagehave \ \
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used fir building
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Figure 57: Teacher-researcher’s understanding of birds
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Figure 58: Kindergarten children’s understandings of birds
In order to be able make connections between concepts, some children make 
making assumptions. Jack, Judith, Julia and June did not make any assumptions in any 
of the interviews. Jacob made an assumption during the post interview. Joshua and 
Judy did not make an assumption during the post-interview. Table (22) shows the 
assumptions made by the children. Pre-instruction interview assumptions are italicized.
Table 22: Children’s assumptions on birds
Jacob Because the cardinal is red.
James Ducks don 7 fly, they just swim in the water. I f they don 7 fly  they are 
not birds.
Birds can 7 hang upside down but a bat can so a bat is not a bird.
I f  they fly, they are birds. A butterfly can fly  so a butterfly is a bird.
A penguin is not a bird
They fly so fast we can’t see them.
Doves can’t get out of their cage because they don’t have hands to open 
it.
Jane I've seen a lot o f birds on the grass so birds eat grass.
If a bird lives on a lake, eats lake food.
(table con’d.)
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Table 22: continued
Janice Birds eat when they are hungry.
The bird was trying to go under our car because it didn 7 want to be 
stepped on.
Birds are different. Blue jays got blue. Red birds all red. White got 
white. Black got black.
Jean You turn flying, it fe ll and his baby came out o f his back flew up.
You got to have power s.. to make it into a bird
You know robin egg are blue. Because the robin blue. If the robin blue, 
the egg will be blue.
If a blackbird, eggs will be white.
I know why the doves don’t swing because they’re gonna fall.
Duck build their nests in the water. I don’t think they build their nest on 
the water, yeah, they do. Probably on the grass.
Jerry Birds were going to get three eyes but they didn 7.
Ducks fly. Ducks have wings.
Jessica Birds come from the zoo. They can get out o f the cage.
I f  I  look at the picture o f a bird, I  see fake birds flying. Because its is on 
the picture, it's fake.
I f  the bird is not flying in the picture, if  it is on the ground sitting, - A 
fake bird on the ground eating grass
Birds eat different kind of food like toast cause I saw a bird eating toast 
by my house.
Birds fly. Fly away with their wings. Because they fly and flap their 
wings and they fly. They fly like the airplane.
John Birds find worms underground and they try to bite them.
Birds look at dogs because they think that they 're friends.
They play with each other, with other birds follow the other one.
At night you can’t see the birds.
Sometimes I can’t see birds when I go in trees because they be covered 
up because they don’t want nobody to see them.
Because they might get their food (if somebody sees them)
Joshua I f  you touch a bird, it will poke you.
Judy Birds are scared o f people because when I  am about to touch one, they 
be flying away from me.
Birds are scared o f people because they think, people like birds.
People want to touch birds because they look pretty.
They like to play with animals, little animals like them.
They might eat your food if  you leave it outside.
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Question 4: How do learning experiences and activities used in this study impact 
the kindergarten child’s understanding of birds?
Although it is not definite to pinpoint exactly which experiences and activities 
used in this study had an impact on the kindergarten child’s understanding of birds; it is 
possible to state some that had an affect on the children. The fieldtrips, the speakers, 
the doves, and the bird books seem to have had an influence on the children’s 
understandings. The videos might also have helped in gathering factual information. 
The children did not use the classification transparencies and did not select the bird 
puzzles or some of the classification games. Children were able to name some birds at 
the end of the study. They used the bird identification book a lot and the bulletin board 
pictures depicting the birds with their names labeled. The children copied the names 
either in their journals or to the books they made.
Children were using specific words to describe reproduction like “hatch”, “lay 
eggs”, and “crack”. The adults in the room, the speakers and the charts and pictures 
used the terminology. The children were encouraged to talk and use the language.
Identifying the objects as birds decreased to zero, where as naming bird or 
saying “I don’t know increased.” If the children were not sure what the bird was called, 
they would prefer to say they did not know rather than saying it was a bird.
It was found that the children had problems with vocabulary. Words like 
describe, and come from were not in their vocabulary. Children used basic, simple 
words in their books and writing.
The children did not take on the responsibility of caring for the birds even 
though they were reminded of it many times. The same problem also occurred with the
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journals; if they were not reminded, the children forgot to write in their bird journals.. 
They preferred to use oral language immediately rather than recording the information. 
The children were all at the beginning of their learning how to read and write.
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Summary and Conclusions
Whitin and Whitin’s (1997) year-long study with a class of fourth graders had 
opened the door for science learning. When we, in kindergarten, started our excursion 
of studying the birds, one of the questions was whether this study would do the same for 
the kindergartners as it had done to the fourth graders. Although, our study opened the 
door to science learning the limitations on the part of the children were far beyond 
comparing to fourth graders. The following refers to this study’s results.
While the fourth graders could do independent research, kindergartners could 
not. While the fourth graders could read, write, record, explain, analyze, and question, 
the kindergartners could not. Kindergarten-age children were just learning how to read 
and write and this was a major limitation on their concept development. The teachers of 
young children should be reminded that this is the normal course of development for 
young children. The rigorous task of teaching young children the number systems and 
how to read requires them to have well-developed oral language base. In the case of 
these children, this oral language base was lacking.
Children used words like “some’ whether they really meant it or not. Double 
negation was commonly used. Vocabulary knowledge was limited. Children would use 
words like “hatch” to explain that birds hatch from eggs and they would say, eggs hatch 
bird. Children had a hard time understanding the word “describe.” When the children 
stated that they did not know what “describe” meant, the children were helped in 
visualizing the picture. Mental image creation could be an instructional point. How to 
develop mental imaging in young children could be an another study. It seems that it is 
important to help children learn how to visualize.
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Children had the concept that birds had colors; however, the manner in which 
they said this was different. Instead of saying “Birds have colors, they would say, they 
are black and white and green and so forth. This was probably as a result of lack of 
expressive vocabulary.
Some children had a hard time with memory. They seemed to have some kind 
of an understanding of the concept but could not explain it. It is not easy to determine 
whether it was a memory problem or terminology problem, that the children couldn’t 
remember the terminology. One child called wing bones when she was explaining 
flight, instead of hollow bones. When the children weren’t telling more about birds, the 
teacher-researcher had to ask specific questions about specific birds. Children were 
prompted further.
The usage of the phrase “come from” was confusing for the children, when used 
as. “Where do birds come from?” However when the question was changed briefly 
with an addition of baby, "Where do baby birds come from?" there were more clear 
responses. The initial thought was that the children were confused with the phrase 
“come from” however, the confusion could be that since the children could relate to 
themselves, they could relate to baby birds before they can relate to birds. Although the 
children stated that birds laid eggs, when asked where they came from, the response 
should have been from eggs, but the children were really confused. As a result answers 
like god, trees, and nests were received..
Some children liked to create drama in their answers. Such as when they said 
birds eat people skin and the correct it to chicken skin. This might be strategy that the 
children use that they look at the teacher/interviewer response and correct or change
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their answer. During the pictorial response sheets, most of the children started from the 
bottom and went to the top of the page. They were not scanning their pages, which is a 
reading strategy. Some children checked their work after they were finished during the 
interviews, which is a good strategy for learning.
Three children made reference to God, “Birds live with God,” and “God makes 
everything.” This supports the view of Gelman (1998) and Markman (1989) of 
focusing on superficial properties. Also, the results of this study concurred with 
Carey’s (1985) results of young children comparing the object to people. The 
children’s generalizations were based on human category, especially to human anatomy.
With some children, there was resistance to change (Wandersee, Mintzes & 
Novak, 1997). One child insisted that birds came from Louisiana in both of the 
interviews.
Building knowledge in a meaningful way to engage the children’s minds was a 
purpose of this research. This research provided the children with that opportunity; 
however, further studies are needed to determine whether lack of language and 
vocabulary were limited to this group of children or whether it is common within this 
age group.
Although getting the children to understand scientific inquiry was another 
purpose of the study, the children did not ask questions. National Research Council 
(2000) suggests that kindergarten through 12 grade students should develop abilities 
necessary to do scientific inquiry and understand about scientific inquiry. Developing 
abilities to do scientific inquiry (National Research Council, 2000) require asking a 
question about objects, organism, and events in the environment; plan and conduct a
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simple investigation; employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and extend the 
senses; use data to construct a reasonable explanation; communicate investigations and 
explanations. Although the children used simple equipment and tools to gather data, 
they did not use this information to explain and further ask more questions. Teachers of 
young children should be aware of this and try to develop inquiry in children.
A final quote from Whitin and Whitin (1997, p.26) state the importance of early 
observation. “Our work has shown us that looking closely is grounded in an ongoing 
sense of wonder about what is occurring in the natural world, such as how do birds 
communicate, and why do the same birds travel in groups. Looking closely involves 
realizing the limits of one's vision, such as the children knowing that what they were 
seeing outside the window was only part of the story. Looking closely means 
acknowledging what is not seen, such as the kind of birds that did not appear at the 
feeder, and considering that data as also valuable. Looking closely involves grappling 
with the problems of scientists, such as devising a strategy for watching the birds when 
everything happens so quickly. Lastly, looking closely is an activity for making 
personal connections, such as William's describing a bluebird that guards its home like a 
soldier. Looking closely is not a skill that we outgrow but one that all learners 
continually refine as they gain new experiences in varied contexts.”
Implications for Earlv Childhood Teachers 
For teachers of young children, the implication of this research provides 
evidence that the paper-and-pencii way of teaching does not develop concepts nor 
provides conceptual change. The impact that the speakers had on children’s learning 
was insurmountable (cf. data: pp. 59,62,63,64). The opportunities to invite speakers
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into the classroom should be used. The field trips were very important, however, the 
children needed more experience with field trips and go to many more places such a 
bird sanctuary, bird watching.
In an early childhood setting, teaching of human body and human behavior 
should be prior to teaching animals (cf. Research: Mintzes (1989), p. 23; Carey (1985), 
p. 26, 27; Keil (1989), p. 27, 28; concept maps of participants: Figures 2 through 56). 
Young children should spend a lot of time observing. The observing should promote 
higher thinking skills and inquiry and needs to help children learn to ask more 
questions. Yes, the children ask questions depending on their cognitive abilities; 
however, in order for children to be able to be better thinkers, we, the teachers should 
give the children more opportunities to do so. In teaching, teachers of young children 
should understand that the children would use the human resemblance in their 
descriptions. That, this type of description reflects young children’s development, not 
their real understanding of the concept.
Limitations to this study
In summary, the study was limited by assumptions built into the design of the 
study. These assumptions were (a) that understandings could be analyzed in a clinical 
interview, (b) that the researcher’s own conceptual understanding was at least as 
scientifically accurate and integrated as an elementary school teacher’s knowledge 
should be, (c) that conceptual change would occur, and (d) that this conceptual change 
would be long-term (e) that the analysis was through the teacher-researcher’s point of 
view, (f) that the leamer(s) was/were interested in the topic, (g) that the learners were
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motivated about learning, (h) that meaningful learning of “birds” is as personal and 
unique as one’s understanding of the concepts related to bird biology.
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Appendix A 
Flow Chart of the Research
Summer 1999-November 1999 November-December 1999
preparation and presentation of 
prospectus proposal
January 2000
pre-instruction interviews; sorting 
tasks; classification Tasks
application for research permission 
from School Board and ERB
January 2000
obtain parental permission
J
Jan.-Feb. 2000
transcribing pre- 
instniction Interviews
Feb. 2000
verbal
analysis
Feb.-March 2000
instruction
April-May 2000
transcribing post-
insfmction interviews
4k av-June 2000
verbal analysis
A nril2000
post-instruction 
interviews; sorting and 
classification tasks,
May -July 2000
document analysis 
of other artifacts
Sept.-Oct. - 2000
Propose 
outcome
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Appendix B 
Gowin’s Vee Diagram
Gowin's Vee Diagram of 
Research
World Views 1
Novak (19841 Learning 1
language is the child’s biggest 
cognitive development.
T heories
Human Constructivism- ANG 
Teaching science for 
understanding
Principles
1. Clinical interviews help 
map students' knowledge 
prior to instruction and are 
rich telling data.
2. Concept mapping helps 
children learn how to learn 
and is an approximation of 
students’ understanding of 
concepts and constructs. 
Concepts
I. Biological concept bird 
and all related subordinate 
concepts.
2 Meaningful Learning
3 Alternative conceptions/ 
misconceptions
4. Learning with concept 
maps
3. Classification/hierarchical 
classification
6. Clinical interviews, 
conceptual change, 
conceptual framework, 
verbal analysis, document 
analysis
Research Question 
Understanding the biological 
concept ‘bird”: a case study 
in an educational setting 
How does an early childhood 
project- based approach to 
meaningful science 
instruction about birds impact 
kindergarten children's prior 
knowledge of birds? j
i Subquestions I  
What do kindergarten I  
\  students know about I  
\  birds’ basic biological f  
^characteristics and # 
Vhaviofs? /
2. w a t  do young childpn's 
etVy-level knowledge of 
catlsorical and biolnical 
undsstandings of lards 
looklke? I
3. How w  learning I  
e x p e n s e s  and privities 
used in mis stud# impact 
the kindesartepchild’s 
understanmg K  birds?
Objects and Events
1. Develop “pictorial 
response sheet.”
2. Develop and refine 
interview questions and tasks.
3. Develop bird 
identification sort task with 
objects or pictures.
4. Develop sorting, and 
matching games as learning 
tools during instruction on the 
concept “bird."
5. Conduct in-depth 
individual interviews.
6. Analyze interviews, maps, 
and sorting tasks.
7. Analyze other learning 
artifacts such as journals.
Valu^CUims
Studying young children’s 
understanding of the concept 
“birds" can help early 
childhood teachers improve 
instruction.
Visual, concrete stimulation 
o f teaching the concept 
enhances this research. 
Knowledge Claims 
Through concrete meaningful 
experience kindergarten 
students develop a scientific 
understanding of the concept 
“bird"
Picture concept mapping can 
enhance learning as well as 
classifying students’ 
knowledge.
Transformations 
Case studies of 14 students. 
Comparative analysis o f pre­
instruction and post­
instruction knowledge of 
birds, o
Comparisons with related 
published research on 
conceptual change theory. 
Facts
I Evidence of
naive/intuitive theories of 
children (from interviews 
and videos).
2. Students’ interest and use 
of learning tools such as 
concept mapping, 
classifying and sorting
3. Components o f instruction 
that lead to knowledge 
gain.
Records
1. Transcripts o f pre St post 
instruction interview.
2. Video transcripts o f 
students working on the 
concept.
3. Teacher journal reflecting 
on students’ experiences.
4. “Wonder book” reflecting 
students’ questions.
3. Student journals reflecting 
self-learning/ 
understanding 
experiences.
6. Quality children's 
literature to stimulate 
thinking questioning and 
comparing knowledge.
7. Student constructed 
picture concept maps
8. Photographs o f learning 
experiences.
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Appendix C
Institutional Review Board Approval
ASSURANCES
Date: November23, 1999
NAME: Dilck Buchholz, Student Investigator, Doctoral Candidate of Education. LSU (767-1736) 
ADVISOR: Dr. James H. Wandersee, Professor of Biology Education, LSU (388-2348)
DEPT: Curriculum and Instruction
ADDRESS: 1419 LAKE CALAIS COURT, APT. G BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
SUBJECT: Request for research approval
TITLE O F RESEARCH PROJECT: Factors that Influence Understanding the Biological Concept 
"Bird": A Kindergarten Case Study.
As the principal Tor the proposed research study, I assure that the following conditions will be met:
1. The human subjects are volunteers.
2. Subjects have the freedom to withdraw at any time.
3. The data collected will not be used for any purpose not approved by the subjects.
4. The subjects are guaranteed anonymity.
5. The subjects will be informed beforehand as to the nature of their activity.
6. The nature of the activity will not cause any physical or psychological harm to the subjects.
7. Individual performances will not be disclosed to persons other than those involved in the research, 
those authorized by the subject.
8. If minors are to participate in this experiment, valid consent will be obtained from the parents or 
guardian
9 All questions will be answered to the satisfaction of the subject.
10 Volunteers will consent by signature if over the age of 6
Principal Investigator Statement:
I have read and agree to abide by the standards of the Belmont Report and the Louisiana State 
University policy on the use of human subjects. I will advise the Office of the Dean and the 
University's Human Subject Committee in writing of anv significant changes in tbe procedure
.  huLLU, 't-M-l"'
Faculty Supervisor Statement (for student research projects):
I have read and agree to abide by tbe standards of the Belmont Report and the Louisiana State 
University policy on tbe use of human subjects. I will supervise the conduct of the proposed project 
in accordance with federal guidelines for Human Protection. I will advise the Office of the Dean and 
the University's Human Subject Committee in writing of any significant changes in the procedure 
detailed above. ) .
>Aj / !{ c K n \A  IA A X U  Date t ( - 2 3 -  ^
Reviewer recommendation:
exemption from IRB oversight. (File this signed application in the Dean’s Office.)
 expedited review for minimal risk protocol. (Follow IRB regulations and submit 3
copies to the Dean's Office.)
 full review. (Follow IRB regulations and submit 13 copies to the Dean's Office.)
"ftV* yMun/p /7h»*AT‘ \\fao jVf
Name of Authorized Reviewer (Pnnt) ; Signsture / Date
Signature
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— Application for Exemption from CRB (Institutional Review Board) 
Oversight for Studies Conducted in Educational Settings 
LSU COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Title of Study: f 'd t /W s  TUcrV , aX lU, k;alp<viLx.| hiM 1
£-< *derjOv-k'> 3 3
Principal Investigatory h'l L^K- gucH»4oL~Z-________________________________________
Name (Pnnt)
Faculty Supervisor : » 3ftH g5 (x J f t t ) b E B S € £ ______________________________________
( i f  Student project) Name (Print)
Dates of proposed project period: From fvcCS-nketL io, \ ^ ° i  To ftffc ti 7>o,iqAq
ITEM | YES N O
1. This study will be conducted in an established or commonly accepted educational 
setting (schools, universities, summer programs, etc.) X
2. This study will involve children under the age o f 18. X 11
3. This study will involve educauonal practices such as instructional strategies or 1 j 
comparison among educational techniques, curricula, or classroom management | y /  
strategies. ___  j !
a. This study will involve educational testing c^ognidpe. diagnostic, aptitude, 
achievement). X
5. This study wiil use data, documents, or records that existed prior to the study. ! x
6. This study will use surveys or interviews concerning content that is naS related 
to instructional pracaces. i ^  l
7 This study will involve procedures other than those described in numbers 3.4,5 
or 6.
If ves. describe:
1 X
1
S. This study will deal with sensiuve aspects o f subjects' and/or subjects’ families’ 1 -  
lives, such as sexual behavior or use of alcohol or other drugs. |
9. Data will be recorded so that tbe subjec3 cannot be identified by anyone other j
than the researcher. | ^
10. Informed consent of subject IS and older, and/or of the parents/guardian of minor 
children, will be obtained. X
11. Assent of minors (under age 18) will be obtained. (Answer if #2 above is YES) X
12. Approval for this study will be obtained from the appropriate authority in the 
educational setting. ^  !
Attach an abstract of the study and a copy of the consent form(s) to be used. If your answerts) to 
numbers 6 and/or 7 is(are) YES, attach a copy of any surveys, interview protocols, or other 
procedures to be used.
-OVER-
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Louisiana State University -  Baton Rouge 
Institutional Review Board for Human Research 
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
January 3,2000
Dear___________________________ ,
I am a Doctoral Candidate of Education at Louisiana State University. I will be studying ‘"young children’s 
understandings of biological concept bird" in my classroom.
I hope to help children and educators understand what young children know about the science concept bird 
and how young children's learning of birds would develop a better understanding of animals and concepts 
of biology.
If you give permission for your child to participate fully in this study, I will interview your child to find out 
what he/she knows about birds. After the interviews, I will teach about birds for two to three months. After 
instruction, I will interview your child again to find out what he or she has learned Grom the instruction. The 
children are expected to participate by keeping journals and using the materials and books in the classroom 
on this tope, as well as conducting observations on the animal. We will have speakers in the classroom and 
go on field trips to understand birds better.
There are no medical, personal, social or academic risks anticipated with this study. There arc no alternative 
procedures for collecting this data. Your child’s participation is entirely voluntary. You may withdraw 
consent and terminate participation at any time. Benefits of your child’s participation in this study include:
(1) an improved understanding of birds and related topics. (2) an improved understanding of learning how to 
learn, (3) a contritation to the effort to improve early childhood science education at LSU and elsewhere.
Sessions will be videotaped for the purpose of data collection. After transcription and coding, the 
recordings will be in the sole possession of me. the student investigator. Transcriptions and all subsequent 
analysis and public presentation of the data (in journals or presentations) will use non-identifying fictitious 
name. At this time, you are also asked to grant permission to use video segments in academic presentations 
which may or may not include your child’s likeness. In this case, the only identifying information will be 
your child’s likeness, since fictitious names will still be in use.
For any questions I can be reached at (phone number) at (school’s name). My advisor and professor 
(professor’s name) can be reached at (phone number), Louisiana State University, (office address).
Please sign and return this form to me at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
Dilek Buchholz
Classroom Teacher and Student Investigator
I  have been fitlly informed o f the above-described procedure with its possible benefits and risks and I  give 
my permission for my child_________________________________ to participate in the study.
signature printed name date
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Used after parental consent was received, just before the interview.
CHILD CONSENT DIALOG
I am studying what children in kindergarten know about a certain animal. This 
study will be with all the children in my classroom. I am interested in learning what you 
know about this certain animal. I am going to ask you some science questions about this 
animal, and sometimes I will show you some cards and ask you to tell me about these 
cards. Sometimes, I will ask you to circle some pictures and sometimes I will ask you to 
group animal objects. This study will help other teachers teach their students about this 
special animal. I will audio- and video-tape our sessions. In the future, I might play these 
tapes to other teachers or professors at meetings. Would you like to be a part of this 
study? (If the child says “no,” the session will be terminated. If the child says “yes,” 
say:) When you go back to the classroom please do not tell the other children what 
science questions I asked. After I interview everybody, we will discuss this animal all 
together.
[Proceed with interview questions.]
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Appendix D
Parish Approval
Department of Academic Accountability 
East Baton Rouge School System 
P.O. Box 2950 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821 
225-922-5612
Dilek Buchholz, Kinderarten Teacher
Forest Heights Elementary
East Baton Rouge Parish School System
Dear Ms. Buchholz:
Your request to conduct qualitative research in a kindergarten classroom related 
to students’ understanding of birds prior to and after an instructional unit is 
approved. You have attached your assurances and application for exemption 
from LSU’s Institutional Review Board that indicate your willingness to obtain 
parents’ permission and to keep student data confidential. Please provide us 
with a copy of your research findings when they are complete.
Thank you for your commitment to East Baton Rouge Parish Schools. If I can 
help you, please call me at 922-5612.
December 15,1999
Sincerely,
Jennifer Baira, Director 
Department of Academic Accountability
Cc: Don Mercer
Frances Price
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Appendix E 
Student Teacher Consent Form
Louisiana State University -  Baton Rouge 
Institutional Review Board for Human Research 
STUDENT TEACHER CONSENT FORM
January 3,2000
Dear____________________________,
I am a Doctoral Candidate of Education at Louisiana State University. I will be studying "young children's 
understandings of biological concept bird” in my classroom.
I hope to help children and educators understand what young children know about the science concept bird 
and how young children’s learning of birds would develop a better understanding of animals and concepts 
of biology.
The children will be interviewed upon written parental and oral child consent The purpose of the interview 
is to what the child knows about birds. After the interviews. Birds will be taught for two to three months. 
After instruction. The children will be interviewed again to find out what he or she has learned from the 
instruction. The children are expected to participate by keeping journals and using the materials and books 
in the classroom on this topic, as well as conducting observations on the animal. We will have speakers in 
the classroom and go on field trips to understand birds bener.
There are no medical, personal social or academic risks anticipated with this study. There are no alternative 
procedures for collecting this data. Each child’s participation is entirely voluntary. Parents or children may 
withdraw consent and terminate participation at any time. Benefits of a child participation in this study 
include: (1) an improved understanding of birds and related topics. (2) an improved understanding of 
learning how to leam, (3) a contribution to the effort to improve early childhood science education at LSU 
and elsewhere.
Sessions will be videotaped for the purpose of data collection. After transcription and coding, the 
recordings will be in the sole possession of me. the student investigator. Transcriptions and all subsequent 
analysis and public presentation of the data (in journals or presentations) will use non-identifying fictitious 
name. At this time, you are also asked to grant permission to use video segments in academic presentations 
which may or may not include your likeness. In this case, the only identifying information will be your 
likeness, since fictitious names will still be in use.
For any questions I can be reached at (phone number) at (school’s name). My advisor and professor 
(Professor’s name) can be reached at (phone number), Louisiana State University, (office address).
Please sign and return this form to me at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
Dilek Buchholz
Classroom Teacher and Student Investigator
I  have been fully informed ofthe above-described procedure with its possible benefits and risks and I 
consent to participate in the study.
signature printed name date
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Appendix F 
Concept Map of Research
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Appendix G 
Research Calendar
Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri.
January 10
Interviews
11
Interviews
12
End of 2nd 
nine weeks
13
In-service/No 
students
14
Teacher Planning 
No Students
17
MLK, Jr. Holiday
18
Students back 
Birds arrived. 
Hanging Feeder 
Outside 
observation 
Journal
19
14 day for Staff 
Development 
Wonder Book 
Lamppost feeder 
Cutting bird 
pictures
20
14 day
Discuss food and 
water for birds 
Music and Math - 
incorporate
21
14 day
encyclopedia of 
birds
what do we know 
chart
24
Care chart
25
Art Feather 
painting
26 27
Bird alphabet 
book
28
31 February 1 2 3 4
7 8 9
Suet
Finch Feeder 
Window Feeder
10
Clovis Crawfish
11
14 15
Nests
Stellaluna
16
14 day for Staff 
Development
17
Dr. Mitchell's 
Visit
18
21
Audubon Society 
Dennis Demchek 
10:45 a.m.
22
Follow up on 
yesterday's visit 
Bird Beak buffet
23 24 25
MuSeum & Pet 
Shop Field Trip
28 29 March 1
Concept Map
2 3
Bird Words 
Legs
6
Mardi Gras
7
Mardi Gras
8 9 lOZoo
Steve Gcrkins. 
Ed. Curator at the 
Zoo at 10:15 a.m.
13
Transparency 
activities, 
silhouettes and 
matching games
14
Grade Level 
Planning -  SUB. 
Teacher
15 16 17
20
Student Teachers 
start
21
End of 3rd nine 
weeks
22
14 day for Staff 
Development
23 24
14 day
27 28 29 30 31
April 3 4 5 6 7
10
Concept Mapping
11 12 13 14
17
Post-instruction
Interviews
18
Post- instruction 
Interviews
19 Bird songs,bats 
14 day for Staff 
Developments
20 21
Easter Holiday
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Appendix H 
Daily Schedule
Kindergarten Daily Schedule -1999-2000
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
7:45-8:20 Arrival, silent 
reading
Arrival, silent 
reading
Arrival, silent 
reading
Arrival, silent 
reading
Arrival, silent 
reading
8:20-8:45 Roll, uniform 
check, lunch 
count, pledge, 
calendar
Roll, uniform 
check, lunch 
count, uniform 
check, pledge, 
calendar
Roll, uniform 
check lunch 
count, pledge, 
calendar
Roll, uniform 
check, uniform 
check lunch 
count, pledge, 
calendar
Roll, uniform 
check, lunch 
count, pledge, 
calendar
8:45-9:15 P.E. Language Arts P.E. 9:00-9:30 Language Arts P.E. 9:00-9:30
9:15-9:45 Guidance Language Arts Language Arts Language Arts Language Arts
9:45-10:15 Library Language Arts Language Arts Language Arts Language Arts
10:15-10:45 Music Language Arts Language Arts Language Arts Language Arts
10:45-11:15 Language
Arts/Social
Studies
Language
Arts/Social
Studies
Language
Arts/Social
Studies
Language
Arts/Social
Studies
Language
Arts/Social
Studies
11:15-11:35 Recess Recess Recess Recess Recess
11:35-12:10 Math Tubs Math Tubs Math Tubs Math Tubs Math Tubs
12:10-12:45 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch
12:45-12:55 Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom
12:55-1:10 Read Aloud Read Aloud Read Aloud Read Aloud Read Aloud
1:10-1:30 Movement & 
Music
Movement & 
Music
Movement & 
Music
Movement & 
Music
Movement & 
Music
1:30-1:45 Science Science Science Science Science
1:45-2:45 Center Time Center Time Center Time Center Time Center Time
2:45-3:00 Journals Journals Journals Journals Journals
3:00-3:10 End of Day 
Calendar
End of Day 
Calendar
End of Day 
Calendar
End of Day 
Calendar
End of Day 
Calendar
3:10-3:15 Walkers & 
Extended Day 
Dismissal
Walkers & 
Extended Day 
Dismissal
Walkers & 
Extended Day 
Dismissal
Walkers & 
Extended Day 
Dismissal
Walkers & 
Extended Day 
Dismissal
3:10-3:15 Car, Bus 
dismissal
Car, Bus 
dismissal
Car, Bus 
dismissal
Car, Bus 
dismissal
Car, Bus 
dismissal
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Appendix I
List of Video-Tapes
1. Bird Care
2. Bird Homes
3. Birding for Kids
4. Birds
5. Birds are Interesting
6. Birds, Baboons and other animals
7. Eyewitness Bird
Software
Stellaluna
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Appendix J
List of Big Books
1. Gobble Gobble Glup Glup
2. Good Night Owl
3. Henny Penny
4. Let’s go to the zoo
5. Little White Duck
6. Rosie’s Walk
7. The Museum
8. When the Rooster crowed
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Appendix K 
Pictorial Response Sheet
C i r c l e  t h e  b i r d s
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Appendix L
Case 1: Jack -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  January 11. 2000 - Tape 2 A
1) T: Jack, I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) Jack: No answer.
3) T: What do you know about birds?
4) Jack: No answer.
5) T: Uhuh.
6) Jack: No answer.
7) T: Have you ever seen a bird.
8) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
9) T: No, you’ve never seen a bird.
10)Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
11)T: Have you ever been to a pet shop?
12)Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
13)T: No. Do you know what a bird looks like?
14)Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
15) T: No. A bird... You don’t know what a bird looks like?
16) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
17)T: O.K. If I say “bird”, what do you think?
18) Jack: No answer.
19)T: • O.K. Jack. Now, If I say when coming to school I saw a bird, what 
would you think I saw?
20)Jack: No answer.
21)T: Come on... Answer me. I know you know it. Did you see a bird on
T.V.?
22) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
23) T: No? O.K. You don’t know what a bird looks like?
24)Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
25) T: O.K. Now. Proceeded to circle the birds. (Took 3 min.)
1) T: Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds now? Huh? What 
can you tell me about birds? Can you tell me what a bird looks like? What 
does a bird have? Jack, you’ve got to answer me honey. That’s O.K. huh. 
Can you tell me what a bird has? What does a bird have?
2) Jack: Seeds.
3) T: Seeds. A bird has seeds, uhuh. What do they do with the seeds?
4) Jack: Eat them.
5) T: Eat them. O.K. What kind of seeds do they eat?
6) Jack: Bird seed.
7) T: Bird seed, O.K. Where do they live? Where do birds live?
8) Jack: On the tree.
9) T: On the tree, O.K. where do they live on a tree?
10) Jack. On a nest.
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11) T: On a nest. O.K. Where do they get the nest from?
12) Jack: No answer.
13) T: Does the tree make the nest?
14) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.)
15) T: Who makes the nest?
16) Jack: The bird.
17) T: The birds make the nest. Do you know how the bird makes the nest? 
What do they use to make the nest?
18) Jack: Straws. Straws.
19) T: O.K. What else? They..they eat seeds, they live in a nest, they build their 
nest, what else?
20) Jack: No answer.
21) T: Where do they come from?
22) Jack: No answer.
23) T: Where do birds come from?
24) Jack: Up trees.
25) T: Up tree. They come up in the trees. O.K. Where do baby birds come 
from?
26) Jack: Eggs.
27) T: They come from eggs. How do they come out of the eggs?
28) Jack: They crack.
29) T: They crack. And then what do they do?
30) Jack: Eat seeds.
31) T: And then they eat seeds to do what?
32) Jack: To be big.
33) T: To be big O.K. What else? What do birds do? {He was about to cry.) 
O.K. That’s O.K. Anything else you want to tell me?
34) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No”)
35) T: No. O.K. (Ended the interview)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jack -  April 18. 2000 -  Tape 9A & B
1) T: Jack, Do you know what we are going to do? Do you remember what we 
talked about before when we came to this room? Do you remember?
2) Jack: Birds.
3) T. Birds. You are so right, Jack. We want you to talk about birds again. Can 
you tell me everything you know about birds?
4) T: Huh.
5) Jack: I saw..I saw Blue Jay.
6) T: You saw a Blue Jay. What does a Blue Jay look like?
7) T: Uhuh. What does a Blue Jay look like? Can you tell me? Where did you 
see the Blue Jay.
8) Jack: At my mama house.
9) T: At your mama’s house, where was the Blue Jay?
10)Jack: On a fence.
11)T: On a fence. What was it doing?
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12)Jack: Eating some food.
13) T: Eating some food. What kind of food was it eating?
14) Jack: No answer.
15)T: Did you see? Did you see the food?
16) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
17)T: No. What do birds eat?
18)Jack: Seeds.
19)T: Seeds. Do all of them eat seeds?
20) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
21)T: No. What do some of them eat?
22) Jack: Fish.
23) T: Fish.
24)Jack: No answer.
25) T: I see you looking at the bird books all the time. What do you see in 
there? Some birds eat fish, some birds eat bird seed or seeds, what else?
26) Jack: Some drink water..
27) T: Some drink water, uhuh. What else do they eat? What about owls?
28)Jack: Some..some birds eat mouse and snakes.
29) T: Some birds eat mouse and snakes. Do you know what those birds are 
called?
30) Jack: Shook head meaning, (“N o ”)
31)T: O.K. What do all birds have?
32) Jack: Wings.
33) T: They all have wings. What else?
34) Jack: Feathers.
35) T: Feathers. What else?
36) Jack: Beaks.
37) T: Beaks, uhuh.
38) Jack: Feet.
39) T: Feet. How many feet?
40)Jack: Two.
41)T: Uhuh, anything else?
42) Jack: Some birds have tails.
43) T: Some birds have tails, uhuh.
44) Jack: And a head.
45) T: Head. Uhuh.
46) Jack: They have a back..
47) T: Back.. Anything else?
48)Jack: They lay eggs.
49) T: They lay eggs. Where do they lay the eggs?
50) Jack: In the nest.
51)T: Where did the nest come from?
52) Jack: They build it.
53) T: How do they build it. Jack?
54) Jack: With sticks.
55) T: With sticks. How do they carry the sticks?
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56) Jack: With them feet.
57) T: They build it and they lay eggs and what happens to the eggs?
58) Jack: They crack. And the bird feed them baby.
59) T: Uhuh. So, they crack and then the bird feed them the babies. The babies
come out of the eggs?
60) Jack: Uhuh.
61) T: What about the mama, where does the mama come from?
62) Jack: No answer.
63) T: Do all birds come from eggs?
64) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
65) T: No? Where do they come from? Where do all birds come from.
66) Jack: No answer.
67) T: Where do all the birds come from? O.K. That’s all right. That’s all right.
Are all birds the same shape?
68) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
69) T: No? How are they different?
70) Jack: Some got..some birds don’t have the same colors.
71) T: Some birds don’t have the same colors, you are right. What about the
shape? Are they all the same shape?
72) Jack: (Shook head meaning, ‘140.”)
73) T: No? Some are what?
74) Jack: Big.
75) T: Some are big.
76) Jack: Some are little.
77) T: Some are little. Uhuh.
78) Jack: They don’t have the same beaks.
79) T: Some have the same beaks, uhuh. Uh! Have you ever seen a bird?
80) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
81) T: Where?
82) Jack: In the grass.
83) T: In the class.
84) Jack: In the grass.
85) T: In the grass, uhuh, what were they doing?
86) Jack: Pick up some food.
87) T: Picking up some food. What kind of food was it picking up do you
think?
88) Jack: Seeds.
89) T: Seeds, O.K. Uhm. What do you think of. .what is your favorite
food..Sorry, what is your favorite bird?
90) Jack: A pelican.
91) T: A pelican. You now what, Judy said that was your favorite. She saw that
one and she said ‘This is Jack’s favorite.” She knew that was your 
favorite. That was good, huh. What do you like about the pelican?
92) Jack: They got long beak.
93) T: They have a long beak. What do they eat?
94) Jack: Fish.
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95) T: They eat fish, huh. What do they do?
96) Jack: They go in the water and find a lot of..a lot of big fish.
97) T: They eat a lot of big fish. You are so right about that. What about the 
doves in our classroom. Do you like the doves in our classroom?
98) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
99) T. What do you like about them?
100) Jack: Them laying eggs.
101) T: Them laying eggs. How many eggs did they lay?
102) Jack: Three.
103) T: Three eggs. Do you think we are going to get babies from those?
104) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
105) T: I do sure hope so. All right, anything else? Do you have anything else to 
tell me about birds?
106) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
107) T: Tell me.
108) Jack: Some birds eat butterflies.
109) T: Some birds eat butterflies, you are so right. Do all birds fly?
110) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
111) T: No? Do you know some that don’t fly?
112) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
113) T: Tell me. Which one?
114) Jack: Baby birds.
115) T: Baby birds don’t fly, uhuh.
116) Jack: A ostrich.
117) T. An ostrich doesn’t fly. Anything else?
118) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
119) T: No. O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds?
120) Jack: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
121) T: Huh. O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
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Appendix LI
Jack's Book
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Appendix M
Case 2: Jacob -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jacob -  January 11. 2000 - Tape 2A
1) T:
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8) 
9)
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob:
T:
Jacob, I want you to tell me everything you know about birds. What do 
you know about birds?
Them fly.
Them fly. Uhuh. What else do they do?
No answer.
What else do you know about birds?
No answer.
They fly. How do they fly?
With wings.
With wings. How do they fly with their wings? How do they fly with 
their wings? Can you show it to me?
(Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
Show it to me.
No movement.
Show me how to fly.
No movement.
O.K. What else? Birds fly. What else do they do Jacob9 Put your
back in your chair nicely. O.K. Now. Listen to me. What else do they 
do? Do they eat? (At this point to give him confidence, I hold his hand.) 
(Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
What do they eat?
Soup.
Do they eat soap?
Soup.
I’m sorry. What kind of soup do they eat?
No answer.
Who makes their soup?
The mama bird.
The mamma bird makes the soup. How does she make the soup?
(No answer)
Where do they live?
On a tree.
On a tree. Where do they live on a tree?
No answer.
Do they have a special place on a tree?
(Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
Yes?
No answer.
Where? Have you ever seen a bird?
(Shook head meaning, No,”)
No, you’ve never seen a bird? You’ve never seen a bird on a tree?
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38) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
39) T: Have you ever seen a bird on somebody else’s house?
40) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
41) T: Do you know what a bird looks like?
42) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.)
43) T: What does a bird have?
44) Jacob: A head.
45) T: A bird has a head.
46) Jacob: Wings.
47) T: Wings.
48) Jacob: A body.
49) T: A body. Very good.
50) Jacob: Knees.
51) T: Knees.
52) Jacob: Toes.
53) T: Toes.
54) Jacob: Mouth.
55) T: Mouth.
56) Jacob: Stomach.
57) T: Stomach.
58) Jacob: A back.
59) T: A back.
60) Jacob: A tail.
61) T: A tail.
62) Jacob: A nose.
63) T: A nose.
64) Jacob: Shoulders.
65) T: Shoulders.............Anything else.
66) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
67) T. No. O.K. They live in a nest. They eat soup. Umm. What else do they 
do? They have those wings and what do they do?
68) Jacob: Fly.
69) T: They fly. Where do they fly?
70) Jacob: Up in the sky.
71) T: They fly up in the sky. Where do you think they are going?
72) Jacob: The airplane.
73) T: They are going with the airplane?
74) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
75) T: You think they can fly as fast as an airplane does?
76) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
77) T: You think so. O.K. Where do birds come from?
78) Jacob: Trees.
79) T: They come from a tree. Where do baby birds come from?
80) Jacob: An egg.
81) T: They come from an egg. Who puts the egg?
82) Jacob: Mama bird.
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83) T: Mama bird puts the egg and how do baby birds come out of the egg?
84) Jacob: They crack.
85) T: They crack and then what do they do?
86) Jacob: No answer.
87) T: Did you watch anything about birds on T V ?
88) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
89) T: Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds?
90) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.)
91)T: No. O.K. Now, I am going to give you this piece of paper. (Proceeded
with circle the birds.)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jacob -  April 18. 20000 - Tape 9B
1) T. Do you know what we are going to do? Huh. You don’t. Please I want 
you to use your words, O.K. I want you to tell me, all right. I want you to 
tell me about birds. Tell me about birds. Tell me everything you know 
about birds.
2) Jacob: Birds, fly.
3) T: Birds fly, O.K. And what else?
4) Jacob: And birds eat.
5) T: Birds eat. What do they eat?
6) Jacob: Seeds.
7) T: Seeds. Uhuh. Anything else? Do all birds eat seeds9
8) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
9) T: No? What do they eat?........Use your thinking, thinking mind. What do
they eat?
10)Jacob: Bread.
1 l)T: What?
12) Jacob: Bread.
I3)T: Bread, OK, They eat bread, they eat seed, anything else?
14) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
15)T: No? O.K. Uhh, how do the birds fly?
16)Jacob: Flap their wings.
17) T: Flap their wings. Are there any birds that do not fly?
18)Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
19) T: No? Are there any birds that just cannot fly?
20)Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
21)T: No? O.K. What do all birds have?
22)Jacob: Wings.
23) T: All birds have wings. Anything else?
24)Jacob: Legs.
25) T: Legs.
26)Jacob: Feet.
27) T: Feet.
28)Jacob: Face.
29) T: Face.
30) Jacob: A beak.
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31)T: A beak.
32)Jacob: Eyes.
33) T: Eyes........All birds have to have it. If they don’t have it then they are
birds. What is it that they all have to have?
34)Jacob: (rubbing hands on the chair)
35)T: I know you know birds. What is it that all the birds have that other 
animals don’t have?
36) Jacob: No answer.
37) T: Are you going to answer me? Please look at me. Jacob, look at me, 
baby. What is it? What is it that all the birds have?
38)Jacob: No answer.
39) T: O.K. Where do birds live?
40) Jacob: In nests.
41)T: In nests. Who makes the nest?
42)Jacob: The mama bird.
43) T: The mama bird. How does the mama bird make the nest?
44)Jacob: With sticks.
45) T: With sticks. Where does she get the sticks from?
46)Jacob: No answer.
47) T: How does she carry the sticks?
48) Jacob: No answer.
49) T: How does she carry them?
50) Jacob: With her feet.
51)T: With her feet. O.K. All right. Uh, what do they do in the nest?
52) Jacob: Sit on the eggs.
53)T: Sit on the eggs. So, where do the eggs come from?
54)Jacob: No answer.
55)T: Do they bring the eggs from some place or what do they do?
56)Jacob: No answer.
57) T: Where do the eggs come from?
58)Jacob: Shrugged shoulders.
59) T: O.K. That’s all right. They sit on the eggs, then what happens?
60) Jacob: They crack.
61)T: They crack. What cracks?
62)Jacob: The egg.
63) T: Eggs crack, and then what happens?... What happens?
64)Jacob: Little birds be coming out.
65) T: Little birds be coming out. And then.
66)Jacob: No answer.
67) T: And...
68)Jacob: No answer.
69) T: What is your favorite bird?
70)Jacob: Uh, road runner.
71)T: Road runner. O.K. What is it that you like about the road runner?
72)Jacob: I‘ve seen
73) T: A what?
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74)Jacob: A road runner on T V. sometimes.
75) T: You’ve seen roadrunner on T. V. sometimes, O.K. What does the 
roadunner do on T.V.?
76)Jacob: Run.
77) T: Run. O.K. Anything else?
78)Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
79) T: No. O.K. Uhh, what about the doves in our classroom, can you tell me 
anything about the doves in our classroom?
80) Jacob: No answer.
81)T: O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds?
82)Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
83) T: Have you seen birds before?
84) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No”)
85) T: No, you’ve never seen birds before? In the classroom, you’ve never seen 
birds?
86) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
87) T: Where?
88)Jacob. In the cage.
89) T: In the cage. Where did those birds come from?
90)Jacob: The pet shop.
91)T: The pet shop. You are so right, Jacob. Are those birds the same as the 
birds that live in the wild?
92) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
93) T: No. What’s the difference? How are they different? How are our birds 
different?
94)Jacob: They white.
95) T: They what?
96)Jacob: White.
97) T: They are white. You are right. Are all the birds the same color?
98) T: No? What is the difference? How are they different?
99) Jacob: Because the cardinal is red.
100) T: Because the cardinal is red, uhuh. Are all birds the same shape?
101) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
102) T: No? How are they different? You are not in a good mood today, huh?
103) Jacob: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
104) T: Why? What happened? Something happened? Jacob? No, nothing 
happened? Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds?
105) Jacob: (shook head meaning, “No.”)
106) T: No? (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
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Jacob’s Book
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Appendix N
Case 3: James -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  James -  January 10. 2000 - Tape IA 
Tell me everything you know about birds.
They fly.
They fly, O.K.
They have nests.
They have nests.
They lay eggs.
They lay eggs, uhuh.
And... they find worms for the baby.
They do what for the baby?
Find worms.
Find worms, O.K.
They pick.
What do they pick?
Bird seeds.
They pick bird seeds. Uhuh.
And they get in the tree.
They get in the trees. You can turn this way that’s O K. (.James was 
looking at the camera.) They get in the trees.
And they...
What do they eat?
Umm. Worms.
They eat worms. Do all birds eat worms?
(Shook head meaning,“No” ).
No?
Some do.
Some don’t eat worms?
Some eat bird seed.
Some eat bird seed. Uhum.
They fly to people’s house.
They fly to people’s houses. O.K.
How do they fly?
They got wings.
They got wings.
And the wings has feathers.
And the wings has feathers. Only the wings have feathers?
His feathers are all over.
His feathers are all over? All over where?
The body.
All over their body, O.K.
And they make sounds.
They make sounds. What makes sounds?
1) T:
2) James:
3) T:
4) James:
5) T:
6) James:
7) T.
8) James:
9) T:
10) James:
11) T:
12) James:
13) T:
14) James:
15) T:
16) James:
17) T:
18) James:
19) T.
20) James:
21) T:
22) James:
23) T:
24) James:
25) T:
26) James:
27) T:
28) James:
29) T:
30) T:
31) James:
32) T:
33) James:
34) T:
35) James:
36) T.
37) James:
38) T:
39) James:
40) T:
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41) James: The birds.
42) T: The birds make sounds. What kind of sounds do they make? When do 
they make the sounds?
43) James: When I was on my house jumping on trampoline.
44) T. When you were jumping on the leaves you heard them making sounds.
45) James: The trampoline.
46) T: Oh, trampoline. O.K. I’m sorry.
47) T: You heard them making sounds.
48) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
49) T: What kind of sounds were they making. Can you make them?
50) James: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
51) T: You can’t make those sounds, O.K.
52) T: What else do you think?
53) James: They are red.
54) T: They are red. Are all birds red?
55) James: (Shook head meaning, “N o”). They are pink and green and yellow and 
blue and pink and.
56) T: O.K. Some birds have colors?
57) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
58) T: O.K. What else?
59) James: They...
60) T: This is what I want you to do. I want you to think of a bird in your mind 
O.K. Think of a bird, imagine a bird in your mind. I want you to tell me 
everything about that bird that you see in your mind. O.K. Can you do 
that?
61) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
62) T: O.K. Now tell me everything about that bird in your mind. What do you 
see? Do you see the bird in your mind?
63) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
64) T: O.K, tell me.
65) James: He..
66) T: Tell me what you see.
67) James: He is on the ground.
68) T: He is on the ground.
69) T: What do you see? Describe that bird to me.
70) James: He found worms.
71) T: He found worms.
72) James: And he came back and giving to the children.
73) T: He is going to give it to his children? O.K.
74) T: Why don’t you describe the bird to me? What does that bird look like?
75) James: It’s a woodpecker.
76) T: It’s a woodpecker! Now, describe that woodpecker to me
77) James: Umm. He found worms for other babies.
78) T: He is doing what?
79) James: Other worms for their babies.
80) T: He is trying to find other birds..uh. worms for the babies, O.K.
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81) T: And do you see that woodpecker in your mind.
82) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
83) T: Do you see it?
84) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
85) T: O.K. Think as if the woodpecker is right here. You have the woodpecker 
right here. What would you see? What would the woodpecker have?
86) James: Worms.
87) T: Worms? It would have worms?
88) James: It all pecks wood.
89) T: O.K. It pecks wood. But I want you to think about only the woodpecker. 
Describe the woodpecker. What does the woodpecker have?
90) James: Wings.
91) T: Wings, O.K. What else?
92) James: A sharp nose.
93) T: A short nose, O.K.
94) James: Feathers.
95) T: Feathers.
96) James: Colors.
97) T: Colors, O.K.
98) James: And..and .and..and he is picking wood.
99) T: And he is picking wood.
100) T: O.K. He has feathers, he has wings, he has colors, what else does he 
have?
101) James: Umm.
102) T: We said he has a short nose.
103) James: A nose to peck wood.
104) T: To..to..and..he..he uses it to peck wood, peck wood.
105) James: Uhm. He gets on the tree.
106) T: He gets on the tree. How does he get on the tree?
107) James: He flies.
108) T: How does he stay on the tree?
109) James: With his feet.
110) T: With his feet. How many feet does he have?
111) James: Four.
112) T: Four feet? O K.........Anything else? Is there anything else you want to
tell me about other birds? or your woodpecker? Do you have a bird?
113) James: (Shook head meaning, “N o ”) My mama is going to buy me one for my 
birthday.
114) T: She is going to buy you one for your birthday? Where are you going to 
keep it when she buys one?
115) James: In a bird cage.
116) T: In the bird case. You have..
117) James: It is going to be a little blue one.
118) T: It is going to be a little blue one. O.K. What do you think you should do 
when you have a bird?
119) James: Feed it.
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120) T: Feed it. Where do birds come from? Where is your mom going to get 
yours?
121) James: From the pet shop.
122) T: She is going to get yours from the pet shop. Where do birds come from?
123) James: God.
124) T: To where?
125) James: God makes everything.
126) T: God makes evervthing. O.K. Where do thev live? Yours live in a.
127) James: In a tree.
128) T: Some live in a tree. O.K.
129) James: I have a nest in my tree.
130) T: You have a nest in a tree? You think that bird lives in that nest?
131) James: The bird .uhm. the birds had hatch..
132) T: Oh, there were baby birds in that nest? And they hatched in there? Did 
you see them hatching?
133) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
134) T: How did they hatch?
135) James: It was breaking.
136) T: It was breaking? The egg broke? Did you see the baby bird?
137) James: (Shook head meaning, “N o”)
138) T: You didn’t see the baby bird?
139) James: (shook head meaning, “No.”)
140) T: You saw the egg?
141) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
142) T: You found the eggs in the nest or on the ground?
143) James: In the nest.
144) T: You found them in the nest. What kind of birds they were?
145) James: They were little baby birds.
146) T: They were little baby birds. O.K. Is there anything else you want to tell 
me?
147) James: Uhm. Uhm. uhuh (meaning no).
148) T. No. O.K. (Proceeded with “Circle the birds.”
During his circle the birds activity sheet, James talked. Below is the transcription of hi:
talk. Pictorial Response Sheet
1) James: It’s a woodpecker.
2) T: It’s a what?
3) James: Woodpecker?
4) T: OK.
5) T: Do you like woodpeckers?
6) James: (Shook head meaning “yes ”)
7) James: Wow, Another woodpecker.
8) T: Another woodpecker.
9) James: This is a parrot.
10) T: It’s a parrot?
11) James: My sister says she wants a parrot.
12) T: Your sister wants a parrot?
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13
14
15
16
17
18 
19 
2Q 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
James:
T:
James:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
T:
James:
T:
James:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
James:
T:
It repeats everything you say.
You think so? Do all parrots repeat anything you say?
Yeah.
Yeah!
I saw it on T V.
You saw it on T.V.
Uhuh.
This must be an eagle.
That must be an eagle, you think so.
Uhuh.
This is a bat.
That’s a bat.
I watched the dangerous most things last night.
You watched what?
The dangerous most things.
What did you see in there?
They had nasty stuff.
They had nests in there?
No. They had nasty kill. And they little too.
Little? Little what?
They had bats, too.
They had bats.
Uhuh..And , and they had bats and ants and fireants, uhh..
and..and..and..they..bugs, roaches, cockroaches
and...and...and. ..{Circling the birds at the same time.)
That’s all. That’s all the birds?
Did you circle all the birds?
Oopsy.
Oopsy, huh. Found one more?
(No answer.)
These are ducks. (Didn 7 circle.)
O.K. Duck is not a bird?
Uhuh, meaning no. They don’t fly.
Ducks don’t fly?
Uhuh. Meaning no. It just swims in the water.
It just swims in the water. If they don’t fly they are not birds? 
(Shook head meaning, “No.”)
No? They have to fly to be birds?
(Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
O.K. But a bat flies.
Huh.
Whe. a bat flies,is it a bird?
(Shook head. Then looked up to T for approval)
I don’t know you decide.
Birds can’t hang upside down.
Tell me that tell me again.
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57) James: Birds can’t hang upside down.
58) T: Birds can’t hang upside down. O.K.
59) James: But a bat can.
60) T: But a bat can. O.K. So, a bat is not a bird?
61) James: Uhuh. Meaning no. A butterfly can fly.
62) T: Is a butterfly a bird?
63) James: Uhuh.(meaning “yes.”)
64) James: This is a bird -  seeing something else. It just looks like a bird
65) James: A penguin not a bird.
66) T: Penguin is not a bird?
67) James: Uhuh. (Shook head meaning “no” )
68) T: Do you know what these two animals are?
69) James: (Shook head meaning “no” )
70) T: O.K.
71) T: Are you done with this?
72) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  James -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 7A
1) T: Do you remember the time that you told me about birds?
2) James: Yes ma’am.
3) T: O.K. I want you to do the same thing we did. I want you to tell me 
everything you know about birds. O.K. Talk a little bit loudly.
4) James: They..fly in people’s yard and look for food.
5) T: They fly in people’s yard and they look for food. What kind of food do 
they look for?
6) James: Worms.
7) T: Uhuh.
») James: Bird food.
9) T: Bird food.
10) James: Seeds.
11) T: Seeds.
12) James: Sunflower seeds.
13) T: Sunflower seeds.
14) James: Bugs.
15) T: Bugs.
16) James:
17) T: Are there any birds that do not eat any of those and they eat something 
else?
18) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
19) T: What?
20) James: Uhh... insects.
21) T: Insects, O.K. Some birds eat insects, O.K.
22) T: There is some eat insects, there is some eat bird food, sunflower seeds, 
seeds, all that kind of stuff. There are some that eat worms, are there an
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23) James:
24) T:
25) James:
26) T:
27) James:
28) T:
29) James:
30) T:
31) T:
32) James:
33) T:
34) James:
35) T:
36) James:
37) T:
38) James:
39) T:
40) James:
41) T:
42) James:
43) T:
44) James:
45) T:
46) James.
47) T:
48) James:
49) T:
50) James:
51) T:
52) James:
53) T:
54) James:
55) T.
56) James:
57) T:
58) James:
59) T:
others that do not eat any of these?..... What if they do not live on the
land. They live on the water.
They eat fish.
They eat fish. O.K. What if they live in the forest?
What if they live at night? Or they see at night.
Rats.
Rats, maybe, O.K. What if they do not like any animals? What would 
they eat?
Bird food.
Bird food. O.K. All right. What else?.....
We talked about what they eat, what else do we know about birds?
They fly so fast we can’t see them.
You are so right about that James. They do fly so fast we cannot see 
them. You are so right. They go hop and jump and fly from one place to
another fast that it is hard to look at them, huh? All right Where
do they live?
In a tree.
In a tree. Do all of them live in trees?
(Shook head meaning, “No ”)
No? Where do some of them live?
In the forest.
In the forest. O.K.
In the nest.
In the nest. Who makes the nest?
The mama bird.
Mama bird makes the nest, huh.
She looks for hay.
She looks for hay, uhuh, and what does she do?
Put them together.
She puts them together. How does she put them together, with her arms 
and legs?
With her mouth.
With her mouth. O.K. What does she put them together with? Her 
mouth?
She... she put them together.
She does put them together, not doubt about that and once she does that 
what does she do?
Put her babies in there.
Put her babies in there. Where does she get the babies from?
Egg. .Eggs.
Eggs? Where do the eggs come from?
Her.
Her. What does she do?
Lay them.
She lays the eggs and then what happens to the eggs.
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60) James: They hatch.
61) T: They hatch and then she has..
62) James: Babies.
63) T: She has babies. O.K. What does she do with the babies?
64) James: Feed them.
65) T: She feeds them, O.K. What else does she do?
66) James: Take care of them.
67) T: She does take care of them. You are very right about that. Uhuh. Uhuh. 
Have you ever seen birds?
68) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
69) T: Where?
70) James: In my backyard when I play with the leaves in my house today.
71) T: In your backyard with the leaves. O.K. Were you picking the leaves up?
72) James: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
73) T: No. How did you see the birds?
74) James: I was getting dressed.
75) T: You were getting dressed and you were looking out the window and you 
saw the birds.
76) James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
77) T: O K. Uhum. What else..Where else have you seen birds?
78) James: In the nest.
79) T: In the nest? Where in the nest?
80) James: In my house.
81) T: At your house. You saw birds in a nest. O.K. Any other birds that you 
know?
82) James: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
83) T: You don’t know any other birds?
84) James:
85) T: O.K. Are all birds the same?
86) James: (Shook head meaning, lcNo.”)
87) T: No. How are they different?
88) James: Some can fly.
89) T: Some can fly.
90) James: Some can’t fly.
91) T: Some can’t fly. Which ones can’t fly?
92) James: Kiwis.
93) T: Kiwis. What else?
94) James: Baby birds.
95) T: Baby birds, uhuh.
96) James: That’s it.
97) T: That’s it. O.K. Where do birds come from?
98) James: Mamas.
99) T: Their mamas, O.K. Uhhm. Let’s see. Where do they go at night?
100) James: Find some food.
101) T: To look for food? O.K. Uhm. Which bird is your favorite bird9 Do 
you have a favorite bird?
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102 James: Parrot.
103 T: Parrot. O.K. What kind of parrot?
104 James: The color kind.
105 T: The color kind? Which color?
106 James: Yellow.
107 T: Yellow one, O.K. All right. If you have a parrot what would you do?
108 James: Feed him.
109 T: Uhuh. What else?
110 James: Talk to him.
111 T: Talk to him. O.K. Do we have birds in the classroom?
112 James: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
113 T: What kind of birds do we have?
114 James: Doves.
115 T: Doves. They are doves. Can you tell me about those doves?
116 James. They... they, one of them laid three eggs.
117 T: One of them laid three eggs, O.K.. The one that laid the eggs would be 
the what?
118 James: Mama.
119 T: Mama. O.K. All right. What else, what else do they do in there all day 
long?
120 James: In the egg?
121 T: No. Those birds in the cage. What do they do?
122 James: They sit down and protect their eggs.
123 T: Sit down and protect their eggs. You are very right. What else9 Can 
they go outside and look for food and come back?
124 James: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
125 T: No. Why not?
126 James: Because they can’t get out of the cage?
127 T: Because they can’t get out of the cage, why not?
128 James: Because they don’t have hands to open it.
129 T: Because they do not have hands to open it. You are right. Do you think 
they like that?
130 James: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
131 T: You don’t think they like that. All right. What else? Let’s think. What do 
all birds have?
132 James: Wings.
133 T: They all have wings. Uhuh.
134 James: Feathers.
135 T: Feathers.
136 James: Beaks.
137 T: Beaks.
138 James: Tails.
139 T: Tails, beaks, feathers, tails and...
140 James:
141 T: O.K. If we put wings and feathers, and tails and beaks, will that be a 
bird?
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142 James: Body.
143 T: They need a body. O.K. What else do they need on their body?
144 James: Feet.
145 T: Feet. How many feet?
146 James: Two.
147 T: Two feet and then.. O.K.
148 James:
149 T: Do all birds fly? All of them
150 James:
151 T: No? Which ones don’t fly?
152 James: Kiwis.
153 T: Kiwis.
154 James: Baby birds.
155 T: Baby birds.
156 James: One a bird didn’t have one wing.
157 T: One time a bird didn’t have one wing and that couldn’t fly either, huh. 
You are right. What kind of a bird was that?
158 James: A bald eagle.
159 T: That was a bald eagle? O.K.
160 James:
161 T: No. That was not a bald eagle? What was it, do you remember?
162 James: A red tailed hawk.
163 T: A red tailed hawk. O K. Anvthine else vou want to tell me about birds9
164 James:
165 T: No. O.K. Proceeded to circle the birds.
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Appendix O
Case 4: Jane -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jane -  January 11. 2000 - Tape 2A
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) Jane: They fly.
3) T: They fly. Uhuh.
4) Jane: They fly down.
5) T: They fly down. O.K.
6) Jane- I don’t know what else.
7) T: What..how do they fly?
8) Jane: With their wings.
9) T: With their wings. How do they fly with their wings?
10) Jane: (Showed with her hands.)
11) T: Like that. O.K. What else? What do birds look like?
12) Jane: Theyself.
13) T: They look like themselves. O.K. What do they eat?
14) Jane: Bread.
15)T: They eat bread.
16) Jane: And grass.
17) T: And grass. Uhuh. Where do they live?
18) Jane: (Pointing up.)
19) T: Where?
20) Jane: Up there.
21) T: Up there where?
22) Jane: With God.
23) T: With God. They live with God? O.K. Uhhh. Where do baby birds come
from?
24) Jane: The God.
25) T: From God? The baby birds come from God.
26) Jane: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
27) T: Where do birds live? With God you said right? They live with God. O.K.
What I want you to do is I want you to think of a bird in your mind. Can
you do that?
28) Jane: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
29) T: Now, Look at that bird that’s in your mind and tell me everything about
that bird.
30) Jane: O.K.
31) T: Tell me what it looks like.
32) Jane: God.
33) T: It looks like God? Have you ever seen God?
34) Jane: No. (Shook head meaning, “Yes” first then shook head meaning, ‘'No.”)
3 5) T: Have you ever seen a bird?
36) Jane: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
37) T: O.K. What does a bird look like?
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38)Jane: Itself.
39) T: Itself but describe it to me. How can you describe a bird?
40) Jane: Shrugged shoulders.
41)T: Can you see a picture of a bird in front of you?
42) Jane: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
43) T: O.K. Now tell me about that bird, what does it have?
44) Jane: Eyes.
45) T: Bird has eyes. How many eyes?
46) Jane: Two (pointing at her eyes).
47) T: Two eyes.
48) Jane: Wings.
49) T: Wings. How many wings?
50) Jane: Two (showing with fingers).
51)T: O.K.
52)Jane: Face.
53)T: Face.
54)Jane: Legs.
55)T: Legs. How many legs?
56) Jane: Two (showing with fingers).
57) T: Two legs. What else?
58) Jane: Fingers.
59) T: Fingers. How many fingers?
60)Jane: Ten.
61)T: Ten fingers. O.K.
62) Jane: Feet.
63 )T: Feet. How many feet?
64)Jane: (Just showed her two fingers.)
65) T: Two. What else?
66) Jane: They have hair.
67) T: Hair. O K.....What else? O.K. Let’s see. Where do the birds fly to?
68) Jane: Go up there (pointing with her fingers).
69) T: Where do they go when they are flying?
70) Jane: (Shrugged her shoulders.)
71)T: You don’t know. O.K. . .Umm. Where did you see birds before?
72) Jane: Out there..uhm..recess.
73) T: During recess. What were they doing?
74) Jane: I’ve seen a lot of them on the grass.
75) T: You saw .you saw a lot of them on the grass. What were they doing do 
you think?
76) Jane: Some of them flied and some of them stayed.
77) T: Some of them flied and some of them stayed. What do you think they 
were doing on the grass?
78)Jane: Eating the grass.
79) T: You think they were eating the grass. O.K. Anything else you want to 
tell me about birds.
80) Jane: (Shook head meaning, “No”.)
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81) T: O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jane -  April 18. 2000 - Tape 9A
1) T:
2) Jane:
3) T:
4) Jane:
5) T:
6) Jane:
7) T:
8) Jane:
9) T:
10)Jane:
11) T:
12)Jane:
13)T:
14)Jane:
15)T:
16) Jane:
17) T:
18)Jane:
19)T:
20) Jane:
21)T:
22) Jane:
23) T:
24)Jane:
25) T:
26) Jane:
27) T:
28) Jane:
29) T:
30) Jane:
31)T:
32) Jane:
33) T:
34)Jane:
35) T:
36) Jane:
37) T:
I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
They fly.
They fly. Uhuh.
They put their feet on..on the sticks.
They put their feet on the sticks. Do you know what that is called? 
(Shook head meaning, “No.”)
Like this (showing with fingers). Perching. Called perching.
Perching!
Uhuh.
They eat.
They eat. What do they eat?
Bird food.
Bird food. O.K. Do they all eat bird food?
(Shook head meaning, “No ”)
No? What? What else do they eat?
Worms. Some eat sunflower seeds.
Some eat sunflower seeds, what else?
And bird food.
And bird food and ... What if the bird lives on a lake? What’s that bird 
gonna eat?
Lake food.
Lake food? What is the lake food? What could be that the bird gets from 
the lake or the ocean?
Water.
They drink water.
They drink water, you are right but water..would they be full all the 
time?
No.
What can they eat? What else?
Bird food, bird feeders.
Yeah, but you cannot have bird feeders everywhere, can we? If people 
don’t put bird feeders outside, where would the birds get their food 
from?
They be eat grass.
They could eat the grass. Uhuh.
Some birds don’t fly.
Some birds don’t fly. Which ones don’t fly?
Baby birds.
Baby birds.
Baby ducks.
Baby ducks Anything else.
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38 Jane: Baby hawks, baby horses.
39 T: Baby horses can run. You are right. Uhuh.
40 Jane: Some birds..some baby ducks don’t know how to fly good.
41 T: You are right some baby ducks don’t know how to fly good. So what do 
they have to do?
42 Jane: Walk.
43 T: They have to walk. And... how will they learn how to fly?
44 Jane: They got to get feathers
45 T: They got to get feathers, uhuh
46 Jane: Or wings
47 T: Or wings, uhuh.
48 Jane: Some birds don’t like to eat that much food.
49 T: Some birds don’t like to eat what?
50 Jane: That much food.
51 T: That much food. O.K. That much food O.K.
52 Jane: On T.V. I saw a big black bird.
53 T: On T.V. you saw a big black bird. Have you ever seen birds outside?
54 Jane. A cardinal and a blue jay.
55 T: A cardinal and a blue jay, where have you seen them?
56 Jane: Me and my cousin seen the blue jay by the tree over there by my house, 
and in the morning I’d seen a cardinal.
57 T: O.K. What color is cardinal?
58 Jane: Red.
59 T: Red and blue jay?
60 Jane: Blue.
61 T: Blue, O.K. What is your favorite bird?
62 Jane: Cardinal.
63 T: O.K. Uhh, Are all the birds the same?
64 Jane: No. Because the some cardinal the cardinal is the same. The cardinal is 
the right thing in (?) it ain’t all of them are not black.
65 T: All of them are not black so are you saying that there are different birds 
that have different colors.
66 Jane: Because the blue jays go blue on it and black and white.
67 T: All right. You are so right about that. Are all the bird the same shape? 
They are all the same shape?
68 Jane: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
69 T: What? Tell me instead of shaking your head.
70 Jane: No.
71 T: No. How are they different?
72 Jane: Because some got big heads and some got little heads.
73 T: Some got little heads and some got big heads, O.K. Any other 
differences?
74 Jane: Some roadrunners got big heads some little heads.
75 T: Uhuh, some roadrunners got big heads or little heads, O.K. Anything 
else?
76) Jane: Their babies got little head.
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77) T: Babies got little head, you are right. Where do birds fly?
78) Jane: Outside.
79) T: Outside? Where do you think they’re going?
80) Jane: Uh, When we went to P.E., we’ve seen a big black bird.
81)T: Where do you think that big black bird is going when it is flying?
82) Jane: Uhm. Eat.
83) T: It’s going to go eat? O.K. Where do you think that bird is going to find 
food?
84) Jane: When they..they could eat grass, they could their real food.
85) T: They could grass or they could eat real food. Where would they find real 
food?
86) Jane: If somebody throws bread out.
87) T: If somebody throws bread out and that will be real food, O.K.
88) Jane: Like my Papa throw bread out and some birds came ate some
89) T: O.K. All rieht.
90) Jane. When I was in the house. When I went to mv grandma house I seen a 
big black bird.
91)T: You saw a big black bird, again.
92) Jane: Two.
93) T: Two of them. Where do birds live?
94) Jane: Shrugged shoulders. Up there.
95) T: Up there where?
96) Jane: With God.
97) T: With God, O.K. All right. Where do the birds go at night?
98) Jane: Sleep.
99) T: Where would they sleep?
100) Jane: Owls .owls don’t go to sleep at night.
101) T: Say that again.
102) Jane: Owls don’t go to sleep at night.
103) T: Owls don’t go to sleep at night what about the other birds that go to sleep 
at night? Where would they go at night?
104) Jane: They are going to sleep.
105) T: Where would they go, though?
106) Jane: Outside, and go to sleep with God.
107) T: Well, are they just going to stay over there in the sky?
108) Jane: Shook head.
109) T. No? Where would they go?
110) Jane: Some birds just lay down.
111) T: Lay down where?
112) Jane: On the ground.
113) T: On the ground, O.K. Would they have anything else on the ground to go 
to?
114) Jane: Yes.
115) T: Yes, what?
116) Jane: They can fly on a..on a castle.
117) T: They can fly on a what?
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118 Jane: Castle.
119 T: On a castle. You are right. Do birds have homes?
120 Jane: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
121 T: Tell me.
122 Jane: I don’t know.
123 T: But you are shaking your head, does that mean yes or no? Instead of 
shaking your head you need to tell me “Yes” or “no.”
124 Jane: Yes.
125 T: Birds have homes, O.K. Yes. What kind of homes do they have?
126 Jane: They have food homes.
127 T: They have food homes, O.K.
128 Jane: They have their own... houses with not food.
129 T: They have houses with not food. Who makes their houses?
130 Jane: People.
131 T: People make the houses? What about the birds, birds don’t make their 
own houses?
132 Jane: They make them nests.
133 T: They make them nests, O.K. So, is their nest their home? Yes, or no?
134 Jane: Yes.
135 T: Nests are their home. What do they do in their nest?
136 Jane; With like. , they lay eggs out and its going crack in there.
137 T: They lay eggs and the eggs are going to crack and what's gonna come out 
of the eggs?
138 Jane: Chickens or birds.
139 T: Chickens or birds, O.K., so if baby chickens come from eggs, where do 
mama birds come from?
140 Jane: Eggs.
141 T: Eggs, all right. They come from eggs too. Uhhm, Is there anything else 
you want to tell me, Jane?
142 Jane: Cats like..like eggs.
143 T: Cats like eggs, they might, I don’t know I don’t have a cat, do you have a 
cat?
144 Jane: No.
145 T: No. But vou’ve seen one . .
146 Jane: Mv friend
147 T: Your friend has? And you’ve seen your friend’s cat eating eggs?
148 Jane: She. she got a orange and a great one.
149 T: O.K.
150 Jane: I’ve seen eating one.
151 T: Uhuh. You said birds fly, how do birds fly?
152 Jane: With their wings.
153 T: With their wings.
154 Jane: Feathers.
155 T: With feathers. What do all birds have, Jane?
156 Jane: Feathers.
157 T: All birds have feathers, what else do they have?
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158 Jane: Wings.
159 T: Wings.
160 Jane: Feet.
161 T: Feet, how many feet?
162 Jane: Ten.
163 T: Ten feet? O.K.
164 Jane: They have five on this leg and five on that leg. (Showing left and right 
sides.)
165 T: OK.
166 Jane: Five fingers.
167 T: Five fingers, uhuh.
168 Jane: Ten fingers.
169 T: Ten fingers, O.K. Ten feet and ten fingers?
170 Jane: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. (counted with 
fingers.)
171 T: Uhuh. O.K. They have feathers, wings, feet, fingers...
172 Jane: Legs.
173 T: How many legs?
174 Jane: Two.
175 T: Two, what else?
176 Jane: Some birds girls.
177 T: Some birds what?
178 Jane: Girls.
179 T: Some birds are girls. O.K.
180 Jane: Some girls., some birds are boys.
181 T: Some girls, some boys, uhuh.
182 Jane: I’ve seen a girl bird and a boy .boy bird.
183 T: How can you tell the difference between a girl and a boy bird?
184 Jane: Because it is had small and the feathers and a boy just has small.
185 T: O.K. anything else?
186 Jane: I’ve seen a cardinal small before.
187 T: O.K.
188 Jane: And a blue jay.
189 T: O.K.
190 Jane: Some birds..some blue jays don’t like to fly.
191 T: You are right.
192 Jane: Some cardinals don’t like to fly.
193 T: Uhuh.
194 Jane: Some big birds don’t like to fly.
195 T: Uhuh, Like what?
196 Jane: Like to fly around
197 T: Fly around?
198 Jane: They don’t like to fly around.
199 T: They don’t like to fly around.
200 Jane: Because some birds are tired and some birds are not tired.
201 T: Some birds are tired, some birds are not tired.
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202 Jane: Some birds like to fly and some birds don’t like to fly.
203 T: Yes, you are right. Uhh, what kind of birds don’t like to fly?
204 Jane: Baby ducks, baby snakes.
205 T: Are snakes birds?
206 Jane: No. (Smiling.)
207 T: O.K.
208 Jane: Baby... roadrunners.
209 T: Roadrunners, O.K.
210 Jane: Baby cardinals, baby blue jays.
211 T: O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds.
212 Jane: Some birds pick food with their feet.
213 T: You are right some birds pick food with their feet.
214 Jane: And blue birds pick their food with their hand.
215 T: Some birds pick their food with their hands. Where are their hands?
216 Jane: They feathers.
217 T: Their feathers, they pick their food with their feathers?
218 Jane: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
219 T: How?
220 Jane: With their feet.
221 T: With their feet. O.K. Anything else?
222 Jane: If the birds run. , some birds don’t like to fly very good. Some birds 
because some birds be so tired.
223 ■pn Uhuh.
224 Jane; And some birds just want to go to sleep.
225 T: Uhuh. Anything else?
226 Jane: On T.V. some birds talk.
227 T: On T.V. some birds talk, really! Do you think that is real?
228 Jane: (Shook head meaning, ‘No ”)
229 T: No? Do birds talk?
230 Jane: Fishes don’t talk.
231 T: Fishes don’t talk, do birds talk?
232 Jane: (Shook head meaning, ‘No.”)
233 T: What do they do, though?
234 Jane: They sing.
235 T: They sing, you are very right. That’s how they communicate, huh.
236 Jane: And some birds don’t sing.
237 T: And some birds don’t sing, you are right, there are song birds and there 
are other birds that do not sing, O.K. Anything else?
238 Jane: (Shook head meaning, ‘N o.”)
239 T: O.K. (Proceeded to circle the birds.)
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Appendix P
Case S: Janice -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Janice -  January 11. 2000 - Tape 2B
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds, Janice.
2) Janice: Birds eat.
3) T: Birds eat. What do they eat?
4) Janice: White stuff.
5) T: White stuff? O.K.
6) Janice: Uhhhh. They come to people’s house.
7) T: They come to people’s house. Uhuh
8) Janice: Get on the ground.
9) T: They get on the ground.
10) Janice: Umm.
11)T: Uhuh.
12) Janice: They eat leaves.
13)T: They eat leaves.
14) Janice: They eat grass.
15) T: They eat grass. Uhuh. What else?
16) Janice: Uh.. they eat popcorn.
17)T: They eat com. O.K.
18) Janice: Uhh...
19)T: ■ Uhuh.
20) Janice: They eat butter.
21)T: They eat butter, huh?
22) Janice: Peanut butter.
23) T: Peanut butter, I’m sorry. O.K.
24) Janice: uh..uh. They eat eggs.
25) T. They eat eggs. O.K. Why do they eat?
26) Janice: That’s why them hungry?
27) T: That’s what a what?
28) Janice: Them hungry.
29) T: That’s why they...them hungry, O.K. When they’re hungry, they eat,
O.K. What happens when they eat?
30) Janice: Uhhh..uhh...
31)T: Janice, Have you ever seen a bird?
32) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
33)T: Where?
34) Janice: Uhh..at the store.
35) T: At the store! What was the bird doing at the store?
36) Janice: Trying to go on our car.
37) T: Trying to go on your car.
38) Janice: Go under the car.
39) T: Under the car. O.K. So it wasn’t a store where there were pets?
40) Janice: No answer.
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41)T: It wasn’t a bird store?
42) Janice: No. (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
43) T: It was a grocery store?
44) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
45) T: O.K. So the bird was going to try to go under your car. Why do you 
think the bird was trying to go under your car?
46) Janice: He didn’t want to be stepped on.
47) T: Huhh. The bird didn’t want to be stepped on. Possibly. Yeah! Where do 
you think birds live?
48) Janice: They live in a nest.
49) T: They live in a nest. O.K. Where are their nests?
50) Janice: In a tree.
51)T: In a tree. O.K. Who makes the nests?
52) Janice: Uhh. The mama.
53) T: The mama? How does the mama make the nest?
54) Janice: Get all over... circles them.
55) T: She gets all of them and she circles them. What does she get9
56) Janice: Uhm.
57) T: What does she get?
58) Janice: Her gets.
59) T: Her gets what?
60) T: That’s O.K. Where do baby birds come from?
61) Janice: Uhm. They come from the tree.
62) T: They come from the tree. O.K. Where do other birds come from?
63) Janice: People’s house.
64) T: People’s house. They come from people’s house?
65) Janice: No answer.
66) T: O.K. Can you tell me what a bird looks like?
67) Janice: Bw... ????
68) T: With what?
69) Janice: With bone ????
70) T: With what? I can’t hear you. The machine is working in the other room.
71) Janice: With their aum.
72) T: What is aunts?
73) Janice: Arms. The arms.
74) T: I’m sorry. O.K. They have arms.
75) Janice: Legs.
76) T: Legs.
77) Janice: Hair.
78) T: Hair?
79) Janice: Ears.
80) T: Ears! I’m sorry.
81) Janice: Nose.
82) T: Nose.
83) Janice: Eyes.
84) T: Eyes. How many eyes?
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85) Janice: Two.
86) T: Two eyes. What else?
87) Janice: Mouth.
88) T: Mouth.
89) Janice: And fingers.
90) T: Fingers. What..how many fingers?
91) Janice: Five.
92) T: Five fingers. What else?
93) Janice: They have neck.
94) T: A neck? (Pointing to her neck)
95) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.)
96) T: O.K.
97) Janice: A stomach.
98) T: A stomach. Uhuh.
99) Janice: A...
100) T: What else?
101) Janice: Hair.
102) T: Hair? O.K.......Anything else?
103) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
104) T: No. Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds?
105) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
106) T: No. O.K. Janice. (Proceeded to circle the birds ).
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Janice -  April 18. 2000 - Tape 10A
1) T: O.K. Janice. Do you know what we are going to do? Huh! Do you
remember what we did here before we came? You do!
2) Janice: Something about birds.
3) T: We talked about birds, you are so right. I want you to tell me about birds
again. Tell me about birds.
4) Janice: Birds could fly.
5) T: Birds could fly. How do they fly?
6) Janice: With two wings.
7) T: With two wings. Are there any birds that don’t fly?
8) Janice: (Shook her head meaning, “Yes.”)
9) T: Which ones?
10) Janice: Owls.
11) T: Owls don’t fly? Uhuh.
12) Janice: And, cockatoo.
13) T: Cockatoo.
14) Janice: Bald eagle.
15)T: Bald eagle.
16) Janice: Blue Jay.
17) T: And Blue Jay, O.K. They do not fly? Right, or do they fly?
18) Janice: The owl don’t fly.
19) T: Owl don’t fly, O.K. Tell me more, what else?
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20) Janice: Some birds fly.
21) T: Some birds fly, uhuh.
22) Janice: Blue Jays fly. And cockatoo fly.
23) T: Uhuh.
24) Janice: And bald eagle fly.
25) T: Uhuh.
26) Janice: And.............
27) T: That’s O.K. Tell me what the birds eat?
28) Janice: Uh...
29) T: What do the birds eat?
30) Janice: Uh, u...
31)T: They eat...
32) Janice. Bird food.
33)T: Bird food, O.K. Anything else?
34) Janice: They drink water.
35)T: They drink water, uhuh.
36) Janice: They going..they make a nest.
37) T: They make a nest. How do they make a nest?
38) Janice: Got the feather on the ground.
39) T: Let the feather gone, uhuh.
40) Janice: And put eggs in it.
41)T: And put eggs in it, O.K. where do the eggs come from?
42) Janice: From their body.
43) T: From their body, O.K. What happens to the eggs?
44) Janice: They crack..
45) T: They crack., and then what happens.
46) Janice: The mama feeds them.
47) T: The mama feeds them, uhuh.
48) Janice: They growed up.
49) T: They grow up. What comes out of the egg?
50) Janice: Uhh, baby chicks.
51)T: Baby chicks, O.K. Anything else?
52) Janice: Some birds eat at the ground.
53) T: Some birds eat at the ground, you’re right.
54) Janice: Some birds wake people up.
55) T: Some birds do what?
56) Janice: Some birds wake people up.
57) T: Some birds wake people up. You are so right. They start early in the 
morning, huh. Uhuh. What is your favorite bird?
58) Janice: Blue Jay.
59) T: Blue Jay. All right. What do all birds have, Janice?
60) Janice: Feathers.
61)T: Feathers. What else do they have?
62) Janice Uh! Wings.
63) T: Wings. How many wings do they have?
64) Janice: Two.
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65) T: Two, uhuh.
66) Janice: And some birds be........
67) T: Some birds what?
68) Janice: See the birds (???)
69) T: People be caring about the birds?
70) Janice: No. Carrots. People give them some carrots.
71)T: Oh, carrots. They give them carrots, O.K. See. That’s why you’ve got tc 
talk loudly so I can hear you, O.K. They give them carrots. Some people 
give carrots, O.K.
72) Janice: Uhh.
73) T: Have you ever seen birds?
74) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
75) T: Where?
76) Janice: In the city.
77) T: In the city. Uhuh, What were they doing?
78) Janice: I saw Blue Jay with my Papaw.
79) T: O.K. You saw Blue Jay with your Papaw, O.K. Anything else?
80) Janice: I saw a cardinal.
81)T: You saw a cardinal. All right. Where was the cardinal, doing?
82) Janice: Eating.
83)T: Eating, All right. Where do all birds come from?
84) Janice: From their mama.
85) T: From their mama. O.K.
86) Janice: uhm.
87) T. Are there any birds that do not eat bird food?
88) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
89) T: What do they eat?
90) Janice: Carrots.
91)T: Carrots. O.K. What about birds that live on the river or around a like or 
in the ocean, what do those kinds of birds eat?
92) Janice: Water.
93) T: Water. They eat water?
94) Janice: They drink water.
95) T: They drink water.
96) Janice: And some birds eat fish.
97) T: Some birds eat fish, uhuh. What about owl, what does the owl eat?
98) Janice: Rat.
99) T: Rat, uhuh. Anything else?
100) Janice:
101) T: Yeah. O.K. Do you have anything else to tell me?
102) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
103) T: No? Are are all the birds the same shape?
104) Janice- (Shook head meaning, “Yes.” then said) Sometimes.
105) T: Sometimes? Uhuh. Are all birds the same kind?
106) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
107) T: No? How are they different?
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108) Janice: Blue Jays got blue.
109) T: Uhuh.
110) Janice: And red birds all red.
111) T: Blue Jays got blue and red got red, uhuh.
112) Janice: And white got red..white got white.
113) T: White got white, uhuh.
114) Janice: Black got black.
115) T: Black got black.
116) Janice: Uhh.
117) T: Anything else?
118) Janice: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
119) T: No. O.K. (Proceeded to circle the birds.)
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Appendix Q
Case 6: Jean -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jean -  January 11.2000 -Tape IB
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds. Everything you
know about birds.
2) Jean: (Giggling and laughing).
3) T: Why? Why are you laughing?
4) T: Yeah! Tell me.
5) Jean: They live in nests.
6) T: They live in nests. Why don’t you sit back all the way. Good they live in
nests.
7) Jean: They have eggs.
8) T: They have eggs, uhuh. Why do they have eggs?
9) Jean: For their babies?
10) T: For their babies.
11) Jean: And they fly.
12) T: They fly. Uhuh.
13) Jean: They have wings.
14) T: They have wings. Where do they fly?
15) Jean: Everywhere.
16) T: Everywhere, O.K. How do they fly?
17) Jean: Like that.
18) T: Like that, O.K. Do all birds fly? Say it loudly for me.
19) Jean: Yeah!
20) T: O.K. Uhuh. What else? Can you describe a bird for me?
21) Jean: I don’t know how to do that.
22) T: O.K. What I want you to do is, I want you to think of a bird and try to
see the picture of a bird in your mind.
23) T: Can you see a picture of a bird? (Jean closed her eyes and put her hands
over her eyes.)
24) Jean: (Shook her head meaning, “Yes.”)
25) T: Now, tell me about that picture. What do you see in that picture of a
bird?
26) Jean: He is fly.
27) T: He is flying. Uhuh.
28) Jean: He is teaching his birds how to fly.
29) T: Say that again.
30) Jean: He is teaching his birds how to fly.
31) T: He is teaching his birds how to fly. Uhuh. What does it have? What does
the bird look like?
32) Jean: A regular bird.
33) T: Look like... uh..take your hands off so I can hear what you are saying.
34) Jean: A regular bird.
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35) T: A regular bird? What does a regular bird look like? Think that I have 
never seen a bird in my life before?
36) Jean: It’s brown.
37) T: It’s brown, uhuh.
38) Jean: And it flies everywhere.
39) T: It flies everywhere, O.K.
40) Jean: It fell one time when it had the baby.
41)T: It fell one time when it had the baby.
42) Jean: You turn flying it fell and. his baby came out of his back flew up.
43) T: O.K. Have you ever seen a bird?
44) Jean: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
45) T: Where?
46) Jean: In my mama.
47) T: At your mama? Do you have bird at home?
48) Jean: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
49) T: No. Where does your mama have the bird?
50)Jean: She don’t have no bird.
51)T: But you said you have, you saw it at your mama.
52) Jean: I saw it outside my mama house.
53)T: Outside your mama house. Well, what was the bird doing?
54)Jean: Just flying.
55)T: Just flying. What do they eat?
56) Jean: Worms.
57) T: They eat worms. O.K. Anything else?
58)Jean: No.
59) T: Where do they live?
60)Jean: In a nest.
6l)T. In a nest. Where did that nest come from?
62) Jean: Out the tree.
63) T: Out the tree. The tree made the nest.
64)Jean: No. The birds made the nest.
65) T: The birds made the nest. How did they make the nest?
66)Jean: They got little idy bidy sticks.
67) T: But..they make... built it with sticks?
68)Jean: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
69) T: Yes.
70)Jean: I saw a nest before.
71)T: You saw a nest before? What kind of a nest was it?
72) Jean: A regular one.
73) T: A regular one. O.K.
74) Jean: I’ve seen two of them.
75) T: You’ve seen two of them.
76)Jean: In the same tree.
77) T: In the same tree, huh! Did you see anything else about the nest?
78)Jean: I didn’t see any birds in it.
79) T: You didn’t see any birds in i t , did you see any eggs in it?
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80) Jean: Uuh! (Meaning “no”.)
81) T: How do the baby birds come out of the eggs?
82) Jean: They crack.
83) T: They crack! Uhuh!
84) Jean: I mean when they get ready to crack, they crack.
85) T: They crack, O.K. Now, when you look at a bird, what do you notice?
86) Jean: They is fly.
87) T: It’s flying. Other than that? If I have a bird right here in front of me,
what would you see?
88) Jean: A brown bird.
89) T: A brown bird. Besides the color what would you have?
90) Jean: A bird. (Interrupted here for administrative problems!)
91) T: I am sorry, Jean. What were you saying, honey. O.K. You were saying
about the birds, It is brown, what else? I mean, this is brown, too 
(Showing the surface of the table). Would this be a bird?
92) Jean: It can be.. it can be a bird.
93) T: It can be a bird? How can it be a bird.
94) Jean: You got to have powers..to make it into a bird.
95) T: I’ve got to have what?
96) Jean: Powers.
97) T: Powers. To make it a bird. O.K. What does the bird have besides the
brown color?
98) Jean: Wings.
99) T: Wings.
100) Jean: A head.
101) T: Ahead.
102) Jean: Amouth.
103) T: Amouth.
104) Jean: Some legs.
105) T: Some legs. How many legs?
106) Jean: (Showed two fingers).
107) T: Two. O.K. What else?
108) Jean: Eyes.
109) T: Eyes. How many eyes?
110) Jean: Two.
111) T: O.K. What else?
112) Jean: Hair.
113) T: Hair. O.K.
114) T. You just tell me whenever you are done? You think that’s all you
know about birds?
115) Jean: Got a nose.
116) T: O.K. Got a nose.
117) Jean: A little biddy nose.
118) T: A little biddy nose.
119) Jean: They fly up and down (showing with her hands.)
120) T: They fly up and down. Anything else.
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121) Jean: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
122) T: No. O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jean -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 8B
1) T: I want you to tell me about birds again.
2) Jean: Hmmmm.
3) T: Yes!
4) Jean: I don’t know.
5) T: Yes, you know, I know you know a lot of things about birds.
6) Jean: No, I don’t. I know I seen a red bird two times before.
7) T: You’ve seen two red birds two times before. Where did you see those 
two red birds?
8) Jean: One in my nana house and one in my house.
9) T: One at nana’s house and one at your mama’s house, O.K.
10)Jean: We were about to go, I saw a bird at my nana house when I was about to 
go and that..uhm..had a (????), I think it had picked up a rock in there.
11)T: Really! A rock? Why do you think the bird picked up a rock?
I2)Jean: No, I think it looked like rock but it’s a paper.
13)T: You think so? Why do you think the bird would pick up a paper?
14) Jean: Uhm..
15)T: You have no idea?
16)Jean: Nope. I saw a gray bird like the red on.
17)T: You saw a gray bird like that too.- What do all birds have?
18)Jean: Wings.
19) T: Wings. Anything else?
20) Jean: Eyes.
21)T: Eyes. All birds have something else, too.
22)Jean: Hmm. Beaks.
23) T: All birds have it.
24)Jean: Feathers.
25) T: Feathers. Uhuh.
26)Jean: Beak.
27) T: Uhuh.
28) Jean: Bones.
29) T: Bones. What kind of bones?
30) Jean: Bird bones.
3l)T: Bird bones. How are bird bones?
32) Jean: I don’t know.
33) T: Are thev..are thev like our bones?
34) Jean: Uuh. (Meaning “No.”)
35) T: No. How are they different?
36) Jean: They got wing bones.
37) T: They got wing bones. How are their wing bones?
38) Jean: Crooked.
39) T: O.K. All right.
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40) Jean: I know how to draw a bone.
41)T: You want to draw me a bone right here.
42) Jean: Yep!
43) T: Here let me give you a clean page to draw, right here.
44) Jean: (While drawing she talked to herself like that, that, that and go up.)
45) T: O.K., that’s a bird bone?
46) Jean: Uhuh. (Meaning “Yes.”)
47) T: O.K. You can write under there. You can say bird bone, for me.
48) Jean: How do I write bone?
49) T: b.o.n..(Sounded out)
50) Jean: B
51)T: Uhuh.
52) Jean: O
53) T: Uhuh.
54) Jean: N. Bird bone (read).
55)T: And there is the silent e at the end.
56) Jean: O.K.
57) T: Bone. Bird bone. You need to write your name and your date in there , 
too.
58) T: Yeah! The birds have bones, what else do they have? Beaks, feathers, 
wings, uhm.
59) Jean: Eyes.
60) T: Eyes.
61) Jean: And wings. They’ve got wings.
62) T: They’ve got wings, O.K.
63) Jean: Wings.
64) T: Wings, uhuh. What else? Anything else?
65) Jean: Uuhuh. (Meaning, “No.”)
66) T: O.K. So, they’ve got a head (drawing), they got a head?
67) Jean: Yes.
68) T: They got a beak.
69) Jean: Yes.
70) T: They got eyes.
71) Jean: I want to try to draw a bird. (Started drawing.)
72) T: Vow! Where are the wings?
73)Jean; They’re sitting on the tree.
74) T: They’re sitting on the tree, all right. So.., so, the birds have..uhh...(She 
added the wings on the drawing) so, those are the wings, so they got a..
75) Jean: Beak.
76) T: Beak.
77) Jean: Eyes. Head.
78) T: Head.
79) Jean: Body.
80) T: Body.
81) Jean: Legs.
82) T: Legs.
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83)Jean: Feet.
84) T: Feet. All right.They have all of those things.
85) Jean: I know how to draw a duck.
86) T: You do?
87)Jean: Uhuh. (Meaning “Yes.”)
88) T: Oh, my God! You want to draw me a duck right in here.
89) Jean: I messed up.
90) Jean: I can make another one.
91)T: That’s O.K., that’s O.K. Keep trying.
92)Jean: Another one.
93) T: All right. O.K. Now, what do they. what do they..uh..eat? What do these 
birds eat?
94) Jean: Huh! Worms.
95) T: Worms, what else? Do they all eat worms?
96) Jean: Uuh. (Meaning $cNo ”)
97) T: No. What do they eat?
98) Jean: Bird food.
99) T: They eat bird food. What else do they eat?
100) Jean: Seeds.
101) T: Seeds. Bird food, seeds....
102) Jean: Bugs.
103) T: Bugs.
104) Jean: Water. They drink water.
105) T: Water. They drink water. You are absolutely right. Bugs, seeds..
106) Jean: They drink..
107) T: What do they eat? We are talking about what they eat.
108) Jean: Shrugged shoulders.
109) T: O.K. If you are a bird and you live in the water, what would you eat?
110) Jean: Bread?
111) T: Bread? Where would they find bread in the water? If you live in big big 
big water like a sea or an ocean.
112) Jean: You’ve got to feed them bread.
113) T: But where wil they find bread all the way in the ocean. Those birds who 
live in the ocean who live far far away from people.
114) Jean: The people can go and bring the bread.
115) T: What if the people can’t go there. It’s in the middle of the water.
116) Jean: (????) every time I used to go and feed the bread, they would come.
117) T: Yes, you are right. When you feed them, they’ll come.
118) Jean: I’ve seen a rooster.
119) T: You’ve seen a rooster, where?
120) Jean: At my mamaw house.
121) T: At your mamaw house?
122) Jean: She has chickens in her yard.
123) T: She has chickens in her yard?
124) Jean: Yeah!
125) T: Only one?
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126) Jean: She’s got a rooster.
127) T: She’s got a rooster, all right.
128) Jean: I think my papaw..
129) T: What would the rooster do?
130) Jean: Cock-a-doodle-doo.
131) T: Cock-a-doodle-doo. O.K. What about those birds who live in the sea?
132) Jean: The rooster is big.
133) T: O.K. That rooster is big. What about those birds in the sea. What would
they eat? I wonder.
134) Jean: Uhuh. (Meaning, I don’t know.)
135) T: O.K. What about those owls that live at night?
136) T: The owls.
137) Jean: Rats.
138) T: Rats. They eat rats? What else?
139) Jean: They eat insects.
140) T: They eat insects. Owls eat insects or some birds eat insects.
141) Jean: Owls eat insects.
142) T: Owls eat insects. Uhuh. Where do birds live?
143) Jean: In wy. A owl live in the wy?
144) T: Inthewall?
145) Jean: In the wild.
146) T: In the wild. All right. You are right birds live in the wild, where do they
live in the wild?
147) Jean: uu, owl live in a tree.
148) T: Owl lives in a tree, uhuh. What about other birds?
149) Jean: I have seen an owl before.
150) T: I know you have seen an owl before. Where do the other birds live? Like
those other birds, blackbirds and the cardinals and the blue jays, and the 
robins, where do they live in the wild?
151) Jean: On a tree.
152) T: On a tree. Where would they live on a tree?
153) Jean: They go live in a nest.
154) T: They go live in a nest. Where did the nest come from?
155) Jean: They found the stuff?.
156) T: They found the stuff? What kind of stuff?
157) Jean: The materials.
158) T: The materials to do what?
159) Jean: To build a nest.
160) T: To build a nest. So the birds build the nests? The nests are the what?
161) Jean. Home.
162) T: Their home. The nests are their home. What do they do in their homes?
163) Jean: Lay eggs.
164) T: They lay eggs and they sit on them and... then what happens?
165) Jean: The eggs hatch.
166) T: The egg hatches, uhuh.
167) Jean: And they feed them.
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168 T: And they feed them. Uhuh. When the egg hatches what comes out of it?
169 Jean: A bird?
170 T: A bird. A big bird?
171 Jean: No. A baby bird.
172 T: A baby bird. O.K.
173 Jean: You know robin eggs are blue.
174 T: Really?
175 Jean: You know how I know robing eggs blue.
176 T: I think it is. I think you are right.
177 Jean: Because the robin blue. If the robin blue, the egg will be blue.
178 T: You are very very right, if the robin is blue, the egg will be blue, uhuh.
179 Jean: If a blackbird eggs will be white.
180 T: Probably, I think that is. Good assumption, what do you think? Do all 
birds fly?
181 Jean: No.
182 T: No? Some won’t fly.
183 Jean: One of them.
184 T: One of them. Which one? What’s that?
185 Jean: I think I forgot.
186 T: What did it look like?
187 Jean: It was brown.
188 T. It was brown.
189 Jean: And it walks.
190 T: And it walks, uhuh. Do we have a puppet of it?
191 Jean: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
192 T: We do, hmmmm.
193 Jean: You want me to go et it?
194 T: No, we aren’t going to get it now, can’t remember?
195 Jean> No.
196 T: There is one bird that doesn’t fly, huh. Only one? O.K. Where does that 
bird live, do you know? It doesn’t fly, where does it live?
197 Jean: It lives on the ground.
198 T: What is your favorite bird?
199 Jean: A blue jay and a robin.
200 T: A blue jay and a robin. O.K.
201 Jean: One of them big snow owl.
202 T: A snow owl?
203 Jean: And a big bird.
204 T: And a big bird.
205 Jean: It lives in the water.
206 T: Which is what?
207 Jean: wild..wild (helped her pronounce the word.)
208 T: Uhuh. What is it?
209 Jean: Blue Jay.
210 T: Blue Jay. All right. Now, do., the birds in our classroom, do you know 
what they are?
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211 Jean: Doves.
212 T: Doves. Can you tell me something about those doves?
213 Jean: The sit on each other.
214 T: They sit on each other, uhuh. What do they do all day in that cage?
215 Jean: They don’t never swing on their swing.
216 T You are right they do not swing on that swing.
217 Jean: They have not swing in that thing for 100 days.
218 T: Uhuh. You are right. What do you notice about those birds?
219 Jean: I know why they don’t swing, because they’re gonna fall.
220 T: They what?
221 Jean; They’re gonna fall.
222 T: They’re gonna fall, if they sit on the swing.
223 Jean: They probably fall.
224 T: Probably. You don’t know, do we know?
225 Jean: Uhuh meaning “No.” why are you looking up?
226 T: I don’t know. I’m just looking up. O.K. Let’s see. Uhm.
227 T: O.K. Uh.. Anything else? Can you think of anything else? Did we talk 
about birds having different parts?.
228 Jean: Uhuh, meaning “Yes.”
229 T: We did? Did we talk about what they eat?
230 Jean: Some of them are skinny, some big.
231 T: Some of them are skinny, some of them are big. Are all birds the same 
shape9
232 Jean: No.
233 T. No?
234 Jean: Some are big, some are small.
235 T: Some are big, some are small. Are they all the same color?
236 Jean: No.
237 T: No. They are not all the same color?
238 Jean: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
239 T: They build their nests, they live in there.
240 Jean: They don’t build nests in the same place.
241 T: Huh! They don’t build nests in the same place.
242 Jean: Ducks build their nests in the water.
243 T: You are so right. Ducks build their nests in the water, uhuh.
244 Jean: I don’t think.
245 T: Or maybe close to the water, huh?
246 Jean: I don’t think they build their nest on the water, yeah, they do. Probably 
on the grass.
247) T: Probably on the grass, uhuh. Anything else. Can you think of anything 
else? O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
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Appendix R
Case 7: Jerry -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jerry -  January 11. 2000 - Tape 2B
1) T: Jerry, I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) Jerry: Yes, ma’am.
3) T: O.K. What do you know about birds?
4) Jerry: They fly.
5) T: They fly. Uhuh. What else?
6) Jerry: They fly up to the sky.
7) T: They fly up to the sky. Uhuh.
8) Jerry: And then big birds fly a little bit.
9) T: Big birds fly some a little bit? Uhuh.
10) Jerry: All the way home.
11)T: All the way home, O.K. how do they fly?
12) Jerry: Uhm. They put their wings up.
13)T: They put their wings up. Can you show me?
14) Jerry: No answer.
15) T: How do they fly?
16) Jerry: (Put his arms up vertical to his body.)
17)T: Like that. O.K.
18) Jerry: Uhm. They put their wings out.
19) T: They put their wings out like this. And they fly like this?
20) Jerry: Like this. {Arms on the side.)
21)T: Uhuh.
22) Jerry: Then they fly.
23) T: Then they fly? Do they mo... move their wings when they fly?
24) Jerry: They move them down and up.
25) T: Down and up, like this?
26) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
27) T: Like that?
28) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
29) T: O.K.
30) Jerry: And keep them straight.
31)T: And they keep them straight. O.K. Where do those birds live?
32) Jerry: One of them.. uhhu.them birds stand up on the ground.
33)T: They stand up on the ground? O.K.
34) Jerry: I saw them.
35) T: You saw them! Where did you see them?
36) Jerry: Uh. At..at home.
37) T: At home. O.K. Were you inside the house or outside the house?
38) Jerry: Outside the house.
39) T: You were outside the house. And what were the birds doing?
40) Jerry: Fighting
41)T: Fighting! The birds were fighting! Why were they fighting?
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42) Jerry: They don’t want to be brothers and sisters.
43) T: They don’t want to be brothers and sisters, why?
44)Jerry: Uhm.. Their mama...uh..their mama just got them forthat.
45) T: Their mama just got them for that. Uhuh.
46) Jerry: Uh. .uh, they stand on the ground.
47) T: They stand on the ground. O.K.
48) Jerry: And then and then I caught. I caught one bird.
49) T. You caught one bird? How did you catch the bird?
50) Jerry: Uhm The bird, have flew, .on my finger.
51) T: With your finger. You caught the bird with your finger? Did it stay on
your finger?
52) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.)
53) T: How did it stay in your finger?
54) Jerry: Gr (?..) his feet were so long.
55) T: His feet were so long. O.K. What did the bird do when you caught..catch
the bird?
56) Jerry: He had bit at me.
57) T: He bit you. Did it hurt?
58) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes” )
59) T: Where did it bite you?
60) Jerry: {Pointed to his finger.)
61) T: Right there. Did you have to go to the doctor?
62) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
63) T: You went. So what did the doctor say?
64) Jerry: He..what bit you..and then .and then., the doctor .I said I said the bird.
65) T: The bird. O.K.
66) Jerry: And then uh..and then.. (???) all the birds up.
67) T: O.K. What do birds eat, Jerry?
68) Jerry: Uhm. They ...uhm the roaches eat. .eat red beans.
69) T: Roaches eat red beans. What about birds, what do the birds eat?
70) Jerry: They don’t eat nothing.
71) T: They don’t eat anything! Then what’s gonna to happen to them.
72) Jerry: Them mama ain’t gonna fix them nothing.
73) T: Their mama doesn’t fix them anything to eat?
74) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
75) T: Well, if their mama doesn’t fix them anything to eat what’s going to
happen to the baby birds?
76) Jerry: They will take a nap.
77) T: They will take a nap?
78) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
79) T: Uhuh. What will happen after the nap.
80) Jerry: They wake up.
81) T: They wake up and then?
82) Jerry: And then go to their , and to their mama them fix to eat.
83) T: They wait until their mama fix them something to eat. What do you think
their mama will fix for the birds?
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84) Jerry: Some..some red beans and some some shtripes
85) T: Some red beans and some shtripes.
86) Jerry: Some shtripes.
87) T: And shrimps? O.K. Where do birds live?
88) Jerry: They don’t live no where
89) T: They don’t live no where. They don’t have a house? Where do they stay?
90) Jerry: Uh..uh..they stay..they just stay on the ground.
91)T: They just stay down on the ground.
92) T: Where do they sleep?
93) Jerry: They sleep on the ground.
94) T: They sleep on the ground. O.K. Now, where do birds come from? {Stop, 
noticed the video camera blinking. Changed the cassette.)
95) Jerry: T: O.K. What were the birds eating?
96) Jerry: Red beans.
97) T: Red beans.
98) Jerry: Shtripes.
99) T: Shtripes.
100) Jerry: Shtrips.
101) T: And Shrimps?
102) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
103) T: O.K. What else
104) Jerry: Then they ate pop tarts.
105) T: And they ate pop tarts.
106) Jerry: Cereal.
107) T: Cereal.
108) Jerry: And that was it.
109) T: That was it? O.K. Now when you look at a bird what do you see?
110) Jerry: His eyes.
111) T: How many eyes does a bird have?
112) Jerry: Two (pointing to his eyes.)
113) T: Two.{Audiotapeproblems. Stopped)
114) T: Now. You were telling me about? What were you telling me about?
115) Jerry: Birds eat.
116) T: O.K. You were telling me what birds were eating.
117) Jerry: Red beans and shtripes.
118) T: Oh and they have eyes. How many eyes do they have?
119) Jerry: Two.
120) T: Two eyes. What else do they have?
121) Jerry: Birds have three eyes.
122) T: They have three eyes?
123) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
124) T: How many eyes do they have?
125) Jerry: Two.
126) T: Two eyes. O.K. What else?
127) Jerry: They were going to get three but didn’t.
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128) T: They were going to get three eyes but they didn’t. O.K. They have eyes. 
What else do they have?
129) Jerry: Uhm...
130) T: Birds have eyes, what else?
131) Jerry: They have. , mouth.
132) T: They have mouth. Anything else?
133) Jerry: Feet.
134) T: Feet? How many feet?
135) Jerry: Two.
136) T: Two. What else?
137) Jerry: Arms.
138) T: Arms. How many arms?
139) Jerry: Two.
140) T: What else?
141) T: Anything else?
142) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
143) T: What else?
144) Jerry: Head.
145) T: Head. O.K. What else?
146) Jerry: Hands {Stretching and rubbing eyes.)
147) T: Hands. How many hands?
148) Jerry: Two.
149) T: O.K. anything else?... What else?
150) Jerry: Fingers.
151) T: Fingers. How many fingers?
152) Jerry: Two.
153) T: Two.
154) Jerry: Ten.
155) T: Ten fingers, O.K. What else?
156) Jerry: Forehead.
157) T: A what?
158) Jerry: Forehead.
159) T: Forehead. O.K. Anything else?
160) Jerry: Ears.
161) T: Ears. How many ears?
162) Jerry: Two.
163) T: O.K. What else?
164) Jerry: Teeth.
165) T: Teeth.
166) Jerry: Uhm.. .uhm..they .they have brushes.
167) T: They have brushes? For what?
168) Jerry: For brush they teeth.
169) T: They brush their teeth. O.K. Have you seen a bird brushing their teeth.?
170) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
171) T: You have. O.K. What else?
172) Jerry: They have their name on it.
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173) T: They have their name on their brush?
174) T: O.K. Anything else.
175) Jerry: They brush their mouth.
176) T: They brush their mouth. O.K.
177) Jerry: And they clean their face.
178) T: They clean their face. How do they clean their face?
179) Jerry: They clean it like this. {Rubbing hand on his face in a circular motion.)
180) T: Like that. O.K.
181) Jerry: And then, and then they have uniforms.
182) T: They have uniforms. O.K.
183) T: Anything else?
184) Jerry: Uhm.. Jackets.
185) T: Uhuh.
186) Jerry: Booksacks.
187) T: Booksacks? O.K.
188) Jerry: And they have school.
189) T: They have school. O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jerry -  April 18. 2000 - Tape 9B
1) T: Can you tell me everything you know about birds? Tell me, Jerry.
2) Jerry: Uhm. Uh uh..a bird used it in in two I mean in one cage
3) T: Uhuh.
4) Jerry: And and and the other one had uh had uh using using the red cage and
then I thought one bird it was blue and then it had red eyes and red 
wings.
5) T: Uhuh.
6) Jerry: And then and and black feet and then and then I was to go tell my mama
7) T: Uhuh.
8) Jerry: I saw uh one bird on it was blue and then with black feet and red wings
and then and then and that was .four blue jays and. that was somebody 
made me go back in the house and I wait out the house and then people
keep telling me go back and out go back and out and I just didn’t have 
anything to do and I just stand out and look at it.
9) T: O.K. You just stood up and looked at it. Where were the cages? You said
one red cage and one white cage, where were the cages?
10) Jerry: Uhm uhm there there was uhm uhm beside there was on the other side
and then and then and the bird was on and the bird was on the other side
on the tree and then and then.
11) T: Were there birds in the cage?
12) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
13) T: No? O.K. Ail right. What do all birds have, Jerry? All birds have
something. What do all birds have?
14) Jerry. Wings.
15)T: What?
16) Jerry: Wings.
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17) T: Wings. Uhuh. What else?
18) Jerry: And sharp and sharp legs.
19) T: And sharp legs, uhuh.
20) Jerry: And uh eyes, and..
21) T: Eyes and
22) Jerry: uuuuuuhuhu
23)T: Mouth and..
24) T: Mouth and......... Think, think. You can put your hands on your knees.
Uhuh, and. ..
25) T: You said eyes, mouth, wings.
26) Jerry: Wish(?).
27) T: Wish (?), necks uhuh. What else do they have?
28) Jerry: Feathers.
29) T: Feathers.
30) Jerry: Uhm...
31)T: O.K. Now, what is your favorite bird?
32) Jerry: Doves.
33) T: Doves are your favorite. You like them? You like them the most? What
about the doves in our classroom. What can you tell me about those 
doves?
34) Jerry: They fly in their cages.
35) T : They fly in their cages.
36) Jerry: Eat their food and they drink their water.
37) T: They eat their food and drink their water, uhuh.
38) Jerry: And they...and they lay eggs.
39) T : Lay eggs, uhuh.
40) Jerry: And them eat.
41) T: Then see (?) what?
42) Jerry: That was it.
43) T: That was it. O.K. All right. Uhm. What about the birds outside, where do
those birds live? Our doves live in their cage, where do those other birds 
outside live? The ones in the wild.
44) Jerry: They don’t live anywhere.
45) T: They don’t live anywhere?
46) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
47) T : No? They don’t have homes.
48) Jerry: They just fly off everywhere.
49) T : They just fly everywhere.
50) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
51) T: No? What about their babies? Do birds have babies?
52) Jerry: Sometimes they don’t.
53) T: Sometimes they don’t. Sometimes you are right. But if they have babies
where would they have their babies in?
54) Jerry: The cage.
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55) T: But there are no cages outside in the wild. They are free in the wild.
Where would they have the babies in the wild? Where do those birds go 
at night? Where do those birds go at night?
56) Jerry: When it’s when it’s dark..
57) T: When it’s dark uhuh, where do they go?
58) Jerry: When the owl comes they, they fly back, back and forth.
59) T: Owls fly back and forth but where does the owl live.
60) Jerry: They live anywhere.
61) T: They live anywhere? O.K.
62) Jerry: Sometimes, uh uh uh and I thought owls perching for food.
63) T: Uhuh.
64) Jerry: and then and then it was and day time I saw a bad owl and and a blue jay
and that was mad at the owl I mean there was trying to get him and then 
and then uh uh owls stop searching for food and then and he saw and uh 
uh uh a bad one bad owl and a bad blue jay and he was he was trying to 
perch for food and they and then and then I saw a black bad man uhm he 
was trying to shoot them and and that mama ran and the and at night I 
went outside to the door and it was cold and I opened it, I had a long 
beaks and then and then...
65) T: Did you have a dream?
66) Jerry: I had a dream.
67) T. You had a dream, and you had seen it in your dream. O.K. What do birds
eat, Jerry?
68) Jerry: I don’t know.
69) T: You don’t know? What about owls. What do owls eat?
70) Jerry: I don’t know.
71) T: How do they fly?
72) Jerry: Uhm, uhm, I saw a owl with one wing and then ..
73) T: Yes, you saw an owl with one wing, uhuh.
74) Jerry: And then and then I ran outside it would start getting cool and that was
and that was and I went to the to the living room window and that was 
hot and I went to the back one opened my windows and I went outside I 
went to the to the to the front yard and then and then I saw that owl uh it 
was just standing up uh it was just uhm standing up on a tree.
75) T: O.K. Are all the birds the same, Jerry?
76) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “N o ”)
77) T: No? How are they different?
78) Jerry: Some are red and some are blue.
79) T: Some are red and some are blue, uhuh.
80) Jerry: And some are white and some are black.
81)T: Some are white and some are black. Are all birds the same shape?
82) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “Yes”).
83) T: Yes, they are all the same shape? O.K. Anything else you want to tell me
about birds?
84) Jerry: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
85) T: No? O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
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During his circling the birds, he talked:
J: Big big birds
T: A what?
J: One is kind of on a tree.
T: One is kind of on a tree.
J: That’s a big big bird flying.
T: That’s a big big bird flying.
J: That’s an owl.
T: That’s an owl.
J: Owls fly.
T: Is an owl a fly uh..a bird?
J: (Shook head meaning, No ”)
T: No?
J: This is..That’s a big old bird.
T: That’s a big old bird.
J: That..that’s fly. D.d..ducks fly. D..d .ducks have wings
T: Ducks have wings.
J: That’s it.
T: That’s it, O.K.
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Appendix S
Case 8: Jessica -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jessica -  January 10. 2000 -Tape 1A
1) T: O.K. Jessica. I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) Jessica: They eat feathers.
3) T: They eat feathers. Uhuh.
4) Jessica: And then ...they be..they be..
5) T: Remember we’ve got to talk with our fingers out of our mouth.
6) Jessica: They be flying everywhere dropping feathers.
7) T: They be flying everywhere dropping feathers. O.K. Uhum
8) Jessica: Then, they be fly everywhere.
9) T: They be flying everywhere. Uhuh.
10) Jessica: And that’s it.
11) T: And where?
12) Jessica: And that’s it.
13)T: And just eat?
14) Jessica: And that’s it.
15) T: And that’s it? That’s all you know about birds!
16) T: This is what I want you to do. I want you to think of a bird in your mind. 
Are you thinking?
17) Jessica: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
18)T: Do you see the picture of a bird in your mind?
19) Jessica: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
20) T: You see it.
21) Jessica: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
22) T: Can you see a picture of a bird in your mind?.
23) Jessica: Yes ma’am.
24) T: Now tell me about that bird.
25) Jessica: Flying in the air
26) T: Flying in the air.
27) Jessica: With some feathers.
28) T: With some feathers
29) T: Where are the feathers? Look at your bird. Where are the feathers?
30) Jessica: They... it’s on the body.
31)T: It is on the body, O.K.
32) Jessica: They eat feathers, and they fly around.
33) T: They eat feathers and they fly around. Where do these birds come from?
34) Jessica: They come from the animal place.
35) T: They come from the animal place. What animal place?
36) Jessica: The zoo.
37) T: The zoo. They come from the zoo.
38) Jessica: They can get out of the cage.
39) T: They can get out of the cage. You think all those birds come out of the 
cage from the zoo.
40) Jessica: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
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41) T: Do you see birds when you go outside?
42) Jessica: (Shook head meaning, “Yes”and said) recess.
43) T: When we go outside recess we see birds.
44) Jessica: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
45) T: What do those birds do?
46) Jessica: They be flying by our playground
47) T: They be flying by our playground. What else do they do?
48) Jessica: They be flying in the sky dropping feathers
49) T: How do they fly?
50) Jessica: They fly in the air like this (showing with arms.)
51) T: What are those things like that?
52) Jessica: Feathers.
53) T: Those are feathers, O.K. Can you describe a bird to me?
54) Jessica: Uh, they be flying all the time and night time, in the morning time, in the
afternoon.
55) T: O.K. What does a bird look like?
56) Jessica: A kind of animal.
57)T: A kind of an animal, O.K.
58) Jessica: It’s a animal.
59) T. O.K.
60) Jessica: It lives like an animal in an egg.
61) T: Uhuh. When you look at the picture of a bird what do you see.
62) Jessica: Fake birds flying
63) T: Fake birds flying. Why fake birds?
64) Jessica: Because if they on the picture it’s fake.
65) T: Because it’s on the picture it’s fake. O.K. uhuh.
66) Jessica: Then
67) T: If the bird is not flying in the picture, if it is on the ground sitting, what
would you see?
68) Jessica: A bird.
69) T: A bird.
70) Jessica: A fake bird on the ground eating grass.
71)T: In the grass. O.K.
72) T: Can you look at that bird, look at, think about that picture and tell me
about that bird?
73) Jessica: It is flying in the air and it always flying in the air
74) T: It always flying in the air. Where do those birds live?
75) Jessica. In a, in a, in..in the nest.
76) T: They live in the nest, O.K.
77) T: Where did the nest come from?
78) Jessica: The tree.
79) T: Did the tree make the nest?
80) Jessica: No. The people.
81) T: The people made the nest. O.K.
82) Jessica: Their mama.
83) T: Their mama whose mama?
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84) Jessica:
85) T:
86) Jessica:
87) T:
88) Jessica:
89) T:
90) Jessica:
91)T:
92) Jessica:
93) T:
94) Jessica:
95)T:
96) Jessica:
97) T:
98) Jessica:
99) T:
100) Jessica:
101) T:
102) Jessica:
103) T:
104) Jessica:
105) T:
106) Jessica:
107) T:
108) Jessica:
109) T:
110) Jessica:
111) T:
112) Jessica:
113) T:
They real mama who walk.
The real mama who walks.
Yeah, the mama had made the cage for them. I saw a cage when I went 
to the store by our house.
You went to the store by your house and you saw a cage?
A Store! By somebody else house that I don’t know then I saw a cage 
and I don’t know if the birds was in there or not because because I 
wasn’t looking I didn’t see where they fly and then.
You didn’t look in the cage.
(Shook head meaning, “No.”)
Do you have a bird at home?
It was.. w.It was on top of the house.
It was on top of the house? O.K. Do you have a bird?
No. (Shook head meaning, “No”as well.)
Do you have a cage?
No. (Shook head meaning, “No” as well)
No. O.K. What do those birds eat?
Feathers.
Feathers. Where do those birds come from?
Their cage.
Their cage. O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds?
(Shook head meaning, “Yes.”) They be flying everywhere, all by 
people’s houses and stores and schools.
Uhum.
And they be flying by people’s.
Where do you think they are going?
To the, to . I don’t know.
You don’t know.
They be, they be flying everywhere and they won’t know where they be 
going.
You don’t know. O.K.
They be going to the zoo.
O.K.
They be looking at everything going everywhere that they don’t know 
what they be doing.
O.K. (Went on to “circle the birds”)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Jessica -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 7A & 7B
1) T: Tell me everything you learned about birds. Everything you learned
about birds.
2) Jessica: Birds fly and they stay and they eat food.
3) T: Birds fly and they stay and they eat food.
4) Jessica: They eat food by people house.
5) T: They eat what?
6) Jessica: They eat food by people house.
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7) T: They eat food by people’s house, uhuh.
8) Jessica: And they fly by my house.
9) T: They fly by your house. Uhuh. What kind of food do they eat?
10) Jessica: Bird food and different kind of food.
11) T: Bird food and different kinds of food. What kind of different foods?
12) Jessica: Like toast cause I saw a bird eating toast by my house.
13) T: Uhuh, toast, uhuh.
14) Jessica: They eat graham crackers and...
15) T: They eat graham crackers.
16) Jessica: And..and seeds.
17)T: And seeds.
18) Jessica: Uhh. they eat cooked chicken.
19) T: They eat some chicken.
20) Jessica: And com bread.
21) T: And com bread.
22) Jessica: Uhm.. macaroni.
23) T: Macaroni. Where do they find all of that food, Jessica?
24) Jessica:
25) T: Where do you find the macaroni and all the other foods that you counted
for?
26) Jessica: They., they be by people house because people drop food.
27) T: Sometimes people drop their food but what they do not go by people’s
houses. If they live away from people’s houses what would they eat?
28) Jessica: They might live out somebody house and people might come outside and
fed them birds.
29) T: Jessica, if there are no houses, O.K. and the birds are outside, they are in
water, they are in a forest, they live in the desert what would they eat? 
There are no people to give them food.
30) Jessica: They will eat grass.
31) T: They will eat grass, what else would they eat?
32) Jessica: Leaves.
33) T: Leaves.
34) Jessica: Uhm... some food.
35) T: Some food. What kind of food?
36) Jessica: Bird food.
37) T: Bird food, O.K.
38) Jessica: And that’s it.
39) T: That’s it, O.K. If they are in the sea what would they eat?
40) Jessica: Uhm..some bird food and some..
41) T: They are in the sea, they are in water.
42) Jessica: Au.Also...
43) T: What would they eat in the water?
44) Jessica: Little biddy tiny rocks.
45) T: Rocks? Birds will eat rocks?
46) Jessica: Yeah!
47) T: Yeah! O.K. Now, Uhh! What would an owl eat?
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48) Jessica: Mouse. Little tiny mouses and (?)...
49) T: O.K. All right.
50) Jessica: And uhh frogs and
51) T: Uhuh!
52) Jessica: They will eat some.. the birds.
53) T: O.K. A small bird. Yes, You are right.
54) Jessica: A bird that owl (???????)
55) T: O.K. Where do birds live?
56) Jessica: Some birds live in North.
57) T: Some birds live in North. You are right.
58) Jessica: In the West.
59) T: In the West.
60) Jessica: South.
61 )T: South.
62) Jessica: East.
63) T: East. You are very right.
64) Jessica: West.
65) T: East, West. You are right, but where would they live in those places?
66) Jessica: In their nest.
67) T: In their nest. Where do they get the nests from?
68) Jessica: They make it out of sticks, they go get sticks and bring it back to their
nest and build it.
69) T: They make it out of sticks. Do all bird nests are made out of sticks?
70) Jessica: No, some are made out of wood.
7 1) T: Some are made out of wood. Uhuh.
72) Jessica: And grass.
73) T: And grass.
74) Jessica: Uhm. Hay.
75) T: hay, uhuh, you are right.
76) Jessica: And mud
77) T: And mud, O.K. Now, uhm, where do birds come from?
78) Jessica: South, West, Uhm..
79) T: South , West. Now, Leave the south, west, O.K. Now, where do they
come from?
80) Jessica: Uh..they be in their nest and they come from their nest and they ..
81) T. They come from their nest but I mean if we didn’t have any birds and
suddenly we have birds, how would we have birds?
82) Jessica: Go buy them.
83) T: Go buy them. O.K. We can go buy them. But in the wild, how can we
have birds? Where do they come from?
84) Jessica: The (???).
85) T: The what?
86) Jessica: They come from the...
87) T: They come from the what?
88) Jessica: The woods.
89) T: They come from the woods, O.K. Where do baby birds come from?
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90) Jessica: They got to hatch.
91) T: They got to hatch. Where would they have to hatch from?
92) Jessica: The nest
93) T: The nest. They have to hatch from the nest?
94) Jessica: Yeah!
95) T: All right. Now what else do you know about birds?
96) Jessica: They..they fly and go in their nest cause I found hu. by my house, we
have a nest.
97) T: Did you find your nest by your house in the tree? What kind of birds
were in there?
98) Jessica: They don’t have no birds. The birds all gone in there.
99) T: The birds are all gone. Are there eggs in it?
100 Jessica: I don’t know. I can’t see.
101 T: Because it is way up in the air ..in the .in the tree.
102 Jessica: Yeah! I can’t see.
103 T: You can’t see it, ohh! And the birds are gone.
104 Jessica: Some birds come at night time and they be going in the tree and in their 
nest because they kind of go in their nest at night time and I go home
105 T: Uhuh!
106 Jessica: And I am at my house.
107 T: Very good. Now, that means that you very observant, you were looking 
very carefully and you saw that bird nest, huh. All right! Now, Are all 
birds the same?
108 Jessica: No.
109 T. No.
110 Jessica: They some birds different, some birds white, some birds red, some birds 
yellow and some birds blue.
111 T: O.K. Some birds are different colors and what about other birds.
112 Jessica: Uh! Some birds black. And they got like..robin is black and orange.
113 T: Yes, robin is black and orange. If they , besides the color what , what is 
the difference?
114 T: Yes, they have different colors, what else is different.
115 Jessica: Their face.
116 T: Their face is different. How are their face different?
117 Jessica: Because..because their face isn’t they don’t look the same
118 T: Every face doesn’t look the same. What is different?
119 Jessica: Their face is different colors
120 T: Some of their face different colors, what else is different on their face?
121 Jessica. Uhm, some have long beaks and some have short beaks.
122 T: You are so right, Jessica. Some birds have long beaks, and some birds 
have short beaks.
123 Jessica: Short.
124 T: Short. O.K. What else?
125 Jessica: Some of them have long long long beaks.
126 T: Some of them have long long long beaks, you are very right. O.K. 
Besides the beaks what else is different?
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127) Jessica: Their wings.
128) T: Their wings are different. O.K. Some have..
129) Jessica: Just different wings.
130) T: Just different wings.
131) Jessica: Some birds wings are short.
132) T: Short, some are short and some are..
133) Jessica: Long.
134) T: Long. O.K. All right! What else?
135) Jessica: Some..some..some..uh..toe nails short and some have long.
136) T: You are so right. Some have short toenails and some have long. What do
they use their toe nails for?
137) Jessica: To get some
138) T. To do what?
139) Jessica: To go get their food.
140) T: To go get their food. Right. You are very right. To eat. O.K. What else?
141) Jessica: Owls hunt at night time.
142) T: Owls hunt at night time. Wow! You know a lot about birds. All right!
What else? What is your favorite bird?
143) Jessica: A robin, cardinal, blue jay,
144) T: Robin, cardinal, blue jay,
145) Jessica & T: hummingbird
146) Jessica: And six more.
147) T: Six more? Wow!
148) Jessica: And uh..owl, red nose (Laughing).
149) T: O.K.
150) Jessica: Uuh..uhh .and uhh..car .and cardinal.
151) T: O.K. You already told me cardinal. Have your ever seen a bird?
152) Jessica: Yeah!
153) T: Where?
154) Jessica: I saw a lot..I..I be seeing a lot of birds at home every time.
155) T: At..
156) Jessica: Everyday..
157) T: At home?
158) Jessica: When I come to school.
159) T: Everyday when you are walking to school you see a lot of birds? Where
do you see them?
160) Jessica: I see some birds fly home.
161) T: Where do you see them?
162) Jessica: While I come.
163) T: Where? When you come to school where do you see those birds? What
are they doing?
164) Jessica: They be. .they be at the playground.
165) T: They be at the playground. O K, What else?
166) Jessica: They be..uhm..they be uhm..eating food.
167) T: They be eating food. What else?
168) Jessica: They be looking for food.
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169) T:
170) Jessica:
171) T:
172) Jessica:
173) T:
174) Jessica.
175) T:
176) Jessica:
177) T:
178) Jessica:
179) T:
180) Jessica:
181) T:
182) Jessica:
183) T:
184) Jessica:
185) T:
186) Jessica:
187) T:
188) Jessica:
189) T:
190) Jessica:
191) T:
192) Jessica:
193) T:
194) Jessica:
195) T:
196) Jessica:
197) T:
198) Jessica:
199) T:
200) Jessica:
201) T:
202) Jessica:
203) T:
204) Jessica:
205) T.
206) Jessica:
207) T:
208) Jessica:
209) T:
Uhuh. They are trying to get some food. Where?
And the birds would be eating all the food.
And the birds would be eating all the food.
From the bird feeders outside.
From the bird feeders outside. If we don’t have any bird feeders, where 
would they eat food from?
From somebody house.
From somebody else’s house. If no body puts food on. .uh.. in their yards, 
where would they eat bird food from?
Uhm. . from North.
From North? O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds?
Yeah!
Tell me.
I be seeing everyday when I go to P.E. I see birds.
You do.
Hanging on the black line.
Hanging on the black line. Do you know what kind of line that is?
No.
That is a . .uh. an electrical wire.
They be on there.
That’s how we get electricity from. You are right. They would be 
laying, .they would be on the wire. All right. Anything else?
No.
What do you notice about those birds? They are on the wire, what else 
do they do?
They fly.
They fly. How do they fly?
Fly away with their wings.
They fly away with their wings.
Because they fly and flap their wings and they fly.
Uhuh.
They fly like the airplane.
Like an airplane. That was very good Jessica. Do all birds fly?
No, baby chicks don’t fly.
Baby chicks don’t fly. What else don’t fly?
Bay birds don’t fly, baby robins..
Baby birds, baby robins 
Blue Jays
Baby blue jays, what else?
Cardi.baby cardinal.
Baby cardinal. Are there any other big birds that don’t fly?
If they have their wing is broken they can’t fly.
If their wing is broken, they can’t fly. You are right.
But if all the birds clip little birds and their baby chicks..
Exactly, You are right if the wing is broken, they can not fly. Even the 
baby chicks. Anything else you want to tell me.
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210) Jessica: No.
211) T: Are you sure?
212) Jessica: Yes, ma’am.
213) T: You are sure. All right, Jessica. (Proceeded to circle the birds) 
During circle the birds activity, she talked
J: This is a bat.
T: That’s a what?
J: A bat.
T: That’a a bat, O.K.
J: These..
J: That’s a big old bird.
T: Look carefully. Did you circle all the birds?
J: Yes Ma’am.
J: This is a bird.
T: That’s a bird, O.K.
T: O.K.
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Appendix T
Case 9: John -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  John -  January 10. 2000 - Tape 1A -
1) T: Now, John, I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) John: (Quiet)
3) T: Start telling me about birds.
4) John: They fly
5) T: O.K. Birds fly.
6) John: They sit in the nest.
7) T: They sit in the nest.
8) John: They land on the ground.
9) T: They land on the ground.
10)John: They walk on the ground.
11) T: They walk on the ground.
12) John: They could hop over stairs, then ...
13) T: They could hop over stairs?
14) John: Three.
15) T: Three stairs?
16)John: (Shook head)
17) T; O.K.
18)John: And then they have big birds that come into my house and lay in the tree
19) T: Big birds come into your house and lay in the tree?
20) T: O.K. What kind of big birds?
21)John: Bigger than the other ones that they fly.
22) T: Bigger than the other ones that they fly, O.K.
23)John: Uhm. They eat.
24) T: They eat. What do they eat?
25)John: They eat bird food.
26) T: Where do they find the bird food?
27)John: When people put it on the ground.
28) T: O.K. When people put it on the ground.
29)John: They eat worms.
30) T: They eat worms! O.K.
31)John: And they drink water.
32) T: And they drink water.
33)John: And they squeak.
34) T: They squeak? How do they squeak?
35)John: Squeak, squeak, squeak,squeak
36) T: Squeak, squeak, squeak? O.K.
37) John: And they...sometimes they lay on people’s arms.
38) T: O.K. sometimes they lay on people’s arms.
39) John: Sometimes they bite.
40) T: They bite?
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41) John: Sometimes.
42) T: Sometimes they bite? What do they bite?
43)John: Sometimes they bite you if you. they don’t know you.
44) T: Sometimes they bite you if they don’t know you. O.K.
45) John: And they follow other birds.
46) T: They follow other birds? O.K.
47) John: And they have a lot of birds in the sky.
48) T: There are a lot of birds in the sky?
49) John: And when we leave school, they have a lot of birds on the other side.
50) T: Really!?
51) John. On the other side
52) T: On the other side of school? Where? In the playground?
53)John: No, on the other side of the school.
54) T: On the other side of the school? Do you see them?
55) T: You see them?
56) T: You see them after school?
57) John:
58) T: Do you see them during school? Sometimes?
59) T: Tell, Tell me rather than shaking your head.
60)John: Yes, ma’m.
61)T: O.K.
62)John: And when I go get my friends and then we go play and then we look at 
the birds at over there.
63)T: You go look at the birds?
64) T: What do they...What do you do when you go look at the birds?
65)John: I pet them.
66) T: You pet them?
67) T: Can you catch them?
68) John: No.
69) T: No. You can’t catch them.
70) T: How do you pet them if you can’t catch them?
71) John: I always say my name... remember my name ..and then I go pet them.
72) T: O.K.
73)John: And sometimes they follow me when they are in the air
74) T: Sometimes they follow you when they are in the air, uh, huh.
75) John: When my auntie come and get me at the school, we look up in the air 
and we see birds.
76) T: You see birds?
77) T: What kind of birds do you see up in the sky?
78)John: I see little ones.
79) T: You see little ones. Uhuh.
80) John: And, I see big ones.
81)T: You see big ones and little ones, uhuh.
82)John: And I see medium.
83) T: You see mediums too, O.K.
84)John: And I. . . And I see them when I am at the school.
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85)T: Uhuh. What do they do in the sky?
86) John: They fly.
87) T: Where do you think they are going? Where do you think they are flying 
to?
88) John: To their nests.
89) T: To their nests? Where do you think their nests are?
90)John: They can build them.
91)T: They can build them? They can’t build them? Which one?
92) T: They can or can’t?
93)John: Can’t.
94) T: They can’t. O.K.
95) John: And sometimes they find worms.
96) T: Sometimes they find worms? Where do they find the worms?
97) John: Underground.
98) T: Under the ground? How do they get the worms?
99) John: They try to bite them.
100) T: They try to bite them? O.K.
101) John: And ...they look at dogs..
102) T: They look at dogs? Uhuh.
103) John: And...
104) T: Why do you think they look at dogs?
105) John: Because they think that they’re friends.
106) T: They think that they are their friends. O.K.
107) T: What does a dog do when he sees the bird?
108) John: He try to get them.
109) T: He tries to get them.
110) John: Dogs fight birds.
111) T: Dogs fight birds? What do the birds do when the dogs try to catch them?
112) John: They fly .they fly fast.
113) T: They fly fast, really fast? Uhumm.
114) John: And they lay in their nest so the dog won’t get them.
115) T: Uhum. What do they have on their nests?
116) John: Eggs-
117) T: They have eggs in their nests. What happens to those eggs?
118) John: They .they..hum., crack and the baby birds come out.
119) T: Baby birds come out the eggs? Who put the eggs in the nests?
120) John: They grow one.
121) T: They grow one? The birds grow one?
122) John: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
123) T: And they put it in their nests and than the baby cracks it and comes out.
124) John: (Shook head meaning, Yes.”)
125) T: O.K. What do the baby birds eat?
126) John: Um.. worms.
127) T: They eat worms? Uhuh.
128) John: And they grow up and be like the other birds.
129) T: When they grow up they be like the other birds, O.K.
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130 John: And they fly around with their friends.
131 T: They fly around with their friends, O.K.
132 John: And, sometimes they will look at cats
133
134 T: Sometimes they look at cats.
135 John: And sometimes the cats try to get them.
136 T: Sometimes the cats try to get them.
137 John: And I mean, .try to get them and.
138 T: Uhuh.
139 John: And...
140 T: Can you describe a bird to me?
141 T: When you look at a bird what do you see?
142 John: I see them flying.
143 T: You see them flying. O.K.
144 T: Now, I want you to think of a bird in your mind, O.K. and I want you to 
tell me what you see about that bird.
145 John: I see wings.
146 T: You see wings. O.K.
147 John. I see a head.
148 T: You see a head.
149 John: I see a peak.
150 T: You see a peak, a beak, uhuh.
151 John: And I see a eye.
152 T: I see eyes, O.K.
153 John: I see legs.
154 T: Legs. How many legs do you see?
155 John: Two.
156 T: Two legs, O.K.
157 John: And 1 see toe nails.
158 T: You see toe nails, O.K.
159 John: And I see their tail.
160 T: T.Tail?
161 John: (Shook head meaning, Yes.”)
162 T: O.K.
163 John: And I see the nose
164 T: Nose.
165 John: And the head.
166 T: Uhuh.
167 John: And..sometimes they go in a bird house.
168 T: Sometimes they go in a bird house? What kind of a bird house?
169 John: A bird house with a little hole.
170 T: With a little hole. Some man made bird house? O.K.
171 T: Sometimes they go in there. O.K.
172 John: Sometimes., sometimes they get out of their cage. One time I had a bird 
and it got out of cage.
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173) T: You had a bird one time? And it was in a cage and it got out of cage and
what happened?
174) John: And then It flew out the door.
175) T: It flew out the door?
176) John: I was trying to catch it. I know its name.
177) T: Uhh, you had a name? What was his name?
178) John: Teddy bear.
179) T: Teddy bear?
180) T: Do you still have teddy bear?
181) John: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
182) T: No? What happened to teddy bear?
183) John: It flew out with the other birds.
184) T: It flew away? What kind of a bird was it.
185) John: It was blue and black and white.
186) T. What kind was it?
187) John: It was a ... birds that always listen to me.
188) T: Birds that always listen to you. Did you have one bird or more than one
bird?
189) John: One (showing with a finger.)
190) T: You had only one. What did you do?
191) T: Did you take care of your birds? How did you take care of it?
192) John: I feeded it and then I gave him some water.
193) T: You feeded it and gave him some water. Did you let him come. Was
that a he or a she?
194) John: He.
195) T: That was a he. Did you let him come out of the cage?
196) John: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
197) T: No. But one time the door was open and he flew away, huh?
198) John: (Shookhead meaning,“Yes”)
199) T: Were you upset?
200) John: (Shook head meaning, ‘'No ”)
201) T: You weren’t upset?
202) John: (Shookhead meaning,“N o”)
203) T: You wanted him to be with his friends. That’s what you wanted?
204) John: (Shookhead meaning,“Yes”)
205) T: O.K.
206) John: And somebody left the door open, and I was trying to closed it before he
got out so he got out before I closed it.
207) T: He did, huh. Is your dad going to get you another bird?
208) John: I don’t know.
209) T: You don’t know. Did you ask for it?
210) John: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.)
211) T: O.K. Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds?
212) John: Uhm. Sometimes they use it on the cars.
213) T: Sometimes they use it on the cars, O.K. Why do you think they use it on
the cars?
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214) John: Sometimes they have to use it.
215) T: Uhum. O.K.
216) John: And Sometimes they use it on your head when you are walking,
217) T: Sometimes they use it in your head, O.K.
218) John: And they... they fly around...
219) T: They fly around, uhuh
220) John: With all the birds.
221) T: With all the birds, O.K.
222) John: They play with each other with other birds follow the other one.
223) T: O.K. O.K. Do you have anything else you want to tell me?
224) John: (Shookhead meaning,“N o”)
225) T: O.K. I am going to give you a piece of paper.
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  John -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 7A
1) T: Tell me everything you know about birds. Please talk loudly so I can
hear you and we can hear you in here, too. O.K.
2) John: Birds fly.
3) T: Birds fly.
4) John: They sit on..in the..on the grass.
5) T: They sit what?
6) John: They look in the grass if there are worms.
7) T: They look in the grass, they look at worms. What do they do with the
worms?
8) John: They give them to their little babies.
9) T: They give them to their babies, O.K.
10) John: Uhm..They.. go outside and get some more worms.
11) T: They go outside to get some more worms, O.K.
12) John: Uhmm..they .uhm..sit down for a little while.
13) T: O.K. They sit down for a little while.
14) John: And then they start flying.
15)T: And then they start flying. O.K.
16) John: And then..they..uhm..fly together.
17) T: They fly together, O.K.
18) John: Then the woodpeck..woodpeckers peck on the trees to get little bits of
trees.
19) T: You are so right. The woodpeckers peck on the trees to get little on the
trees. What do you think they eat?
20) John: Uhm...
21) T: What do you think they get from the trees?
22) John: White worms.
23) T: White worms. O.K.
24) John: Uhmm. .they have different colors on their bodies.
25) T: O.K. They have different colors on their bodies. You are so right about
that too.
26) John: And...they..uhm..they.. they fly away when people try to catch them.
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27) T: They fly away when people try to catch them. You are so right. Uhuh.
28)John: Uhm..uhm..Sometimes..I see different birds.
29) T: Sometimes you see different birds. Where do you see the different birds?
30) John: Uhm... Saturday (?) and I saw two red birds and a cardinal in a tree.
31)T: Cardinal in a tree, O.K. You also saw two red birds and a cardinal.
32) John: Uhuh. (Meaning “No”.)
33)T: No. O.K.
34) John: He was in a tree..
35)T: You saw two red birds, a cardinal and a ...
36) John: I said, ‘Two red birds had black things on their wings.
37) T: O.K.
3 8) John: Uhm...
39)T: Black things on where? They had them on their wings?
40)John: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
41)T: O.K. You said two black birds with black things on their wings and then 
a cardinal.
42)John: I saw a Blue Jay.
43) T: And you saw a Blue Jay. All right. What were they doing?
44) John: Looking for food.
45) T: They were looking for food. Do all birds eat worms?
46) John: Shook head meaning, “No.”
47) T: No.
48)John: Some birds eat something else.
49) T: Some birds eat something else. What else? What do some other birds 
eat?
50) John: Like bird food.
51)T: Bird food, uhuh.
52) John: Like the ones that we set up outside.
53) T: Like the ones that we set up outside, yes. If we didn’t set up the bird 
feeders outside, what would they eat?
54) John: Worms.
55) T: Worms. What else?
56)John: Uhm..uhm..some of them eat bug.
57) T: Some of them eat bugs, O.K.
58) John: Uhm..some of them look in trees.
59) T: Some of them look in trees. What do they look in trees for?
60) John: They want to see what’s inside the trees.
61)T: What could be inside the trees?
62) John: Some squirrels live in the trees.
63) T: Uhum. O.K. Do you think the birds will eat squirrels?
64)John: No.
65) T: No.
66) John: White worms.
67) T: White worms, O.K.
68) John: And they will sit on the ground to get worms.
69) T: O.K.
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70)John: Uhum..and they..uh..
71) T: What about the birds that live in the sea or on a lake or by the river? 
What about those kinds of birds?
72) John: Um...um...
73) T: What would they eat?
74)John: Worms (Laughing).
75) T: Worms, too. They will eat worms? What about a pelican?
76) John: Eat fish.
77) T: Eat fish? O.K.
78) John: Uhm..some birds eat fish, too.
79) T: Some birds eat fish. You are very right about that.
80) John: Uhm..at night you can’t see birds.
81)T: At night you can’t see birds. O.K.
82) John: Uhm..when I went to McDonalds, I went outside and I saw one Blue Jay.
83) T: Which bird is your favorite?
84)John: Uhm..Blue Jay.
85)T: Blue Jay, O.K. You like Blue Jay the most, O.K. Have you ever seen any 
birds anywhere else?
86)John: Uhm..where ever I go I see birds.
87) T: Where ever you go you see birds. Where do you see the birds?
88) John: In the sky.
89) T: In the sky.
90) John: In the grass.
91)T: In the grass.
92) John: In the trees.
93) T: In the trees.
94) John: Sometimes I can’t see birds when I go in the trees.
95) T: Oh, All right.
96) John: Because they be covered up.
97) T: They be covered up. Why do you think they be covered up?
98)John: Because they don’t want nobody to see them.
99) T: Because they don’t want anybody to see them. Why do you think they 
don’t want anybody to see them?
100) John: Because they might get their food.
101) T: Because they might get their food. Uhuh.
102) John: and...uhm...
103) T: Where do those birds live?
104) John: In the trees.
105) T: In the trees.
106) John: And they build nests for live in.
107) T: And they build nests to live in, uhuh,
108) John: Some know how to build nests because when I go outside I could see.
109) T: Wow, They build a house. Why? If they build a house they might come 
and use that house, you are right.
110) John: And I see all different kinds of birds. And..
111) T: When you see all diffrent kinds of birds, how are they differen?
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112) John: Because they .some blue, some red.
113) T: Some blue some red, uhuh
114) John: Yellow
115) T: Yellow.
116) John: Brown.
117) T: Brown.
118) John: Black
119) T: Black
120) John: Purple
121) T: Purple, you are right.
122) John: Blue
123) T: Blue and what else?
124) John: Gray
125) T: Gray. Colors might be different. How else might they be different?
126) John: They...
127) T: What about a pelican and a blue jay?
128) John: Uhm. Pelican is white, blue jay is blue
129) T: Besides the color what else is different.
130) John: Color..
131) T: Color is different what else is different
132) John: Pelican’s beak is longer than the Blue Jay’s beak.
133) T: You are right. Pelican’s beak is longer than the Blue Jay’s beak. What 
else is?
134) John: Uhm... Blue jay and cardinal is the same size.
135) T: They are kind of the same size. Blue Jay and cardinal are about the same 
size.
136) John: Uhm. . . Pelican and Blue Jay cardinal. . . pelican longer than the Blue Jay 
and cardinal.
137) T: You are right. Pelican longer than the Blue Jay and the cardinal, O.K.
138) John: And then...they..uhm..
139) T. John, What do all birds have?
140) John: Feathers.
141) T: They all have feathers. What else do they all have?
142) John: Wings.
143) T: Wings.
144) John: Head.
145) T: Head.
146) John: Body.
147) T: Body.
148) John: Tail.
149) T: Tail
150) John: Uhm..feet
151) T: Feet. How many feet?
152) John: I don’t know.
153) T: You don’t know how many feet they have? Do they have two feet, four 
feet,...
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154) John: Two feet
155) T: Six feet, eight feet, ten feet.
156) John: Two feet.
157) T: Two feet. O.K. Do they have legs?
158) John: No.
159) T: They don’t have legs? They just have feet?
160) John: They have a little leg.
161) T: They have a little leg. Some have a little leg. You are right.
162) John: And they .a bird. I saw the leg.
163) T: You are very right about that too. Now, Lets’ think. Uhh..What else
about birds?
164) John: Uhm...sometimes they will be hungry
165) T: They will be hungry, uhuh.
166) John: You put a bird feeder up they might come for eat some.
167) T: If you put a bird feeder up, they might come and eat some, you are right.
168) John: And they have come out there to eat over there at the birdfeeder, eating
when I went to the bathroom.
169) T: When you went to the bathroom last time, you saw a bird eating at the
birdfeeder. What kind of a bird was it?
170) John: I couldn’t see it.
171) T. You couldn’t see it. It was hiding? Was in the back?
172) John: (Laughed)
173) T: What did you see? What part did you see?
174) John: His head, his beak.
175) T: You saw the head and the beak, O.K. Somebody didn’t have to tell you,
huh, Did you have your binoculars with you?
176) John: No.
177) T: O.K. Uh, Where do birds come from?
178) John: Uhm. . out their mama.
179) T: Out their mama. How do they come out their mama?
180) John: They stand in the egg and egg crack.
181) T: They stand in the egg, and they crack and they come out, O.K. So,
mamas do what to have babies?
182) John: Uhm..gottogetbig.
183) T: Mama’s got to get big, O.K. And uh..let’s see.. What do you think about
the birds that we have in the classroom?
184) John: They laid eggs.
185) T: They laid eggs, all right.
186) John: They laid (?) four eggs.
187) T: Uhuh.
188) John: And we have four eggs beginning to hatch. ...Birds...we don’t have...I
could see...
189) John: And they five.
190) T: Five, O .K. We might have five birds at the end, uhh. What kind of birds
are they the ones that we have in the classroom?
191) John: Doves.
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192) T: Those are doves, O.K. Do they live outside?
193) John: Inside.
194) T: Do all birds live inside?
195) John: Some live outside.
196) T: Some live outside and some live inside. What about the ones that live
inside, where do those birds come from?
197) John: The pet shop.
198) T: They come from the pet shop, O.K. At the Pet Shop, where do they come
from?
199) John: Uhh...
200) T: If the Pet Shop has some birds and they want to have more birds, how do
they get more birds?
201) John: Uhm... Try to get a bird from outside.
202) T: Maybe, if they..
203) John: If the birds didn’t looking.
204) T: No, not really, they can’t do that. Do you remember Dr. Mitchell said
that is illegal. I think they go buy them from other countries, right? But 
if they are not buying them from other countries and they want to have
babies and babies and babies at their store, how would they have babies?
205) John: Uh..
206) T: Where would the babies come from?
207) John: Their mama’s stomach.
208) T: Their mama’s stomach.. and does the mama give birth?
209) John. Uh..
210) T: Does the mama give birth?
211) John: (Shook head meaning “No ”)
212) T: No? How do they..
213) John: She just try to lay them.
214) T: She just tries to lay what?
215) John: Eggs.
216) T: Eggs. O.K. So, she lays eggs and the baby birds come from that. So if
you want to have more and more and more of those what do you need.
217) John: They need to keep laying eggs.
218) T: They need to keep laying eggs. You are very right about that. All
right .when you go to places, different places, do you see birds at 
different places?
219) John:
220) T: What else, where, where else can you see birds?
221) John: When I...all in the sky.
222) T: All in the clouds, O.K. If you don’t go. .If you are not outside and if you
are visiting some place in Louisiana or another State what other place 
could have birds in there.
223) John: Uhm, over the city
224) T: Over the city, O.K.
225) John: Uhm... when I go to my mama house and when she take me outside I see
a whole bunch of birds.
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226) T: You see a bunch of birds, O.K. All right.
227) John: I saw a little teeny weeny bird.
228) T: You saw a teeny weeny bird. What could that be?
229) John: A teeny weeny baby Blue Jay.
230) T: You saw a teeny weeny bird. John, do all birds fly?
231) John: Some take a little rest in flying.
232) T: Some birds what?
233) John: A rest. Sit down for a little while.
234) T. Sit down for a little while.
235) John: And then fly.
236) T: O.K. Are there any birds that cannot fly?
237) John: Baby birds.
238) T: Baby birds cannot fly.
239) John: Uhm..uhm dogs can’t fly.
240) T: Dogs?
241) John: can’t fly.
242) T: You are right but we are talking about birds. Are there any birds that
cannot fly and don’t fly?
243) John- A penguin.
244) T: A penguin. Anything else?
245) John: Uhm. . baby chicks.
246) T: Baby chicks.
247) John: Uhm. A baby dove.
248) T: A baby dove.
249) John: A baby blue jay.
250) T: A baby blue jay.
251) John: A baby cardinal.
252) T: A baby cardinal.
253) John: A baby pelican.
254) T: A baby pelican, O.K. Uh.. Anything else you want to tell me about
birds?
255) John: Uhm.. .uhm.. sometimes when I go outside I see a whole bunch of birds.
256) T: You see a whole bunch of birds, O.K.
257) John: The last time when we were at school we saw a whole bunch of birds.
258) T: Yes, we did. All right.
259) John: We saw two different birds and one was white, blue and brown and gray
and black.
260) T: O.K. White, red and brown and black.
261) John: Uhm..they was looking for food and (another child’s name) had scared
them away.
262) T: (Another child’s name) scared them away, O.K.
263) John: Uhm..They came back when (another child’s name) came, went inside.
264) T: Ohh! Came back when (another child’s name) came back inside. O.K.
265) John: I was still looking at it.
266) T: You were looking at it. Good Job! All right!
267) John: And...
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268) T: Do you like birds?
269) John: Uhuh.
270) T: O.K. You like birds. What do you like about birds?
271) John: Sometimes they come close to me
272) T: Sometimes they come close to you and that’s what you like.
273) John: Shook head.
274) T: O.K.
275) John: Uh..uh.. That one time I had a bird, he flew away.
276) T: Yes, you told me about your bird, when you had your bird and forgot the
cage door open and it flew away.
277) John: And..and the last time he was in the house. When he went outside, he
flew away.
278) T: He flew away, O K All right. Anything else?
279) John: No.
280) T: O.K. John. (Proceeded w/Circle the birds.)
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Appendix U
Case 10: Joshua -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview TranscriDt -  Joshua -  January 10. 2000 - Taoe IB
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) Joshua: I know they fly.
3) T. You know they fly. O.K.
4) Joshua: And they lay eggs.
5) T: They lay eggs.
6) Joshua: And they fly around.
7) T: They fly around, what else.
8) Joshua. They watch stuff.
9) T: They watch stuff.
10) Joshua: On the trees.
11)T: On the trees, O.K. Where do they live Joshua?
12) Joshua: In the tree.
13)T: O.K. Where do they live in the tree?
14) Joshua: In..on a nest.
15)T: On a nest. Where did that nest come from?
16) Joshua: From the tree.
17) T: From the tree. The tree makes the nest?
18) Joshua: God.
19) T: God. God makes the nest?
20) Joshua: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
21)T: O.K. And, they live in the nest?
22) Joshua: Yes, ma’am.
23) T: The birds live in the nest and they lay their eggs in the nest or where do 
the eggs come from?
24)Joshua: They just lay them.
25) T: They just lay them. Who lays them?
26) Joshua: The mama.
27) T: The mama lays the eggs?
28) Joshua. (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
29) T: O.K. And then what happens. The eggs are in the nest. Then what 
happens?
30) Joshua: They start to hatch.
3l)T: Uhuh.
32) Joshua: And then the baby birds come
33)T: Uhuh.
34) Joshua: Out of the eggs.
35)T: Uhuh.
36) Joshua: And their mama teach them stuff
37) T: Their mama teach them stuff What kind of stuff does their mama teach?
38) Joshua: Fly.
39) T: How to fly and what else?
40) Joshua: When they get big.
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41)T: Uhuh.
42) Joshua: And they grow up.
43) T: And they grow up and then what else?
44) Joshua: They start to fly.
45) T: They start to fly and then.
46)Joshua: uuh. They do what their mama do.
47) T: Their mama.
48) Joshua: They.
49) T: What does their mama do?
50) Joshua: They fly. And fly everywhere their mama fly.
51)T: O.K. Their mama fly, what else?
52) Joshua: And they go .. .and then they go...they mama...I mean they go and find 
them a house.
53) T: They go and find them a house. O.K. Now. I want you to think of a 
picture of a bird in your mind. Can you do that?
54) Joshua: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
55) T: Now, tell me about that bird. What do you see?
56) Joshua: Birds flying.
57) T: O.K. You see a bird flying. How is that bird flying?
58)Joshua: In the sky.
59) T: In the sky. How?
60) Joshua: Flapping their wings like that (showing)
61)T: Flapping their wings like that. O.K. What else does that bird have?
62)Joshua: uuh... they fly on the cars
63) T: They do what?
64) Joshua: Uh. they fly .I mean over the cars.
65) T: They fly over the cars, O.K.
66)Joshua: They fly anywhere.
67) T: Uhuh. Now I want you to describe me a bird. Can you describe me a 
bird?
68) Joshua: (Shrugged shoulders.)
69) T: O.K. What does a bird look like?
70)Joshua: Uuh. I don’t know.
71)T: O.K. Can you tell me more about what a bird has?
72) Joshua: A daddy.
73) T: A bird has a daddy. And what else.
74)Joshua: Uuh... children.
75) T: A bird has children.
76) Joshua: Teeth.
77) T: Teeth? Like teeth like this (showing my teeth.)
78) Joshua: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
79) T: O.K.
80) Joshua: And they... they got some.. .they... if you touch them they go poke you.
81)T: If you touch them they will poke you. Did you ever see a bird?
82) Joshua: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
83) T: Where did you see the bird?
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84)Joshua: Uuh. In my house.
85) T: In your house. Do you have a bird in your house?
86) Joshua: (Shook head meaning, “No.”) My friend has have a parrot in their
house.
87) T: Your friend has a parrot in their house. Where is the parrot?
88)Joshua: In they house.
89) T: In their house, where?
90) Joshua: They be flying around.
91)T: It just.. .the parrot is just inside the house... they’re just flying ? Where
does the parrot live in the house?
92) Joshua: In the cage.
93) T: In a cage. What does the parrot eat?
94) Joshua: Some uuh seeds.
95) T: O.K. Seeds. What about all the other birds. What do they eat?
96) Joshua: I don’t know (shrugged shoulders).
97) T: O.K. That’s O.K. Sometimes we don’t know them. When you look at a
bird what do you see?
98) Joshua: I... (shrugged shoulders).
99) T: You look at them and you see and you say “ohh! this bird has a ...”
100) Joshua: Egg.
101) T: Egg, what else?
102) Joshua: Children.
103) T: Children, what else?
104) Joshua: I don’t know.
105) T: Where do the birds come from?
106) Joshua: In their nest.
107) T: They come from a nest? O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about
birds?
108) Joshua: (Shook head meaning, ‘N o.”)
109) T: No. O.K. (Proceeded with circle the birds sheet)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Joshua -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 7B
1) T: We want to talk about birds again. Can you tell me everything you know
about birds? Everything you learned about birds.
2) Joshua: Birds have long beaks and they have feathers.
3) T: They have long beaks and they have feathers. Do all birds have long
beaks?
4) Joshua. (Shook head ‘N o ”)
5) T: No.
6) Joshua: Some birds have short beaks.
7) T: Some birds have short beaks, O.K.
8) Joshua: Some birds are all birds different colors.
9) T. All birds are different colors, uhuh. What do they do with their beaks?
10) Joshua: Uhum.uhum
11) T: Uhum..what do they do with their beaks?
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12)Joshua: They .uhm..when they..uh..when they fly uh..across the water they catch 
fishes and they..they..uh they carry them with..with their uh..with their 
claws and when they..when they get to the tree, they..uhm..they peck 
them.
13)T: They peck them, O.K. All right. They use their beaks to do what? To do 
what?
14)Joshua: Uhh...
15)T: They use their beaks to do what?
16)Joshua: Eat. Uh....
17)T: They’ve got fish. What are they going to do with the fish?
18)Joshua: Eat them.
19) T: Eat them. O.K. They are going to eat them. O.K. Do they eat fish? Do all 
birds eat fish?
20) Joshua: (Shook head meaning “No ”)
21)T: No. What do they eat?
22) Joshua: Yeah! Some birds eat fish.
23) T: Some birds eat fish. You are right. What about the other birds? The ones 
that don’t eat fish. What do they eat?
24)Joshua: Some..uhm...uhm...eat uhm...bugs.
25) T: Some eat bugs, O.K. What else?
26) Joshua: Some eat beetles.
27) T: Some eat beetles, O.K.
28)Joshua: Uhm.. Worms.
29) T: Some eat worms.
30) Joshua: And some eat .uhm..uhm..eat..some birds could eat uhm..
31) T: That’s O.K. Uhm..What is your favorite bird?
32)Joshua: A. , a brown pelican.
33)T: A brown pelican. A brown pelican is your favorite bird. What do all 
birds have?
34) Joshua: Beaks.
35)T: And.
36)Joshua: Feathers
37) T: Feathers. What else?
38) Joshua: And claws.
39) T: And claws, what else?
40) Joshua: And eyes.
41)T: And what?
42) Joshua: Eyes.
43) T: Eyes. Anything else? They have claws, eyes, beaks, feathers, anything 
else?
44) Joshua: No, ma’am.
45) T: Nothing? Nothing else?
46) Joshua: Uhm.. They have different kind of colored heads.
47) T: They have different kinds of colored heads. O.K.
48) Joshua: They got different kinds of colored..
49) T: Should they have...
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50) Joshua: And they fly different kinds of shapes.
51) T: They fly different kinds of shape. That is a good observation, Joshua.
O.K. Do..Are all birds the same shape?
52) Joshua: Some birds like triangles.
53) T: Some shapes are kind of like triangles. All right.
54) Joshua: And they fly..some birds fly together.
55)T: Uhuh. Some birds fly together and some birds fly..
56) Joshua: In a straight line.
57) T: In a straight line. You are right.
58) Joshua: And some birds fly anywhere.
59) T: And some birds fly anywhere. Where do birds come from?
60) Joshua: Nests.
61) T: Nests. They come from nests? Do some of them show up in nests? How
do they come?
62) Joshua: Uh..fly.
63) T: They fly, O.K. Where do baby birds come from?
64) Joshua: Eggs.
65) T. They come from egg. Where do the eggs come from?
66) Joshua: Uh. .Their mama bird, I mean the female lay the egg.
67) T: O.K. The female lay the egg. O.K. Then what happens?
68) Joshua: And when it starts to rock uhm. .starts to (?), it starts to hatch.
69) T: It starts to hatch, O.K. How do they hatch?
70) Joshua: The chickens that go rock side to side and when they are. when they are
ready to break it gonna hatch.
71) T: O.K. All right. Uh. Have you ever seen a bird?
72) Joshua: (Shook head meaning “Yes.”)
73) T: Where?
74) Joshua: I seen a blackbird with beak. It’s., it’s a rainbow bird but it’s got black
on it wing.
75) T: O.K. So rainbow bird that’s got black on it. O.K. Where did you see it?
76) Joshua: At my house.
77) T: At your house. You were inside or outside?
78) Joshua: Outside.
79) T: You were outside and where was the bird?
80) Joshua: Up..up in the tree.
81) T: Up in the tree. O.K. Where do the nests come from?
82) Joshua: The..the birds..uhm..the birds uhm..build their nest.
83) T: The birds build their nest. How do they build their nest?
84) Joshua: Some build their nest uh..woods.
85) T: Some build it out of wood, O.K.
86) Joshua: Some build it out of ..uhm..I think some birds build it out of...
87) T: Uhuh.
88) Joshua: the. .uhm.. some birds build it out of uhm..
89) T: Straws?
90)Joshua:
91) T: Straws? O.K.
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92) Joshua:
93) T:
94) Joshua:
95) T:
96) Joshua:
97) T:
98) Joshua:
99) T:
100) Joshua:
101) T:
102) Joshua:
103) T:
104) Joshua:
105) T:
106) Joshua:
107) T:
108) Joshua:
109) T:
110) Joshua:
111) T:
112) Joshua:
113) T:
114) Joshua:
115) T:
116) Joshua:
117) T:
118) Joshua:
119) T:
120) Joshua:
121) T:
122) Joshua:
123) T:
124) Joshua:
125) T:
126) Joshua:
127) T:
Straws. Some build it out of sticks and..
Some build it out of straws, some build it out of sticks. Do they use 
anything else?
And wood.
And wood.
Some build their house uh..up...some live up in the uh..up in the nests 
and some don’t.
Some live up in the nests some don’t. You are right. What do the other 
ones that don’t live in the nest do?
Fly.
They fly. Do all birds fly?
(Shook head meaning “No.”)
Some don’t fly?
When..when a wing missing they don’t fly.
When they don’t have a wing, when they have a wing missing they 
don’t fly. You are right. Are there any birds that don’t fly at all? 
(Shook head meaning “Yes.”)
Like what?
Oh, Yeah! Some birds, all birds fly.
All birds fly? Every one of them? O.K. Can you think of any one that 
might not fly?
A dove.
A dove?
Oh, Yeah. Doves..doves do fly. A duck.
A duck? A duck doesn’t fly?
A baby chick.
A baby chick.
And that’s all.
And that’s all. O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds? 
Uhum. Birds lay eggs.
Birds lay eggs you are right. Are all eggs the same?
(Shook head meaning “No ”)
No.
Some eggs different.
Some eggs are different. How are they different?
All of the eggs is different colors.
Some are different colors, you are right. And how else?
All of them is not white.
All of them are not white, you are right. Anything else?
(Shook head meaning “No.”)
No. O.K. Joshua (Proceeded to circle the birds.)
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Appendix V
Case 11: Judith -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Judith -  January 10. 2000 - Tape 1A
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8) 
9) 
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
T: Tell me everything you know about birds.
Judith: They eat cheese
T: They eat cheese.
Judith: And they eat...they go outside and they use the bathroom.
T: They go outside and use the bathroom. From where do they go outside?
Judith: They go anywhere to go use the bathroom.
T: They go anywhere to use the bathroom. O.K. What else?
Judith: They eat.. they eat some.. they eat bread.
T: Uhuh.
Judith: They eat anything.
T: They eat anything. Uhuh.
Judith: And then they fly.
T: Uhuh.
Judith And they have a lot of birds with them.
T: Uhuh.
Judith: And...that’s all I know.
T: This is what I want you to do. I want you to think of a picture of a bird.
Think of a bird in your mind. You see it in your mind.
Judith: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
T: O.K. Now I want you to tell me about that bird that’s in your mind right
now.
Judith: He’s flying.
T: He’s flying
Judith: He is eating.
T: He is eating. How is he eating?
Judith: He is eating with his mouth.
T: He is eating with his mouth. O.K. So he has a mouth?
Judith: No.
T. He doesn’t have a mouth?
Judith: I don’t know. I’ve never seen birds with their mouth.
T: You’ve never seen birds with their mouth before? What do they have?
Judith: They have.. .they have.. (w?)
T: They have what?
Judith: Wings.
T: They have wings.
Judith: They have a tail
T: They have a tail.
Judith: They have some eyes.
T: They have eyes. How many eyes do they have?
Judith: Two
T: Two. O.K.
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40) Judith:
41) T:
42) Judith:
43) T:
44) Judith:
45) T:
46) Judith:
47) T:
48) Judith:
49) T:
50) Judith?
51) T:
52) Judith:
53) T:
54) Judith:
55) T:
56) Judith:
57) T:
58) Judith:
59) T:
60) Judith
61) T:
62) Judith:
63) T:
64) Judith.
65) T.
66) Judith:
67) T:
68) Judith:
69) T:
70) Judith:
71) T:
72) Judith:
73) T:
74) Judith:
75) T:
76) Judith:
77) T:
78) Judith:
79) T:
80) Judith:
81) T:
82) Judith:
83) T:
They have a...they have a...I think a nose.
O.K. They might have a nose. O.K.
Uuu...
But you say they don’t have a mouth.
(Shook head meaning, “No.”)
If they don’t have a mouth, how will they eat?
I think they eat with their nose.
You think they eat with their nose. O.K.
Uhm. I think they got some leeegs.
They got some what? 
leeegs.
leeegs. legs. legs. O.K. They got some legs.
They got some...
How many legs do they have?
Two.
They have two legs.
They have some., oops . uhh.. they arms.
They have arms.
They’re skinny.
They are skinny. Are all birds skinny?
No, their arms are skinny.
Their arms are skinny, O.K.
And, They have maybe fingernails.
Could have fingernails, long fingernails?
Right there, like that (showing)
Right there, like that, This long?
Not that long.
Not that long? O.K.
And they got a ...I forgot what it is...what is... It is the thing that go that 
go when they go like this and that’s., it is that thing they go and the other 
part
What other part?
The other part under...
The other part on their arm.
Under.
Under the arm?
I don’t know what it is but that’s all I know about birds. And...
Uhuh. Have you ever seen a bird?
(Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
Where?
In an animal..uu.zoo.
Did you see them at the zoo? Do you have a bird at home?
(Shook head meaning, “No ”)
No. Where do the birds live?
Uh. They live in their ... I forgot.. uh..farm.
Huh. They live in a farm?
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84) Judith: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
85) T: O.K. What do they eat?
86) Judith: They eat bird food.
87) T: Bird food.
88) T: Where do they come from?
89) Judith: They come from Louisiana.
90) T: They come from Louisiana. O.K. What about the baby birds? Where do 
they come from?
91) Judith: The baby birds and the mama birds?
92) T: Uhuh.
93) Judith: I think the baby.. .The baby birds live with their mama
94) T: Uhuh. Where do they live?
95) Judith: At the farm
96) T: O.K. Is that all you know about birds?
97) Judith: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”) Yes, ma’am.
98) T: Anything else you can think of?
99) Judith: (Shookhead meaning,“N o”)
100) T: No ma’am. O.K.
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Judith -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 7B& 8B
1) T: Tell me everything you know about birds.
2) Judith: They fly.
3) T: They fly.
4) Judith: They .they use the bathroom sometimes.
5) T: They use the bathroom sometimes, O.K.
6) Judith: And they play with little children.
7) T: They play with little children, they do?
8) Judith: No. They play with each other.
9) T. They play with each other. You know what, when your fingers are in 
your mouth, I just understand it separately totally differently, O.K.
10) Judith: Yes, Ma’am.
11) T: All right. They play with each other, all right!
12) Judith: They..they go all the way to North.
13)T: They go North, Uhuh.
14) Judith: And they eat.
15)T: They eat. What do they eat?
16) Judith: They eat bird food.
17) T: Bird food. What else?
18) Judith: They eat dog food.
19) T: They eat dog food. What else?
20) Judith: They eat fishes.
21)T: Fishes.
22) Judith: They eat cat food.
23) T: Cat food. Uhuh.
24) Judith: They eat bread.
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25) T: Bread.
26) Judith: Meat.
27) T: Meat.
28) Judith: People’s skin..
29) T: People’s skin. They will eat people’s skin?
30) Judith: I saw a black bird eat it.
31) T: Where will they fin. .bu. .where will they find people skin?
32) Judith: No. It is chicken skin.
33) T: Oh! It is skin chicken, O.K. You saw a blackbird eating skin chicken?
34) Judith:
35) T: O.K.
36) Judith: Eat food.
37) T: O.K.
38) Judith: And they eat sometimes they..be they be they poke the wall.
39) T: Sometimes with their feet they will poke the wall, uhuh. what kind of a
bird would poke the wall?
40) Judith: Uh.. a peck.. a woodpecker.
41) T: A woodpecker, O.K.
42) Judith: I don’t know my daddy saw.
43) T: Where do birds come from?
44) Judith: Uh.. Louisiana.
45) T: Louisiana. O.K. What about the baby birds?
46) Judith: The baby birds, they come out of egg, their eggs.
47) T: They come out of their egg. Where do the eggs come from?
48) Judith: Uhum. The store where they got the packs and the eggs in them and the
birds come out.
49) T: Yes, but where do the eggs come from?
50) Judith: The store.
51) T: The store? Do we get the eggs from the store?
52) Judith. Sometimes.
53) T: What about the doves in our classroom, where do their eggs come from?
54) Judith: (made a gesture meaning she doesn’t know.)
55) T: You don’t know? You never asked.
56) Judith: I know.
57) T: Uhuh..Which bird is your favorite bird?
58) Judith: Blue Jay.
59) T: Blue Jay is your favorite.
60) Judith: I saw one at my house.
61) T: You saw one at your house. Where do you see birds?
62) Judith: When I go outside.
63) T: Uhuh.
64) Judith: I see a blue Jay every time.
65) T: Every time you see a blue Jay.
66) Judith: Then I see a woodpecker pecking on my window.
67) T: You do. O.K.
68) Judith: But it can’t do it.
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69) T: All right, now, What I want you do is, I want you to do is tell me 
whether all birds have., uhhh.. what do all birds have?
70) Judith: Beaks.
71) T: Beaks. What else?
72) Judith: Eyes.
73) T: Eyes.
74) Judith: Hair.
75) T: Hair.
76) Judith: Feathers I mean
77) T:
78) Judith:
Feathers you mean not hair, huh.
79) T: O.K. we have feathers, beaks, wings, eyes, you tell me.
80) Judith: They got feathers, wings, eyes, claws,..
8l)T: Claws, Uhuh.
82) Judith: And they have fingers.
83)T: Fingers. How many fingers?
84) Judith: Four.
85) T: Four, O.K. What else?
86) Judith: And then they have. , legs? A leg.
87) T: A leg. They have one leg?
88) Judith: 1 said a neck.
89) T: A neck. I’m sorry, uhuh.
90) Judith: And that’s all.
9l)T: That’s all. O.K. Uhhm .where do they live?
92) Judith: In Louisiana.
93) T: They live in Louisiana. All birds live in Louisiana?
94) Judith: Some birds live..uh..south.
95) T: Some birds live south. Can you take your fingers off your mouth? Some 
birds live south but where do they live, where do they go at night?
96) Judith: They come to people house.
97) T: They live in people’s houses.
98) Judith: I say they come to people house in trees.
99) T: They come to people houses, in the trees, they live in the trees?
100) Judith: Sometimes they come in the trees.
101) T: Where do they live in the tree?
102) Judith: They have their nestes in the tree.
103) T: They have their nests in the tree.
104) Judith: I saw a nest.
105) T: You saw a nest.
106) Judith: That was a Blue Jay nest.
107) T: That was a Blue Jay nest? Did you see anything else inside?
108) Judith: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
109) T: What was inside?
110) Judith: A baby chick come out.
111) T: Really. You saw the baby chicks in there, too. How many baby chicks?
112) Judith: I don’t know.
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113) T: You don’t know. Who built the nest?
114) Judith: U?
115) T: Where did the nest come from?
116) Judith: They built, .they find the materials and make it.
117) T: They find the materials, what kind of materials do they find?
118) Judith: Sticks.
119) T: Uhuh.
120) Judith: Uhm.. leaves.
121) T: Leaves.
122) Judith: Grass.
123) T: Grass.
124) Judith: And that’s all.
125) T: That’s all. O.K. All right. Anything else you want to tell me about birds?
126) Judith: Yes, ma’am.
127) T: Tell me.
128) Judith: They..they always come by people’s house.
129) T: Uhuh.
130) Judith: And they lay, getting in the trees making them noise.
131) T: Oh! They make noises, huh. What kinds of noises?
132) Judith: I saw a red bird..that’s a red
133) T: You saw a red bird?
134) Judith: With ...
135) T: Do you know what those noises are called?
136) Judith: I heard a cock-a-doodle-doo.
137) T: You heard a cock-a-doodle-doo?
138) Judith: And I outside, I said mama what’s that noise. She said, “Well cock-a-
doodle-doo, what do you think it is?”
139) T: Ouhh! What makes the cock-a-doodle-doo?
140) Judith: Huhh?
141) T: What kind of birds make that?
142) Judith: Like crow.
143) T: Crow.
144) Judith: I mean chicken
145) T: Chicken, O.K. Anything else?
146) Judith:
147) T: No... .What do all birds do?
148) Judith: They fly.
149) T: They fly. Do all birds fly? All of them? Are there any birds that don’t
fly?
150) Judith:
151) T: What.
152) Judith: Peacock don’t.
153) T: Peacocks don’t fly? What else? Are there any others?
154) Judith:
155) T: What?
156) Judith: Uhum.. ostrich don’t fly.
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157) T: Ostriches don’t fly. You are right, anything else?
158) Judith:
159) T: No. O.K. Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds?
160) Judith: I know chickens don’t fly.
161) T: Chickens don’t fly you are right, but they are birds right? O.K.
162) Judith: And..that’s all.
163) T: That’s all, O.K. All right! (Proceeded to circle the birds.)
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Appendix VI 
Judith’s Writing Samples
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Appendix W
Case 12: Judy -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Judv -  January 11. 2000 - Tape 2 A
1) T: What I want you to do is, I want you to tell me everything you know
about birds.
2) Judy: Birds fly.
3) T: Uhuh.
4) Judy: They stand in their nests sometimes.
5) T: They stand in their nests sometimes.
6) Judy: They are scared of people.
7) T: They are scared of people.
8) Judy: Because when I am about to touch one, they be flying away from me.
9) T: Uhuh. Why do you think they are scared of people?
10) Judy: Because they think people like birds.
I I)T: Because they think people like birds.
12) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
13)T: Uhuh.
14) Judy: And people want to touch birds.
15)T: Uhuh. Why do you think people want to touch birds?
16) Judy: Because they look pretty.
17)T: Because they look pretty. Uhuh.
18) Judy: And ... and they want to have one.
19) T: They want to have one. O.K.
20) Judy: They want to play with them.
21)T: They want to play with them.
22) Judy: Sometimes they will take them outside.
23) T: Sometimes they will take them outside.
24) Judy: And put them in a cage.
25) T: Put them in a cage. Uhuh.
26) Judy: Feed them.
27) T: Feed them. Uhuh.
28) Judy: Their eggs.
29) T: Their, .they feed them their eggs?
30) Judy: They eat eggs.
31) T: They eat eggs in their nest. Uhuh. What do people feed the birds?
32) Judy: Anv kind of food, like eggs.
33)T: Anv kind of food like eggs. Uhuh.
34) Judy: Stuff that’s good for them.
35)T: Stuff that’s good for them. Uhuh. What kind of stuff is good for birds?
36) Judy: Eggs-
37) T: Eggs.
3 8) Judy: Food.
39) T: Food. Uhuh Uhuh.
40) Judy: They like to play with animals.
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41)T: They like to play animals .wh..the birds like to play with animals? What 
kind of animals do birds like to play with?
42) Judy: Little animals like them.
43) T: Little animals like what?
44) Judy: Little animals like the birdses is, they like to play with them.
45) T: O.K. Uhuh. Where do the birds live?
46) Judy: In a tree.
47) T: In a tree. Uhuh.
48) Judy: They sleep in their nests.
49) T: They sleep in their nests.
50) Judy: And if they want they cook them some food.
51)T: They cook them some food. How do they cook?
52) Judy: They crack them some eggs.
53) T: Uhuh.
54) Judy: And little birds come out.
55) T: They crack some eggs and little birds come out and they cook those little 
birds?
56) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
57) T: Do they eat the little birds?
58) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
59) T: No.
60) T: If they cook the little birds, what do they do with the little birds?
61) Judy: They must..they must be their baby.
62)1: They must be' their baby. Uhuh.
63) T: How do they cook in their nest?
64) Judy: On the stove.
65) T: On the stove. They have a stove in their nest?
66) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
67) T: How big is their nest?
68) Judy: That b'\g.(Showed with hands, approximately a foot.)
69) T: That big. And a stove fits in there?
70) Judy: A little one.
71)T: A little one. O.K.
72) Judy: Kia went out the gate and she tried to catch a bird and the bird flew away 
from her.
73) T: Uhuh. Who. .who tried to do that?
74) Judy: Kiera.
75) T: Kiera. O.K. Have you ever seen a bird?
76) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
77) T: Where did you see a bird?
78) Judy: I saw a lot of them flying.
79) T: You saw a lot of them flying.
80) Judy: Like one dalmation.
8l)T: One dalmation?
82) Judy: 100 dalmations.
83) T: You saw them in 100 dalmations.
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84) Judy: Uh..They...They had yellow right here.
85) T: They had...
86) Judy: They had yellow right here on their back.
87) T: On their back.
88) Judy: I say Titi what’s them yellows on one. She said birds don’t have that 
kind of back.
89) T: Uhuh.
90) Judy: Then she said those are birds.
91)T: Can you describe a bird for me.
92) Judy: Make the noise?
93) T: You can make the noise if you want to make the noise. What kind of 
noise do birds make?
94) Judy: No answer.
95) T: Can you make their noise?
96) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
97) T: No? O.K. I want you to think of a picture of a bird in your mind. O.K. 
Do you see a picture of a bird in your mind?
98) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
99) T: No. Can you.. can you make yourself see a picture of a bird?
100) Judy: I don’t know how?
101) T: Huh?
102) Judy: I don’t know how.
103) T: You don’t know how? O.K. Let’s pretend that we have a bird right in 
front of us here. O.K... When you look at that bird what would you see?
104) Judy: His wings.
105) T: His wings. How many wings does that bird have?
106) Judy: Two.
107) T: O.K. What else does it have?
108) Judy: Face.
109) T: Face. What else?
110) Judy: A back.
111) T: A back.
112) Judy: Back of stuff.
113) T: A what?
114) Judy: Back of stuff.
115) T: Like a stop?
116) Judy: Back of stuff sit on a grow.
117) T: Like a back of stuff and to sit on a ground, huh.
118) Judy: Ground.
119) T: Ground, O.K. What else.
120) Judy: They can get back up and they can start.
121) T: They can get back up.
122) Judy: They can start back up flying.
123) T: They can start back flying. What do they use to sit on the floor and get 
up to fly?
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124) Judy: They sit down and they put their wings up, and when they want to fly
they put their wings back up.
125) T: They put their wings back up. Is that how they stand up?
126) Judy: (shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
127) T: O.K. What else do they have? They have a back. They have face.
128) Judy: They have a. , some eyes.
129) T: They have some eyes. How many eyes do they have?
130) Judy: Two.
131) T: Two eyes. What else do they have?
132) Judy: A nose
133) T: A nose
134) Judy: A mouth.
135) T: A mouth.
136) Judy: And a back.
137) T: O.K. Now. When these birds fly where do you think they are flying to?
138) Judy: To where ever they want to go.
139) T. To where ever they want to go. Where do you think they want to go?
140) Judy: They want to touch stuff.
141) T: They want to touch stuff. O.K. Why do you think they fly?
142) Judy: Because they may feel like eating and they may be bad.
143) T: They may feel like eating and they may be bad? O.K.
144) Judy: They might eat your food if you leave it out.
145) T: They might eat your food if you leave it outside.
146) Judy: Then you go get something else for your little children.
147) T: Then you go get something for your little children.
148) Judy: If you go outside, you need to take your food.
149) T: O.K. or what?
150) Judy: So, they won’t get on there.
151) T: So the birds won’t get on your food.
152) Judy: I thought I said the birds won’t get on your food.
153) T: Uhh. So you shouldn’t take your food outside so birds won’t come.
154) Judy: When I go with that stuff, I am not going to take it outside. Everytime (?)
little sister starts and she eat half of her food crunching runching.
155) T: Uhuh.
156) Judy: And she catch wooping.
157) T: Oh, she does!
158) Judy: She be going to use the bathroom. I put her food on the counter.
159) T: O.K.
160) Judy: So, I first, I say, I call her Kia and sometimes I call her titi and she took
her and (???).
161) T: O.K. Can we go back to the birds? Is there anything else you want to tell
me about birds? Anything else?
162) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
163) T: No. O.K. This is what we are going to do now. (Proceeded to circle the
birds).
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Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Judv -  April 18. 2000 - Tape 9 A
1) T:
2) Judy:
3) T:
4) Judy:
5) T:
6) Judy:
7) T:
8) Judy:
9) T:
10) Judy:
11) T;
12) Judy:
13)T:
14) Judy:
15)T:
16) Judy:
17) T:
18) Judy:
19) T:
20) Judy:
21)T:
22)Judy:
23) T:
24) Judy:
25) T:
26) Judy:
27) T:
28) Judy:
29) T:
30) Judy:
31)T:
32) Judy:
33) T:
34) Judy:
35)T:
36) Judy:
37) T:
38) Judy:
39) T:
40) Judy:
Do you know what we are going to do?
No.
No? D you remember we talked about birds before?
(Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
You do. I want you to tell me about birds again.
They fly.
They fly, O.K. How do they fly?
They flap their wings, they start flying.
Uhuh. And they 
Lay eggs.
They lay eggs, uhuh.
They .they build nests.
They build their nests, uhuh. Who makes those nests?
Them.
Them?
They’ve got to help the birds.
Uhuh. How do they make the bird nest?
They make a circle, then they put their eggs in there, I mean they lay. 
What do they use to make the circle?
Anything.
Anything like, give me an example.
Mud.
Mud, uhuh.
Sticks.
Sticks.
Grass.
Grass.
Leaves.
Leaves.
Dirt.
Dirt. You are absolutely right. O.K. What else? So, when they lay the 
eggs in their nests, what happens to those eggs afterwards?
Birds come and get them.
Birds come and get them, uhuh.
And they crack.
They crack, uhuh.
They tend to it, they..they..when they come out they tend to it chick they 
their mommy use (?).
Uhuh, O.K. Where do the mama birds come? Do the mama birds and 
daddy birds all those come from, all those birds where do they come 
from?
No answer.
Think Babies come from eggs, and they grow up.
Mamas come from they other mamas.
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41) T: Mamas come from other mamas? If babies come from eggs and they 
grow up and thev become mamas.
42) Judy: Mamas.
43) T: And then they do what?
44) Judy: Lay eggs.
45) T: They lay eggs. So where do you think mamas come from?
46) Judy: Their other mamas.
47) T: From their other mamas.
48) Judy: My mama got another mama.
49) T: Your mama got another mama. She has two mamas.
50) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”) One.
51)T: One, uhuh.
52) Judy: And that’s my grandmother.
53) T: And that’s your grandmother, you are right? But the baby comes from 
the?
54) Judy: Mama.
55)T: How does the baby come from the mama?
56) Judy: She hatch.
57) T: She hatches from an...
58) Judy: Egg-
59) T: Egg. O.K. If the baby grows up, then becomes a mama ...
60) Judy: Then they lay eggs.
61)T: And they lay eggs, and then the baby becomes a?
62) Judy: Another mama.
63) T: Mama. So, where do you think mamas come from? Mama birds come 
from?
64) Judy: Their mama.
65) T: From their mama, O.K. All right. What else do .what do they eat?
66) Judy: Their food. My bird food smell good.
67) T: Your bird food smells good?
68) Judy: Uhuhh.
69) T: You have birds?
70) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
71)T: What kind of birds do you have?
72) Judy: Parakeets.
73) T: Parakeets. How many parakeets do you have?
74) Judy: Two.
75) T: Two. What color are they?
76) Judy: One is, uh blue and white and gold
77) T: Uhuh. blue, and white and gold.
78) Judy: And the one is green and yellow and then orange.
79) T: Orange. Where do they keep, where do you keep them?
80) Judy: In their cage.
81)T: In their cage.
82) Judy: So they won’t get out because my sister scared, I’m not scared?
83) T: (The sister’s name) scared?
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84) Judy: Lakeia, who made her birthday.
85) T. O.K. All right. Uhh, do they live in the same cage or do they live in 
separate cages?
86) Judy: Same cage.
87) T: Same caee.
88) Judy: Thev fieht.
89) T: They fight, really?
90) Judy: The green bird fight the blue bird........
91)T: Really, about what?
92) Judy: Because they be kissing each other.
93) T: They be kissing each other?
94) Judy. I say ,”Uhhh.”
95) T: You saw that?
96) Judy: The first night, they kissed. They was fighting and the ..one is a girl one 
is a boy.
97) T: One is a girl, one is a boy. Which one is a girl, which one is a boy.
98) Judy: The blue is the boy, the green one is the girl.
99) T: O K. All right. So, what do you do? Do you take care of them?
100) Judy. (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
101) T: How do you take care of them?
102) Judy: I give them water, I give them food.
103) T: Uhuh, how much food do you give them?
104) Judy: A little bit, because every time they got on my dresser, I got food on my 
dresser.
105) T: Uhh, yes, you are right, uhuh. why do you think you got food on your 
dresser?
106) Judy: They slubber it, they try to eat so fast.
107) T: Uhuh.
108) Judy: They try to eat food so fast. Because every time I say Ma them birds got 
no food, she say “Leave me alone about them birds.”
109) T: Do you uhh..uhh. what is your favorite bird?
110) Judy: Flamingos.
111) T: Flamingo. Why?
112) Judy: Because they got long legs.
113) T: Because they’ve got long legs. You like that. O.K. Is ther eanything else 
about Flamingos?
114) Judy: They walk so fast.
115) T: They do? Uhuh.
116) Judy: They so big. .They drink water.
117) T: Uhuh, they..
118) Judy: They live outside.
119) T: Uhuh.
120) Judy: They go eat in the house, if they go you ain’t going to have no more 
birds.
121) T: How come mama bought you birds?
122) Judy: She got them from pet store.
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123) T: she bought them from what?
124) Judy: From he pet store. The pet shop.
125) T: From the pet shop, but how come she got it?
126) Judy: She paid for it?
127) T: Yes, but did you ask for it, or she wanted to get some birds?
128) Judy: She got it herself, my titi got some and my mama got them.
129) T: O.K. All right.
130) Judy: Both of them got.
131) T: O.K. So, mama likes birds.
132) Judy: Uhuh.
133) T: Uhuh. She likes the birds.
134) Judy: She likes to watch them kiss.
135) T: She does, huh.
136) Judy: I play with Mr. Dedrick’s little baby.
137) T: Did you take the, uuhh, do you take the birds out of their cage?
138) Judy: Uhuh.
139) T: And what do they do?
140) Judy: They flap their wings on me. They get their feathers off.
141) T: Uhuh.
142) Judy: One flow . When my mama was pet when the green one was there the
blue one wasn’t there. He was scared at the pet shop because he had got 
sick.
143) T: O.K. Uh!
144) Judy: And the green one flew and he ain’t come back and my mama tried to
pull it but his feathers came off.
145) Judy: A lot. The blue one uh tail is so long. I can even touch it and I can get it.
I can touch his wing. He let me...He is so silly. He don’t let me touch
it
146) T: Oh! It’s interesting.
147) Judy: That’s nasty.
148) T: Oh!, that’s interesting.
149) Judy: I got a Easter basket at home.
150) T: You do have an Easter basket at home.
151) Judy: I got one at school.
152) T: Right! Now, I want you to tell me about the doves that we have in our
classroom.
153) Judy: They laid eggs.
154) T: They laid eggs
155) Judy: They’re hatching them.
156) T: Are they hatching them yet?
157) Judy: No, they’re sitting on them.
158) T: They’re sitting on them. O.K. Do they , which ones do you like the best,
the doves or the parakeets?
159) Judy: Parakeets.
160) T: Parakeets. Why?
161) Judy: Mine didn’t lay eggs.
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162 T: They might, we’ll see.
163 Judy: One they I’ll bring them to school.
164 T: O.K. You watch them carefully and tell 
do all birds have?
165 Judy: Feathers.
166 T: Feathers. What else do they have?
167 Judy. Wings.
168 T: Uhuh. Wings.
169 Judy: Eyes.
170 T: Eyes.
171 Judy: Beaks.
172 T: Beaks.
173 Judy: Nose.
174 T: Nose.
175 Judy: Ears.
176 T: Ears.
177 Judy: Feathers.
178 T: Feathers.
179 Judy: Wings.
180 T: Wings.
181 Judy: They flap.
182 T: Uhuh, they flap.
183 Judy: Toys. They got toys.
184 T: In the cage? O.K. What about the birds
185 Judy: They fly.
186 T: They fly.
187 Judy: All over in the sky.
188 T: What do they need to fly?
189 Judy: Wings.
190 T: Wings.
191 Judy: Feathers.
192 T: Feathers.
193 Judy: Eyes.
194 T: Eyes.
195 Judy: Nose.
196 T: Nose.
197 Judy: Ears.
198 T: Ears.
199 Judy. For to listen.
200 T: For to listen, you are right.
201 Judy: When. .when we talking.
202 T: Uhuh How do they talk?
203 Judy: Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.
204 T: They talk like that
205 Judy: Yeah.
206 T: Does your parakeet talk like that?
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207) Judy: No, they do. (Imitated some sounds)
208) T: They go like that.
209) Judy: They are. .they be whistling.
210) T: They be whistling, O.K. That’s their talking.
211) Judy: I can’t sleep when they do like that.
212) T: Yeah, you are right they make too much noise, huh.
213) Judy: So, I wake up.
214) T: When they come to their nest, how to they come to their nest?
215) Judy: They fly
216) T: When they come to their nest, how do they come to their nest?
217) Judy: Fly.
218) T: They fly and then what do they need to land?
219) Judy: Head, no. A nest.
220) T: Uhuh.
221) Judy: A big nest.
222) T: Yes. But how are they going to come into their nest. How do they, can
they fly over their nest all the time? How are they going to stand in their 
nest?
223) Judy: Up in the tree.
224) T: How are they going to stand in the nest? What do they need to stand in
their nest.
225) Judy: A branch.
226) T: A what?
227) Judy: A branch.
228) T. A branch, O.K.
229) Judy: For to stand on.
230) T: For standing on. What do they have to stand on?
231) Judy: Claws.
232) T: Claws. O.K. So when they put their claws on the branch what is that
called do you remember?
233) Judy: Perching.
234) T. Perching. You are very right. O.K. So they have claws and what else do
they have?
235) Judy: No answer.
236) T: Where are their claws?
237) Judy: Their foot. The foot is their claw.
238) T: Claws is their foot? Where is their foot, on their head?
239) Judy: On the ground. My birds pull their feet on their body.
240) T: Yes, you are right, they pull it on their body but where is their claw
attached? Is it attached to their eye?
241) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
242) T: Where is it?
243) Judy: It’s on the branch.
244) T: On the branch. It’s separate from the bird?
245) Judy: No. It’s inside their body.
246) T: Inside their body. O.K.
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247) Judy: Because ray birds do that and they say (???). I say the little bird on one 
foot.
248) T: What comes out of their body that has the foot on one end?
249) Judy: What comes out....
250) T: O.K. (Drawing) Here is your bird, has the eye, has the beak, has the 
wings, and has the claws.
251) Judy: He apart. He is not suppose to be apart. There suppose to be a body
252) T: This is the wing here, where is the body? The body you said, where is 
the body?
253) Judy: It suppose to be right here.
254) T: O.K. That’s the body (drawing).
255) Judy: Draw a line.
256) T: Draw a line. What’s that line?
257) Judy: Curve.
258) T: Curve.
259) Judy: And then another curve?
260) T: Curve, another curve. What’s that? What would that be?
261) Judy: Looks like a duck.
262) T: Looks like a duck but what would this curved line be?
263) Judy: Bot, like this.
264) T: O.K. Like this?
265) Judy: You need a curve
266) T: Like this?
267) Judy: Yeah.
268) T: O.K. What is this?
269) Judy: A curvy line.
270) T: A curvy line. Like this? What’s this? What would that be?
271) Judy: They’re not the same.
272) T: You draw a bird here for me. Let’s see.
273) T: You draw a bird right here for me. On this side, O.K.
274) Judy: O.K. I draw a bird in the book.
275) T: You do, huh.
276) Judy: That’s the beak.
277) T: That’s the beak.
278) Judy: Whole head.
279) T: Whole head.
280) Judy: Two eyes.
281) T: Two eyes.
282) Judy: A nose.
283) T: A nose.
284) Judy: So he can smell.
285) T: So he can smell.
286) Judy: Here is the nose like that and a beak.
287) T: O.K.
288) Judy: I draw in my journal.
289) T: O.K. I’ll look in your journal. Did you do one inyour journal?
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290) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
291) T: O.K. I’ll look in your journal.
292) Judy: Today?
293) T: O.K. I’ll look at it today.
294) Judy: And I did it yesterday.
295) T: And you did it yesterday. In which journal, in your bird journal or your
real journal.
296) Judy: No.
297) T: O.K. I’ll look at it. So these are what?
298) Judy: Claws.
299) T: Those are the claws, O.K. Write your name here at the top for me?
300) Judy: I have an “a” in my name.
301) T: Do all birds fly, Judy?
302) Judy: Some birds stay in their nest.
303) T: Some birds stay in their nests.
304) Judy: And some fly.
305) T: Which ones stay in their nests?
306) Judy: Black ones.
307) T: Black ones, O.K. Are there any kinds of birds that do not fly at all?
308) Judy: Uhuh. I’ve never seen, but some of them fly. Watch this. A and I is
together.
309) T: You are very right. Like in rain. Uhuh.
310) Judy: That’s what I was trying to show you.
311) T” Let’s put the date here, 4/18/2000. (Told her the date.)
312) T: Is there anything else you want to tell me about birds?
313) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
314) T: Do you know owls?
315) Judy: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
316) T: What do owls eat?
317) Judy: Snakes, lizards
318) T: Snakes, lizards. So, not all birds eat bird food huh.
319) Judy: Some eat in the ditch.
320) T: Some eat in the ditch, O.K..
321) Judy: Here you go.
322) T: Thank you, ma’am. Is there anything else you want to tell me about
birds? (Proceeded with circle the birds.)
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Appendix W1 
Judy’s Observations in Her Bird Journal
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Appendix X
Case 13: Julia -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Julia -  January 11. 2000 - Taoe 2A & B -
1) T: What I want you to do is, I want you to tell me everything you know
about birds.
2) Julia: They fly.
3) T: They fly. What else?
4) Julia: They sing.
5) T: They sing. Uhuh. What do they sing?
6) Julia: I don’t know.
7) T: You don’t know. O.K.
8) Julia: They whistle.
9) T: They whistle. O K............ Yes.
10) Julia: I don’t know.
11)T: O.K. When they fly where do they fly?
12) Julia: In the sky.
13)T: They fly in the sky. Where do they go?
14) Julia: They fly around.
15)T: They fly around. O.K. What happens when they get tired?
16) Julia: They , they sit on a tree.
17)T: They sit on a tree, uhuh. What do they eat?
18) Julia: Bird food.
19)T: Bird food. Where do they find the bird food?
20) Julia: Outside.
21)T: Outside. O K...... What else? Where do they live?
22) Julia: Outside.
23) T: Outside. Where outside?
24) Julia: In the sky.
25) T: In the sky? Where in the sky?
26) Julia: (????)
27) T: A where?
28) Julia: (????)
29) T: They sit on a train?
30) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
31)T: Uhuhh. Where do the birds come from?
32) Julia: Sky.
33)T: Sky. They come from the sky? What about the baby birds? Where do
they come from?
34) Julia: Out of their stomach.
35)T: Out of their stomach? Out of what stomach?
36) Julia: The bird.
37) T: Out of the bird’s stomach.
38) Julia: Uhum.
39) T: O.K. Have you ever seen a bird?
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40) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
41)T: Where?
42) Julia: In the sky.
43) T: In the sky. What does a bird look like?
44) Julia: They have legs.
45) T: How many legs do they have?
46) Julia: Two.
47) T: Two. What else do they have?
48) Julia: Hands.
49) T: Hands. How many hands do they have?
50) Julia: Two.
51)T: Two hands. What else?
52) Julia: They have faces.
53) T: They have faces.
54) TAPE SIDE 2B
55) T: What else? What else do they have?
56) Julia: They have stomach.
57) T: They have stomachs. What else do they have?.............. What else do
they have? They have legs, hands, stomachs, faces.
58) Julia: They have fingers.
59) T: They have fingers. How many fingers do they have?
60) Julia: Five.
61)T: Five fingers. What else?
62) Julia: They have heads.
63)T: They have heads. What else do they have? Do they have anything on 
their heads?
64) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
65) T: What do they have?.
66) Julia: Eyes and nose.
67) T: Eyes and nose.
68) Julia: And mouth.
69) T. And mouth. How many eyes do they have?
70) Julia: Two.
71)T: Two eyes. O.K. What else?.......
72) T: How do they fly?
73) Julia: They fly with their wings.
74) T: They fly with their wings. How do they fly with their wings? Can you 
show me?
75) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
76) T: Show me how they fly with their wings.
77) Julia: (Showed with her hand.)
78) T: Like that O.K. Anything else?
79) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
80) T: No. O.K. (Proceeded with the circle the birds.)
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Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  Julia -  April 18. 2000 - Tape 9B
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds, again. Can you
tell me everything you know about birds?
2) Julia: They fly in their nest.
3) T: They fly in their nest. How do they fly?
4) Julia: With their wings.
5) T: With their wings, O.K. Do all birds fly?
6) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
7) T: No? Are there some birds that don’t fly?
8) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
9) T: Yes? Which ones?
10) Julia: Planck (?) ones.
11)T: Planck (?) ones, Uhuh. They fly in their nest. Who made the nest?
12) Julia: Their papa.
13)T: Their papas. How do their papas make the nest?
14) Julia: They found some sticks.
15)T: They found some sticks and then...
16) Julia: Then they get in their nest, they lay some eggs, and eggs hatch.
17)T: They get in their nest and they lay some eggs and the eggs hatch, uhuh.
18) Julia: And they fly.
19)T: And they fly. What comes out of the eggs when they hatch?
20) Julia: Babies.
21)T: Babies, O.K. What do birds eat?
22) Julia: (?)
23) T: A what?
24) Julia: No answer.
25) T: What do birds eat?
26) Julia: Ring worms.
27) T: Ring worms, uhuh what else?
28) Julia: Caterpillars.
29) T: Caterpillars, uhuh.
30) Julia: Fish.
31)T: Fish. Uhuh. Do all birds eat fish?
32) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
33) T: No? O.K. What kind of birds eat fish?
34) Julia: The birds..they got the big beaks.
35) T: The birds that got the big beaks. O.K. What about the birds that do not
eat the fish and the caterpillars and the worms. What do other birds eat?
36) Julia: Ants.
37) T: O.K. Ants, O.K.
3 8) Julia: Nectar.
39) T: Nectar, O.K. Which one eats the nectar do you know?
40) Julia: (shook head meaning, ‘140.”)
41)T: Which one?
42) Julia: They birds with the long beak.
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43) T: The birds with the long beak. Do you know the name of that bird?
44) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
45) T: Hummingbird. Uhuh. Anything else?
46) Julia: (Shookhead meaning,“N o”)
47) T: No? Nothing else? Uhh. Let’s see. What is your favorite bird?
48) Julia: A Blue Jay.
49) T: Blue Jay is your favorite bird. O.K. What about the doves in our 
classroom? What can you tell us about the doves in the classroom?
50) Julia: They are about to hatch the eggs.
51)T: They are about to hatch the eggs, huh, O.K.Uhuh. And...
52) Julia: I don’t know.
53) T: You don’t know? O.K. Where do birds live?
54) Julia: Outside.
55) T: Outside, where outside?
56) Julia: In their nest.
57) T: In the nest. O.K. Are all birds the same?
58) Julia: (Shook head meaning, (No ”)
59) T: No? How are they different?
60) Julia: They not named the same thing.
61)T: They are not named the same thing, O.K. Anything else?
62) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
63) T: No? Are all birds the same shape?
64) Julia: (Shookhead meaning,“N o”)
65) T: No? How are they different?
66) Julia: Some have beaks long, some be big
67) T: Some have long beaks. O.K. That’s how they are different? Their beaks 
are different?
68) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
69) T: Yeah! Say “yes> Ma’am.”
70) Julia: Yes, Ma’am.
71)T: O.K. The beaks are different. What else is different?
72) Julia: Their feathers.
73) T: Their feathers are different. What do all birds have?
74) Julia: Feathers.
75) T: Feathers. What else?
76) Julia: Feet.
77) T: Thev all have feathers. Feet. How manv feet?
78) Julia. Two.
79) T: Two. What else?
80) Julia: Beaks.
81)T: Beaks, uhuh.
82) Julia: Eggs.
83) T: Eggs. They have beaks, feathers, feet, eggs, what else do they have9 To 
be birds what else do they need?
84) Julia: Feathers.
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85) T: Feathers, O.K. What else? If  I draw you uh..uh..some feathers in here
would that be a bird?
86) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
87) T: No? What else do we need to have a bird?
88) Julia: You draw (?) with the feathers on.
89) T: How do I draw the bird, what do I need to draw?
90) Julia: Beak.
91) T: Beak, O.K. all right. Here is the beak. And the feet and the feathers, is
that a bird?
92) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
93) T: No? That’s not a bird? What do I need?
94) Julia: Eyes.
95) T: Eyes. O.K. How many eyes do I need?
96) Julia: Two.
97) T: Two. One on one side one.
98) Julia: on the other side.
99) T: on the other side.
100) Julia: Ears.
101) T: Ears. O.K. Bird has ears. That kind of ears?
102) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “N o”)
103) T: No? O.K. What else?
104) Julia: No answer.
105) T: What else does my bird need? Does it look like a bird?
106) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
107) T: No! What does it need?
108) Julia: The feathers
109) T: Here are the feathers. O.K. I put feathers all over. Is that a bird?
110) Julia: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
111) T: No?
112) Julia: You need to put the two feet together.
113) T: I need to put what together?
114) Julia: The pieces.
115) T: I need to put the pieces together. How can I put the pieces together?
116) Julia: Draw them together.
117) T: Do what?
118) Julia: Draw them together.
119) T: Draw them together. All right, O.K. Let’s forget about this one O.K. All
right. Anything else you want to tell me about birds.
120) Julia: I know nothing to think about birds.
121) T: You don’t know anything else about birds. O.K. That’s all right.
(Proceeded with the circle the birds.)
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Appendix Y
Case 14: June -  Pre & Post-Instruction Interview Transcripts
Pre-Instruction Interview Transcript -  June -  January 10. 2000 - Tape IB
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds. O.K.? Tell me 
about birds.
2) June: They fly.
3) T: They fly.
4) June: They eat sunflower seeds.
5) T: They eat sunflower seeds.
6) June: They build them a nest.
7) T: They build them a nest. Uhuh.
8) June: Some birds come out of eggs.
9) T: Some birds come out of eggs. Where do the others come out of?
10) June: Eggs
11) T: Eggs, O K............How do the birds fly?
12) June: Flap their wings.
13)T: Flap their wings, O.K. How do they flap their wings do you think9
14) June: They make their wings go up and down.
15)T: Up and down like this (Showing with her arms).
16) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
17)T: Where do they live?
18) June: In the nest.
19) T: They live in a nest. And what do they eat?
20) June: Sunflower seeds.
21)T: Oops. I’m sorry. You said sunflower seeds. What else? Do they eat 
sunflower seeds only or do they eat other things?
22) June: They eat bird food.
23) T: They eat bird food. Where do they find the bird food?
24) June: On the floor.
25) T: On the floor, where?
26) June: Outside on the ground.
27) T: Outside on the ground, O.K. Do you have a bird at home?
28) June: (Shook head meaning, “No.”)
29) T: You don’t have a bird?
30) June: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
31)T: Have you ever seen a bird?
32) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
33) T: Where?
34) June: The farm.
35) T: At the farm! You went to a farm?
36) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes ”)
37) T: What kind of bird did you see?
38) June: A bluebird.
39) T: A blue bird. Where was the bluebird?
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40) June: In the farm.
41)T: In the farm, where though?
42) June: In the nest build on the floor.
43) T: In the nest build on a floor, O.K. Where do the birds come from?
44) June: The farm.
45) T: The farm. O.K. where do baby birds come from?
46) June: Out of eggs
47) T: Out of eggs, O.K. That’s all? Is that all?
48) June: My cousin got a bird from the farm.
49) T: She did? And what’s she doing with it?
50) June: Uhh. One of the birds have died.
51)T: Really. One of the birds died.
52) June: And the other one had died.
53)T: And the other one died. O.K. Now, where did she keep the birds when 
she got them from the farm?
54) June: In the cage.
55)T: In a cage. And what did she do?
56) June: She had put them in separate cage.
57) T: She put them in separate cages. How many birds did she get?
58) June: Two
59) T: Two, O.K. So she had two cages.
60) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
61)T: And what did she do? Did she take care of them?
62) June: She feeded them sunflower seeds everyday.
63) T: She feeded them sunflower seeds everyday and what else?
64) June. And carrots.
65)T: And carrots? Carrots too
66) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
67) T: O.K. What kind of a bird did she have?
68) June: A blue bird and a black one.
69) T: A blue bird and a black one. O.K. Now, What I want you to do is , I want 
you to think of a bird. Can you see a picture of a bird in your mind?
70) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
71)T: I want you to tell me about that bird.
72) June: It has blue eyes.
73) T: O.K.
74) June: And, it have black ring and he is black.
75) T: O.K. It is black and it has blue eyes and a black eye. How many eyes 
does it have?
76) June: Two
77) T: Two eyes and the color is black. What else?
78) June: The black look like gray.
79) T: The black look like gray. O.K. So it had eyes. What else does it have?
80) June: Fur.
81)T: It has fur. O.K. What else?.........
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82) T: It has fur, it has eyes. What else do you see? Just, think of the picture in
your mind.
83) June: It’s shaped like a oval.
84) T: It’s shaped like an oval. O.K. Good... So it’s shaped like an oval like
that
85) June: (Shook head meaning, “Yes.”)
86) T: So what else does it have? What are the birds made of?
87) June: Fur.
88) T: Fur. O.K.
89) June: (Just sat looking at me.)
90) T: Anything else?
91) June: (Shook head meaning, “No ”)
92) T: That’s all. O.K. (Proceeded to circle the birds.)
Post-Instruction Interview Transcript -  June -  April 17. 2000 - Tape 8B
1) T: I want you to tell me everything you know about birds.
2) June: They fly.
3) T: They fly. O.K. What else?
4) June: They have feathers.
5) T: They have feathers, O.K.
6) June: They lay eggs.
7) T: They lay eggs. What else? They have feathers, they lay eggs. Do all birds
have feathers?
8) June: (Shook head meaning “Yes.”)
9) T: All birds have feathers, O.K. They lay eggs, I’m sorry. What else?
10) June: Birds come out of eggs.
11) T: Birds come out off eggs, O K Where do the eggs come from? If birds
come out of eggs, where do the eggs come from?
12) June: Pet shop.(uncertain)
13) T: Pet shop? Maybe, I don’t know. What about those eggs that we have in
the classroom. Where did those come from?
14) June: The pet shop.
15) T: The pet shop? Nope. I didn’t go to the pet shop to bring those eggs, they
were in there suddenly. How did that happen? Do you remember?
16) June:
17) T: No. O.K. Who makes the eggs?
18) June: No answer.
19) T: O.K. You know what, keep your hands on your knees, OK. Anything
else about birds? Do you remember what do those birds eat? Not the 
birds in our room, but all of the birds.
20) June: Seeds.
21) T: Seeds, uhuh.
22) June: Worms.
23) T: Worms.
24) June:
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25) T: Do all birds eat seeds and worms?
26) June: Pelicans eat fish.
27) T:
28) June:
You are right. Pelicans eat fish. Are there any other birds that eat 
something else? Something different.
29) T:
30) June:
Like..for example, give me an example.
3 1)T: Pelicans eat fish, some of them eat worms and bird seed, anything else?
32) June: Teeny weeny rocks.
33)T: The what?
34) June: Teeny weeny rocks
35)T: Teeny weeny rocks, O.K. What else? O.K. Where do they go at night?
36) June: The..in their nest.
37) T: In their nest. Where are the nests?
38) June: In the tree.
39) T: In the trees. And where does the nest come from?
40) June: They make them.
4l)T: They make them. Who makes them?
42) June: The birds.
43) T: The birds. How do they make them?
44) June: They find stuff.
45)T: They fly stuff. They find stuff, O.K. What kind of stuff? What kind of 
stuff do they use?
46) June:
47) T:
Ribbons.
48) June: Ribbons.
49) T: Ribbons, uhuh.
50) June: Some string.
51)T: String, uhuh.
52) June: And leaves.
53)T: And leaves, uhuh.
54) June: And grass.
55)T: And grass, uhuh.
56) June: And sticks.
57) T: And sticks, uhuh. O.K. Now let’s see, what is your favorite bird?
58) June: The pelican.
59) T: The pelican is your favorite bird, O.K. Where else do we see birds?
60) June: Flying in the air.
61)T: We see them flying in the air. Do we see them anywhere else?
62) June: In the water.
63) T: In the water. You are right.
64) June: In the trees.
65) T: In the tree, anywhere else? O.K.
66) June: We got a bird nest up by our house on the tree.
67) T: You, too! A lot of people said they have a bird nests on their tree. Vow! 
Do you know what kind of birds come there? Do you watch it?
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68) June: I think..uhh..sometimes we will be seeing them at night. I’m
thinking., uhh...
69) T: What do you think it is?
70) June: It looks like a dove nest.
71) T: It looks like a dove nest, possible, possible. Is it..is it on the ground, or is
it kind of like a hanging basket?
72) June: It is in the tree.
73)T: It is in the tree. O.K. All right. Let’s see. Uhh.. So, you see birds outside
when you look trough your window, and see those birds outside there, all 
right. Do they eat and they live in their nests and they have babies and 
the babies come from where?
74) June: Eggs.
75) T: Eggs. And where do the eggs come from? Do the mamas lay the eggs?
Do they lay the eggs.
76) June: (Shook head meaning “Yes.”).
77) T: Yes, you are right. All right, let’s see. Is there anything else you want to
tell me about birds? Are all birds the same?
78) June: (Shook head meaning “No.”)
79) T: No. How are they different?
80) June: Some birds... I don’t . .. some birds are red and black.
81)T: Some birds are red and black. O.K. So, some birds have different colors,
what else?
82) June: And the doves are white.
83) T: And the doves what?
84) June: White.
85) T: White, O.K. The doves that we have in the classroom are white but what
about the other doves outside?
86) June: Some of them black.
87) T: Some of them are black. Uhhm... what about the doves in our classroom?
Did you .do you watch them sometimes?
88) June:
89) T: What do you see about them?
90) June: They.uhm. the male and the taking care of three and the female taking
care of one.
91) T: Uhuh. The male is taking care of three and the male is taking care of one,
what?
92) June: Egg.
93) T: Egg, all right, O.K. What else? Anything else?
94) June:
95) T: No. Do all birds fly?
96) June: No.
97) T: No. What doesn’t fly? Are there any birds that don’t?
98) June: A roadrunner.
99) T: A roadrunner doesn’t fly. What else? Are there any other ones that don’t
fly?
100) June: A penguin.
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101) T: A penguin. Are there any other ones?
102) June: Peacock?
103) T: Peacock.
104) June: Peacock.
105) T: A peacock. Uhuh. any other ones?
106) June: A kiwi.
107) T: Kiwi. That’s all? You said they build nests. How do they build nests?
108) June: With..
109) T: With ribbons and stuff but how do they carry them?
110) June: With their beaks.
111) T: With their beaks? Hmm, all right? Anything else? Anything else? Are all
the eggs the same?
112) June:
113) T: No. How are they different?
114) June: Some of them not big.
115) T: Uhuh. All birds have what?
116) June: Wings.
117) T: Wings.
118) June: And feathers.
119) T: Feathers. If I have..
120) June: A beak.
121) T: And a beak. O.K. If I have a beak, feathers and wings, will I be a bird?
122) June:
123) T: I won’t? I won’t be a bird? Can I fly?
124) June:
125) T: Can I really fly?
126) June:
127) T: No. What do they need to fly?
128) June: Wings.
129) T: Wings, O.K. What else? O.K. If I have a wing, if I have a beak, If I have
feathers, would that make me a bird? (Drawing the beak and feathers and 
wing on paper.) Is that enough? A wing, feathers, and what?
130) June: A beak.
131) T: A beak? Am I a bird?
132) June:
133) T: No? What else do I need?
134) June: Ahead.
135) T: A head. What else do I need?
136) June: A body.
137) T: A body. What else do I need?
138) June: And some peek..uh..I mean some feet.
139) T: And some feet. How many feet do I need?
140) June: Two.
141) T: Two. And what else do I need?
142) June: Legs.
143) T: How many legs do I need?
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144) June: Two.
145) T: Two. What else do I need? I have a head.. .two legs, and a feet and what 
else do I need?
146) June: Eyes.
147) T: Eves. How manv eves do I need? I have a bodv too and we have wines.
148) June: Two.
149) T: Two. One on this side and one on this. And what else do I need? And my 
feathers can be what?
150) June: Any color.
151) T: Any color, different colors, uhuh. Are all birds the same shape?
152) June:
153) T: No. some are..
154) June: Big.
155) T: Some are..
156) June: Tall.
157) T: Tall. Some are..
158) June: Small.
159) T: Small. Anything else?
160) June: Medium.
161) T: Medium, uhuh. Where do birds come from?
162) June: God makes them.
163) T: God makes them. All right. Anything else?
164) June: They come from south.
165) T: They come from south, uhuh. Anything else?
166) June: They come from South America.
167) T: They come from South America. Some birds come from South America. 
I think you are thinking about “Pedro”, huh!
168) June:
169) T: Uhuh. Do you remember what “Pedro” was? ‘Tedro” was a..
170) June: Bird.
171) T: What kind of a bird was “Pedro”?
172) June: A green.
173) T: He was green. O.K. Anything else you want to tell me about birds?
174) June: Dajonique sister had a bird and her died.
175) T: Really! Vow! Did you see the bird?
176) June:
177) T: What kind of a bird was it?
178) June: It was ... It was brown.
179) T: He was brown, O.K.
180) June: He was a..uhm..a dove.
181) T: He was a dove? She had a dove, too?
182) June: Uhuh!
183) T: She did, huh. Anything else, June?
184) June: Uhuh! (Meaning “No.”)
185) T: No?
186) June: My two cousins had a bird.
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187) T: Your two cousins had a bird? What kind of a bird did they have?
188) June: Uhm..
189) T: Do you know?
190) June:
191) T: O.K. (Proceeded with Circle the birds.)
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Appendix Y1 
June’s Writing Samples
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